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In this issue you
will read about the
prospects for ensur-
ing the Foreign Ser-
vice continues to
have enough people,
with the right skills,
to do its work for the
next 30 years.  Recruiting, screening,
training and advising our newest gen-
eralists and specialists are no small
tasks.  Special kudos go to our col-
leagues who work on the Board of
Examiners and in the Foreign Service
Institute’s Orientation Division.  The
former have an enormous responsibili-
ty for attracting the best and brightest
to represent America overseas (in both
senses of that term), while the latter
must take a group of recruits from 
all walks of life, and, in a few weeks, 
make them think and act like Foreign
Service professionals.

But the work does not end there,
and the rest of us play a crucial role 
in it.  I recently attended an Africa
Bureau regional conference of entry-
level generalists and specialists, who
were doing superb work at some of
the Service's toughest posts.  These
colleagues are our future, and their
experiences — positive or negative —
in their first posts will determine how
(or if) they pursue their careers.  They
deserve all of the support and encour-
agement we can provide.  We cannot
afford to lose them; nor can we afford
to see them end up embittered, cyni-

cal or ineffective.
In most cases, our first-tour col-

leagues were positive and enthusiastic
about their work.   Being GSO or OMS
in Luanda or Freetown may not be
everyone’s idea of fun, but they were
doing it with the best spirits and, most
importantly, with a sense of humor.
Many spoke positively about their
working environment and about how
much they had learned from co-work-
ers, including both Senior Foreign
Service mentors and Foreign Service
Nationals.

There were a few exceptions, how-
ever.  In the conference corridors, and
even in the public sessions, I heard,
among all the positives, the occasional
story about the non-collegial col-
league, the abusive supervisor, the
incompetent manager, and even the
occasional burn-out.  What does one
do, for example, with senior officers
who refuse to meet either with their

own staff or with host country coun-
terparts?  What is one to make of the
mid-level officer who bullies a subor-
dinate and constantly threatens him
with an EER that will “sink his
career”?  Yes, such cases are thankful-
ly rare exceptions to the rule.  But
even one case is too many when the
effect is to distort new employees’
view of the organization they have
joined.  

There was a pattern in these rare
cases of unprofessional behavior.
The problems became worse when
post leadership — ambassador or
DCM — refused to deal with them,
leaving our newest colleagues to cope
as best they could.   The Secretary and
his team have made clear that they
expect leaders to lead, and most have
responded admirably.  

For its part, FSI is doing an out-
standing job of training leaders and
managers.  At the top of its syllabus is
the principle that problems left
untreated will fester and eventually
burst, with toxic results.  These poi-
sons, moreover, will affect the most
vulnerable members of the Foreign
Service — our entry-level colleagues
— who may reach the unfortunate
conclusion that such negative behav-
ior is normal and acceptable in their
chosen profession.  

In such cases, we risk not only
derailing an employee’s career at the
beginning, but also losing him or her to
the Service altogether.  Given the high
quality of our new employees, and
their crucial part in our mission, we can
ill afford such needless losses.  ■

PRESIDENT’S VIEWS
If Not Now, When?

BY JOHN LIMBERT
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Fair Share — But Not for Him?
“We believe in fair share, and we are

enforcing it,” Director General W.
Robert Pearson said in the interview
carried in the February Journal.  This
statement strikes me as more than a bit
odd, coming as it does from an officer
who served 10 consecutive years in
Paris and Brussels.  In fact, it appears
that the two-year tour he spent in
Beijing very early in his career compris-
es his entire service at hardship posts.  

As the interview recognized, there
is great skepticism in the Foreign
Service that the fair share policy is
enforced in a uniform manner.  May I
therefore suggest that the director
general show his support for this poli-
cy by pledging to serve at a hardship
post for his next assignment?

Steve Muller
FSO, retired
Troy, N.Y. 

How Soon We Forget
Dr. Jaime Suarez’s article on assess-

ing Foreign Service morale (February
FSJ) brought back many fond memo-
ries of my days as executive director of
the Office of the Medical Director
from 1977 to 1981 under Dr. Bill
Watson and his successor, Dr. Eben
“Dusty” Dustin. 

Soon after joining MED, we
embarked on efforts to gain approval
from department management to
begin the regional mental health pro-
gram, with the goal of stationing
regional psychiatrists overseas to pro-
vide coverage from key posts.  We took
a morale assessment trip that spanned
three regional bureaus.  Amazingly,
the questions I asked and the answers

I received from our Foreign Service
members and their spouses in 1977
mirrored almost exactly the questions
Suarez asked and the answers he
received on his recent trip.  

The results of our survey were
telling and useful.  The cost/benefit
analysis of medical evacuations, bro-
ken assignments and family reloca-
tions, versus early diagnosis, interven-
tion and mental health care overseas
helped convince MED, then led by
Ben Read, to approve our proposal.  

During my assessment trip, I, too,
found that morale at hardship posts
very often was much higher than at
“plush” posts.  Additionally, the role of
the ambassador, deputy chief of mis-
sion and administrative counselor was
key to post morale.  I compared the
three senior management officials at
post with the key to winning baseball:
strength down the middle from the
catcher, pitcher, second baseman, and
center fielder.  The stronger these
positions, the better the team fares.

I was fortunate to have served with
some of the best morale-building
ambassadors in the Service.  Produc-
tivity under these chiefs of mission was
exceptional.  Unfortunately, I also
served with one ambassador who mir-
rored the unreasonable interpersonal
traits Suarez describes in his article.  I
saw how quickly post morale could
change under a self-aggrandizing amb-
assador who did not have a well-devel-
oped management approach.  Not sur-
prisingly, tour extensions became cur-
tailments, post effectiveness decreased,
and the costs to the department of
doing business increased.  

The measurable product of the

Foreign Service is the output of its per-
sonnel.  Good morale increases the
effectiveness of that product.  Good
morale is a product of good manage-
ment. Good management saves money.

Gerald S. (Jerry) Rose
FSO, retired
Falls Church, Va.

VOA’s Vital Role
Your January issue is a goldmine of

information on international broad-
casting.  Hopefully it will encourage
those involved in foreign affairs to
appreciate the increasingly vital role,
at bargain cost, performed by VOA
and the complex array of other public
diplomacy outlets under the Broad-
casting Board of Governors.

Audiences tend to believe what
they hear if they trust the messenger.
America’s radio and TV voices must be
accurate, comprehensive, objective
and, yes, interesting.  As Ed Murrow
liked to say, “warts and all.”

I hope our broadcasters are able to
resist pressures to overemphasize
entertainment in order to attract lis-
teners like a sideshow barker.  If Uncle
Sam is to get his dollar’s worth he
should be given room to explain U.S.
policies to the world, in a reasoned,
convincing way, just as a newspaper
reserves unto itself the right to print
editorials to make known its views.  A
good many listeners, including world
leaders, yearn to know the rationale
behind policies which affect them.

Richard Cushing,
Former VOA Acting 

Director
FSO, retired
Mills Valley, Calif.

LETTERS
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VOA Is USG
As a former VOA Spanish Branch

chief (1977-79), I enjoyed the January
Journal’s exploration of the current,
confused state of U.S. international
broadcasting.  While VOA correspon-
dents Alex Belida and Mike Drudge
are absolutely correct when they say
their job is to report the news honestly
and accurately, they — like many VOA
employees — make no mention of
another key section of the Voice’s 1976
congressionally-mandated charter: “To
present the policies of the United
States clearly and effectively, and also
present responsible discussions and
opinion on these policies.”

Although VOA journalists aren’t
charged specifically with presenting
those policies, they should recognize
the importance of the policy explication
portion of their charter.  I had this dis-
cussion many times with the late, great
Bernie Kamenske, VOA’s longtime and
highly-respected news director.  The
VOA newsroom can’t and shouldn’t
operate in a vacuum, and the main rea-
son so many foreigners listen to the
Voice is precisely because it does repre-
sent the views of the U.S. government.
If it didn’t, why would the taxpayers
invest more than $155 million per year
in an “independent” radio station?

One final question: Why does the
federal government continue to spend
more than $25 million annually on a
radio station (Radio Marti) that no one
can listen to and a TV station (TV
Marti) that no one watches?  Or will
our politicians continue to throw mil-
lions of dollars at Marti in order to buy
Cuban-American votes in South Flor-
ida?  Unfortunately, I think I know the
answers to my own questions. 

Guy W. Farmer
FSO USIA, retired
Carson City, Nev.

What State Won’t Say
John Limbert’s comments in the

January Journal on the role that dis-
sent plays in keeping the Foreign

Service vital and relevant could not
have been more timely. 

With our country so divided today
on the proper uses of our immense
power, dissenting views are essential
in forcing an open debate of vital
national policies often fashioned in
secret.  In my opinion, Foreign Ser-
vice professionals have no higher
obligation than to share their insights
with policy-makers, and, in some
cases, with the American public.  I was
honored to have been mentioned by
John among some notorious shin-
kickers of yesteryear.

I offer a more recent personal
anecdote to illustrate AFSA’s irreplace-
able role in encouraging people to risk
speaking out.  Secretary Powell in his
October column in State magazine
told his readers not to be concerned by
the National Security Strategy Paper
of September 2002 asserting the right
of the U.S. to wage pre-emptive war
against suspected evil-doers.  He then
urged all employees to get behind pre-
sent policy.  I assumed that the
Secretary was addressing what he per-
ceived to be a significant problem of
dissension in the ranks, with echoes of
Vietnam.

Since he had raised the issue, I
wrote a brief letter to State magazine
saying gently that I thought Sec.
Powell was wrong both on the sub-
stance of the NSSP and in cheerlead-
ing our Iraq policy in the pages of
State.  It was no surprise that the mag-
azine refused to publish my letter.
Evidently, house organs are allowed to
play only one tune.  However, I was
told to try the Foreign Service Journal,
which does print contrarian pieces.

So, keep it up, AFSA.  Continue to
provide a forum for those who feel that
it is their duty on occasion to speak
out.  And by all means, preserve and
strengthen the annual awards program
to recognize those who do.

Samuel F. Hart
FSO, retired 
Jacksonville, Fla.
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Recognizing Colleagues
I commend Louise Crane on her

AFSA News commentary “Shaddupa
Ya Face” in the January issue.  Her
message should become a mantra for
all of us.

I agree wholeheartedly that we
owe it to each other and to the health
and vitality of the Foreign Service to
express pride of profession in the face
of public criticism and across all
cones.  AFSA has been instrumental,
especially in its work on the Hill, in
strengthening the image as well as the
backbone of the Foreign Service.

I remember from early in my
career how hard my consular col-
leagues worked, from Tehran to
Warsaw to Manila.  They not only had
to staff the visa line, but after it closed,
they spent many more hours process-
ing their cases.  They invariably stayed
late and worked on weekends.  They
used their language training all the
time in dealing with different kinds of
applicants.  They handled “congres-
sionals,” letters from members of
Congress asking why a relative of a
constituent had been denied a visa.
Our consular colleagues were some-
times second-guessed by an ambas-
sador if they denied a visa to someone
well connected to the host govern-
ment.  This was demoralizing, because
it called their judgment into question.

I also remember the hard work of
our management colleagues, especial-
ly in Afghanistan after Ambassador
Adolph Dubs was killed.  The entire
American and international commu-
nity was in shock.  An evacuation of all
dependents and non-essential people
was ordered, and the task of helping
them leave post fell to our manage-
ment colleagues.  Evacuations have
become more common in recent
years, ensuring even more work for
management employees.

Diplomatic and regional security
officers at post have taken on increas-
ing burdens to strengthen security
measures and work with host country

L E T T E R S
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officials to protect Foreign Service
employees and their dependents.
Fortunately, resources for enhanced
security have increased, but for years
they were inadequate to the threats
facing us abroad, as the embassy
bombings in Nairobi and Dar es
Salaam demonstrated.  We entrust
our safety to them and should stick up
for them when Congress or other
public entities question their judg-
ment or our diplomatic readiness.

I have gained a lot of respect over
the course of my career for consular,
security and management colleagues
and also learned that they can be very
helpful in public affairs work. Many of
them have valuable contacts and
understand public diplomacy pro-
gramming better than some political
and economic officers.  They are ser-
vice-oriented and this means that they
can get things done and make needed
connections to key local contacts.

When was the last time a senior
consular or management FSO was
promoted to career minister?  Promo-
tion incentives for all FS cones should
be fair and equal, alleviating the
appearance that certain kinds of work
are more important.  We all depend
upon each other and should assume
that we share the same standards of
professional conduct and achievement.

Bruce K. Byers
FSO, retired
AFSA Vice President, 

1995-96
Reston, Va.

At Sea on Dissent
I couldn’t help but notice that the

AFSA card asking members to nomi-
nate officers for constructive dissent
and not being afraid to “rock the boat”
shows a person sitting in what looks
very much like a very unseaworthy
coffin.  I know that many feel that dis-
sent may be akin to putting a foot in
one’s professional grave, but I’m sure
that the image of burial at sea is not
what was intended!
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Last year I met an American grad-
uate student at the University of
Malta doing a dissertation on diplo-
macy and dissent.  In briefly dis-
cussing the topic with her, I learned
that she was not aware that the U.S.
Foreign Service has a dissent channel
and that people can actually receive
awards for constructive dissent, some-
thing she was then able to further
research and include in her paper.
Keep up the good work!

Erik Holm-Olsen
Public Affairs Officer
American Embassy Valletta

Retirement Age Disconnect
Many Foreign Service employees

who fall under the (new) FSPS pen-
sion plan do not appear to realize the
disconnect between the Foreign Ser-
vice mandatory retirement age of 65
and the “full retirement age” at which
they are eligible to collect full Social
Security benefits. Social Security ben-
efits are reduced by 62/3 percent for
every year less than the full retirement
age at which a person retires. 

A useful table, entitled “Age to
Receive Full Social Security Bene-
fits,” can be found on the Social
Security Administration’s Web site at
www.socialsecurity.gov.

I raised the problem of the age dis-
connect at a 1999 town meeting at
Embassy Port-au-Prince chaired by
then-Director General Edward W.
Gnehm, Jr.  I have also brought the
issue up several times in the past with
AFSA.  To date, nobody has taken a
serious interest in trying to address
and correct this disconnect.  The stock
answer is that most FS members
retire before they reach age 65, or that
Social Security is broke, so whatever
the case, the problem is academic. 

I intend to work as a Foreign
Service officer until I reach age 65.
With the fallout of the 2000-2003
bear market and its effect on Thrift
Savings Plan balances, I assume there
are quite a few other officers over age

http://www.socialsecurity.gov


50 who are also thinking of postponing
their retirement dates. 

If the FSPS retirement age discon-
nect affects you and your plans for
retirement, please let our AFSA rep-
resentatives know. 

Nick Quackenbush
General Services Officer
Embassy Nassau

Reinventing the Wheel
There is much talk about creating a

system for the INS to photograph and
fingerprint all arriving aliens in order to
keep track of them for national security
purposes.  When I joined the Foreign
Service 50 years ago, a standard part of
the visa-issuing system was to require
fingerprints and two photographs of
each visa applicant before a visa could
be issued.  One photo and the finger-
print card were sent to the FBI.

All non-citizen, non-green-card-
holders were required to obtain a visa
before a ship or airline would allow
them aboard.  Any transportation
company that delivered an undocu-
mented alien was subject to a major
fine.  Around 1970, word was sent to
the field that the FBI was so far
behind in filing fingerprint cards from
the State Department that we should
discontinue fingerprinting visa appli-
cants.  As part of the tourism promo-
tion program sometime in the late
1980s, citizens of several Western
European countries that did not
require visas of U.S. citizens were
allowed to enter the U.S. without visas
on a reciprocal basis.  

We’re reinventing the wheel with
all this talk about fingerprinting and
photographing those entering the
U.S.  It would make much more

sense to return to the system of
requiring visas of all non-citizens
applying for entry to the U.S. and to
do the photographing and finger-
printing as part of the visa-issuing
process.  Applicants could be handled
on an individual basis, rather than as
part of an arriving planeload of 300 in
a crowded airport with new planes
arriving every 10 minutes.  Security
questions could be handled locally by
delaying visa approval a day or two
while inquiries were made to local
police or security people. 

Imposing these requirements on
immigration personnel at ports of
entry seems both inefficient and inad-
equate from the standpoint of ensur-
ing real security checks.   ■

David Timmins
FSO, retired
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Making a Difference 
in Iraq

The American public rarely gets a
look at what FSOs actually do on the
ground in the various countries in
which they are deployed around the
world.  So an article by Anthony
Shadid in the Feb. 16 Washington Post
(www.washingtonpost.com), focus-
ed on the work of 29-year-old Tobin
Bradley organizing elections in a
remote province of Iraq, was good
news — despite the fact that one had
to get two-thirds of the way through

the article to learn that Bradley was a
member of the Foreign Service!

Datelined Chebayish, Iraq, the arti-
cle, “In Iraqi Towns, Electoral Experi-
ment Finds Some Success,” throws
light on the Coalition Provisional Auth-
ority’s work organizing elections in Dhi
Qar, a province some 230 miles south-
east of Baghdad. There, residents vot-
ing as families on the basis of valid ra-
tion cards will have elected city councils
in 16 of the 20 largest cities by March.

Tobin, a fluent Arabic speaker and
political advisor for the CPA in Nasir-
iyah, organized 11 of the elections.
“With a knack for improvisation and
little help from Baghdad,” writes
Shadid, Bradley “carried out what may
stand as one of the most ambitious
democratic experiments in Iraq’s his-
tory, a project that goes to the heart of
the debate about how Iraq’s next gov-
ernment should be chosen.”

In each election, Bradley started
with a preparation committee of unaf-
filiated residents.  A month before the
vote, the committee drew up condi-
tions for candidates: a minimum age,
no Ba’th Party affiliation and an often-
contentious education requirement.
The electoral rolls were based on
ration cards, with two votes — one
male and one female — for each fam-
ily.  Each voter chose between five and
10 names from the list of candidates.
The actual voting was run by judges
from outside the town, with Iraqi
NGOs playing a growing role.

The process didn’t always go
smoothly.  The preparation commit-
tees often struggled over things like
candidates with suspected ties to the
Ba’th Party and strong factional and
other pulls from fellow villagers that

took rounds and rounds of Pepsi and
tea to resolve.  Shahid reports that
Bradley’s father was a city manager,
and Bradley says his own job now is
“dealing with the same problems, but
in a different place.”

The results, however, have been sig-
nificant.  First, the ration card system
worked well (Bradley says 95 percent
of the families in the province have
them).  Second, voter turnout was 30
percent to 40 percent, with women’s
participation growing from zero to
about 20 percent of the voters.  And,
significantly, voters typically elected
professionals as opposed to tribal or
religious leaders.

The elections have guaranteed the
councils’ legitimacy, but, according to
Bradley, what is lacking is something
he cannot give: credibility.  He views
the Iraqis’ frustration with the lack of
improvement in their lives as the great-
est threat to the democratic experi-
ment in Dhi Qar.  “It’s been nine, 10
months, with no results, really,” Brad-
ley says.  “There’s no point in having
elections if there are no tangible results
after them.”

Bradley, who never expected to
find Iraq “such a broken society,” has
no illusions about the challenge.  He
recalls working in State’s Bureau of
Intelligence and Research for four
nights after the attacks of 9/11.  He
was angry, he says, and, with a bent of
idealism, determined to bring about
change. 

“We have an opportunity to start
something good here.  Whatever you
think of the war, I have the opportuni-
ty to build a stable democracy here in
Iraq,” Bradley says.  “It doesn’t matter
whether you were for it or against it.

CYBERNOTES

As president, if necessary, I
will use military force to

protect our security, our people,
and our vital interests.  But the
fight requires us to use every
tool at our disposal.  Not only a
strong military — but renewed
alliances, vigorous law
enforcement, reliable
intelligence, and unremitting
effort to shut down the flow of
terrorist funds.  To do all this,
and to do our best, demands
that we work with other
countries instead of walking
alone.  For today the agents of
terrorism work and lurk in the
shadows of 60 nations on every
continent.  In this entangled
world, we need to build real and
enduring alliances.

— Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
Democratic presidential 
candidate, Feb. 27,
www.washingtonpost.com.

http://www.washingtonpost.com
http://www.washingtonpost.com


The fact of the matter is we’re here.”
A graduate of Georgetown Uni-

versity, and fluent in French as well as
Arabic, Bradley served at Embassy
Amman from 1999 to 2001, and was
then posted to the U.S. mission to
NATO in Brussels.  He was sent to
Nasiriyah in September.

GAO Hits Delays in 
Visa Process for Science
Students and Scholars

At a Feb. 25 House Science Com-
mittee hearing officials from the State
Department, the FBI and the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security respond-
ed to problems and shortcomings in

the current visa process for science
students and scholars (http://www.
house.gov/science).  The officials
were responding to a GAO report
(GAO-04-371) released at the hear-
ing, “Border Security: Improvements
Needed to Reduce Time Taken to
Adjudicate Visas for Science Students
and Scholars” (www.gao.gov).

Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Consular Affairs Janice Jacobs told
the committee, chaired by Sherwood
Boehlert, R-N.Y., that the State
Department was addressing one of
GAO’s main concerns, interoperabil-
ity of computer systems, with an
investment of more than $1 million
to update from a cable-based system.
Roger Garrity, deputy assistant
director for the Records Manage-
ment Division at the FBI said his
agency hoped to be able to connect
to this system shortly.  State is also
continuing to improve officer train-
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CYBERNOTES

“High School Students Demand Wars in Easier-to-Find
Countries.” “Congress Forbids Economy to Recover Until
Congress Passes Bill to Help Economy Recover.” “AT&T to
Cut Work Force 120 Percent.”  Are these real news head-
lines or just plain gibberish? Actually, they are neither, or
perhaps a bit of both.  A helpful antidote to election-year
overload, www.satirewire.com offers the serious student of
human affairs a perfect blend of hard-edged cynicism and
sharp wit that more often than not cuts right to the quick.     

Created by Andrew Marlatt, a comedy writer,
www.satirewire.com offers a plethora of newsworthy
headlines that often fail to make the final editions of other
newspapers.  Marlatt is the author of a book, Economy of
Errors: SatireWire Gives Business the Business (Broadway,
2002), and his humor has been read and heard around the

world, from the Chicago Sun-Times to the Sydney Morning
Herald and Asahi Shimbun, and on radio networks such as
NPR and the Australian Broadcasting Company.

CNN calls SatireWire “a treasure chest of satirical take-
offs on current news items.”  The articles, which can be
witty, satirical, or downright loony, poke fun at issues and
events ranging from cuisine to education to software com-
panies and government.  The Web site also offers an exten-
sive archives section in which interested readers can peruse
older yet equally hilarious news headlines.  The articles are
guaranteed to bring howls and guffaws even if the news is no
longer breaking.  

The only “sad” news on SatireWire is Mr. Marlatt’s deci-
sion to no longer update the site, but that is where the site’s
extensive Links section, cataloging over 30 other humorous
sites, comes in.

— Dwijen Jaydev Mehta, Editorial Intern

Site of the Month: SatireWire

50 Years Ago...
During the past year there has developed within the

ranks of the Foreign Service a deep and widespread
feeling of uneasiness and uncertainty regarding the
future of the Service.  Not since the early part of the
century when Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson firmly
applied the career principle to the diplomatic and consular services,
thus leading to the unified service set up by the Rogers Act of 1924,
has there been so much doubt as to whether this principle would, or
even should, continue to prevail.

— Editorial on the establishment of the Public Committee on Personnel,
the “Wriston Committee,” FSJ, April 1954.

http://www.house.gov/science
http://www.house.gov/science
http://www.gao.gov
http://www.satirewire.com
http://www.satirewire.com


ing at the consular level, said Jacobs.
DHS Under Secretary for Border

and Transportation Security Asa
Hutchinson testified that his agency
is continuing to improve the Stud-
ent Exchange and Visitor Infor-
mation System, and is also work-
ing to increase the DHS presence
at consular posts throughout the
world.

In its investigation, the GAO found
that the State Department had no data
on how long it took to issue a student
visa.  In a random sampling of cases of
visa applicants subject to a security
check known as Visas Mantis, which is
designed to protect against sensitive
technology transfers, GAO found that
the wait averages 67 days, with many
cases pending longer.  Lack of interop-
erability among the systems used by
State and the FBI, GAO found, is one
of the main problems.  Also, there are

no checks to verify receipt of requests
or information from one agency to
another.  During visits to posts, the
GAO found that officials there lacked
clear guidance on when to apply the
Visas Mantis process, and were not
receiving feedback on the information
they provided in their Visas Mantis
requests.

The GAO recommended that
State, in coordination with DHS and
the FBI should:  l) consider establish-
ing milestones to reduce the current
number of pending Visas Mantis
cases; 2) develop performance goals
and measurements for processing
Visas Mantis cases; 3) provide addi-
tional information to consular posts
that clarifies guidance on the Visas
Mantis program; and 4) work to
achieve interoperable systems and
expedite the transmittal of data
between agencies.  

Speaking of Hard
Languages

American diplomats who master
hard languages like Bosnian or Tagalog
can win a prize.  But imagine yourself in
the shoes of a South Korean diplomat,
whose 23-year career is suddenly on the
line over proficiency in what is arguably
the hardest language of all: English. 

The South Korean Foreign Ministry
initiated the English test in 2003 to
make the civil service more competitive,
according to the magazine Korea Now.
Diplomats get three chances to pass the
test, and move up the career ladder.
(Current heads of mission are exempt.)

Some Koreans believe the test is
unfair to diplomats who have main-
ly served in non-English speaking
countries, and, while crucial, should
not be the most decisive factor in a
diplomat’s qualification for advance-
ment.  ■

C Y B E R N O T E S
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Facing an implacable enemy,
with the fate of the world and
the future of Western democ-

racy at stake, the most powerful coun-
try in the world seems unable to sway
world opinion in its direction.  

Sound familiar?  It’s all about ter-
rorism, Iraq and radical fundamental-
ist Islam in the post-9/11 era, right?  

Wrong.  It happened more than 50
years ago and the implacable enemy
then was Soviet Communism.  Re-
viewing commentaries of the late
1940s and early 1950s, one can see
eerie echoes of the panic in today’s
media about Islamic terrorism and
American impotence in winning
hearts and minds.  In particular, the
thrashing about for a solution to
America’s latest “image problem” has
an apt parallel in the 1953 creation of
the U.S. Information Agency to
address the threat of Soviet propagan-
da by telling America’s story to all the
world.

More than anything else, that ini-
tiative reflected the vision of Presi-
dent Dwight Eisenhower and Secre-
tary of State John Foster Dulles.  As a
former military commander, Eisen-
hower understood the value of non-
lethal persuasion, while Dulles recog-
nized the need to free the public
diplomacy function from the tradi-
tion-minded machinery of the State
Department — and vice versa.  To
accomplish those goals, the new
agency consolidated the government’s
tools of influence into a single entity
that reported to the president while
taking foreign policy guidance from

the Secretary of State. 
USIA was the perfect solution for

its time, and it lasted nearly half a cen-
tury.  But after the collapse of the
Soviet Union, the agency was dis-
missed as a Cold War relic and even-
tually merged into the Department of
State on Oct. 1, 1999.  Proponents of
the reorganization pledged it would
keep the public diplomacy function at
the center of foreign policy.  But the
aftermath of 9/11 demonstrates that in
the post-USIA era, public diplomacy
has become perhaps the weakest link
in America’s foreign policy arsenal.

Fixing the Problems
The amalgamation of the public

diplomacy function into the State
Department hasn’t worked very well
for a number of reasons.  These
include: differences in the cultures of
the two organizations; some resent-
ments over past clashes between State
and USIA; a poorly organized division
of the bureaucratic “spoils” among
State bureaus; and a mass exodus of

experienced public diplomacy profes-
sionals who “hadn’t signed up to be
part of the State Department.”  

But an equally important reason is
a fundamental misunderstanding of
what public diplomacy can and should
accomplish.  Just as in the early 1950s,
many in America once again see
everything in terms of a single strug-
gle: Islamic radicalism (expressed
through terrorism) vs. Western demo-
cracy.  But by focusing single-mindedly
on the Islamic world, as we have been
doing, at best we may have some lim-
ited success there while allowing anti-
American currents to flourish in the
rest of the world.   

Instead, America’s current “image
problem” must be addressed not just
with an infusion of money and pro-
grams for a single region but with a
planned and structured approach to
public diplomacy as a whole.  Rec-
tifying the failures of the current
structure of public diplomacy should
be the State Department’s top prior-
ity.

Fortunately, a number of thought-
ful solutions have already been 
proposed in recent years by entities
across the political spectrum, ranging
from The Heritage Foundation to
the Council on Foreign Relations
(twice) and from the General Acc-
ounting Office to the USIA Alumni
Association.  Each study notes or im-
plies that there are chronic and sys-
temic problems within the Depart-
ment of State that must be addressed
in any renewal of American public
diplomacy. 

The Weakest Link in Our Foreign Policy Arsenal

BY WILLIAM P. KIEHL

SPEAKING OUT

Rectifying the
failures of the

current structure of
public diplomacy

should be the State
Department’s 
top priority.



Some of the problems are:    

Lack of Understanding of the
Nature of Public Diplomacy 
Unlike State, the U.S. military sepa-

rates public affairs from psychological
operations because it recognizes that the
two elements can be incompatible 
or even contradictory.  “Public affairs”
principally deals with the media and is
essentially reactive, responding to an
event or news story with the govern-
ment’s story to pre-empt the media.
The PA function’s timeline is usually
measured in a few minutes to a few days.

“Public diplomacy,” like peacetime
psychological operations, is pro-active.
It deals with the whole spectrum of
society, seeking to change attitudes and
persuade the target audience.  The PD
timeline can be anything from a few
hours to several decades.  Our public
affairs officers abroad are faced with
mounting pressures from embassy
front offices to devote their energies to
public affairs at the expense of public
diplomacy.  In order to ensure that
long-range public diplomacy goals are
not overlooked, public diplomacy offi-
cers should report to and be rated by
the chief of mission or DCM and by
their regional public diplomacy super-
visors in Washington.

Lack of True Integration in
the State Department

If public diplomacy is ever to be at
the heart of the foreign policy process,
it must reside there.  One cannot “call
in” the public diplomacy team when
needed.  Rather, public diplomacy
officers must be among those who
would be doing the “calling in.”  In
other words, the senior leadership of
the real power centers of the Depart-
ment of State — the regional bureaus
— should include senior public diplo-
macy officers, at least at the deputy
assistant secretary level.

But the reality in today’s State
Department is that senior PD officers

are, for the most part, restricted to the
two ex-USIA bureaus, International
Information Programs and Education-
al & Cultural Affairs.  Indeed, since
the reorganization of the foreign
affairs agencies in October 1999, there
have been only two public diplomacy
officers assigned at the DAS level
within any regional bureau (both in
the same bureau, within the past few
months).  If such exclusion were based
on race, gender or ethnicity, rather
than functional specialization, it would
surely have evoked such an outcry that
corrective action would have been
taken immediately.  

In the absence of sufficient numbers
of senior public diplomacy officers in
the regional bureaus’ front offices, a
more practical solution for the long
term would be to remove the PD offi-
cers from the regional bureaus (leaving
the public affairs functions behind) and
reassemble them in a new Bureau of
Public Diplomacy Operations under
the aegis of the under secretary for pub-
lic diplomacy and public affairs.

Lack of Central Authority over
Public Diplomacy Operations 

The single most serious flaw in the
1999 reorganization plan was the
inclusion of the regional USIA offices

as public diplomacy offices within the
regional bureaus of the department.
This meant that the PD office director
and the PD staff were under the direct
supervision of one of the deputy assis-
tant secretaries and, ultimately, under
the assistant secretary in the regional
bureau.  In the State Department, the
regional bureaus call the shots.  No
amount of “interaction” with the
under secretary for PD and PA or with
other PD bureaus can alter this fact.
As a result, the PD office director’s
career is in the hands of those who
may not well understand how PD
works or who may have agendas that
are inconsistent with what PD needs
to accomplish.

Making matters worse, there are
now at least six different public diplo-
macies (one for each region) rather
than unity of command and a coher-
ent and single public diplomacy, which
is then adapted to local conditions as
needed.  The under secretary for pub-
lic diplomacy and public affairs has full
responsibility for the conduct of pub-
lic diplomacy worldwide but lacks real
authority over it.  As we have seen, this
is a recipe for failure.

State’s response to the Djeridjian
Report acknowledged that public
diplomacy must have a central policy
and resource focus under the control
of the under secretary.  Exactly how
much control will likely be an issue for
prolonged negotiations.  But the cre-
ation of a Bureau for Public Diplo-
macy Operations to coordinate, direct
and be responsive to PD field posts
would ensure that authority — not just
responsibility — would be in the
hands of the under secretary.

Lack of Adequate Funding for
Public Diplomacy Programs

So far the war on terrorism has
brought some modest additional
resources to public diplomacy.  But
these funds, while welcome and
already being put to good use, barely
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constitute a down payment on an effec-
tive worldwide public diplomacy for
the 21st century.  In fact, America’s cur-
rent PD budget would not even match
that of advertising for a mid-size global
business — yet informing and persuad-
ing foreign publics about U.S. foreign
policy, our values and our motives 
are far more complex endeavors than 
selling Uncle Ben’s Rice or Coca-Cola.
That said, without basic reform and
restructuring of the public diplomacy
function of the State Department,
additional monies will not result in a
more effective public diplomacy.

To sum up: any serious renewal of
American public diplomacy must find a
middle ground between the old USIA,
an independent agency, and the weak
structure that currently exists within
the State Department.  Dynamic lead-
ership at the Department of State by
Secretary Colin Powell and Deputy
Secretary Richard Armitage has
brought increased funding and a new
sense of purpose to a government
agency badly in need of reform.  Now
is the time to extend that same energy
and emphasis to the department’s pub-
lic diplomacy.  This unfinished business
— a genuine renewal of America’s pub-
lic diplomacy function — cannot be
postponed any longer.  ■

William P. Kiehl served as a public
diplomacy officer at home and abroad
for more than 33 years with the
Department of State and the United
States Information Agency.  He is cur-
rently a senior partner with PD
Worldwide (global public affairs, pub-
lic relations and intercultural commu-
nications consultants) and executive
director of the Public Diplomacy Coun-
cil at George Washington Univer-
sity.  His proposals for structural re-
form of U.S. public diplomacy are pre-
sented in more detail in “Can Hump-
ty Dumpty Be Saved?,” American
Diplomacy, November 2003 (www.
americandiplomacy.org).
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ork force planning is a complex undertaking that does not have the most successful
track record in U.S. government agencies.  The foreign affairs agencies are wrestling with it now, as they struggle to recov-
er from the mismanagement of the 1990s, when budgets and staffing were ravaged.  But the Diplomatic Readiness
Initiative at State and the Development Readiness Initiative at USAID are understandably directed more toward emer-
gency rebuilding of staffing to meet the urgent responsibilities of the day than long-range planning.

In truth, exigency, not strategic planning, continues to drive the largely discrete decisions and policies concerning
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FOREIGN SERVICE STAFFING:
EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

BY STEVEN ALAN HONLEY
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staffing.  So in the best improvisa-
tional tradition of the Foreign
Service, we solved the problem of
covering it by redefining it.  Instead
of a comprehensive, “macro” ap-
proach to our theme, we offer you
a set of articles written from the
“micro” perspective, each address-
ing a different piece of the Foreign
Service staffing puzzle.  Together,
they constitute a progress report on Foreign Service work
force planning, such as it is.

Some of you know that I was a Foreign Service offi-
cer from 1985 to 1997.  My A-100 class, the 25th, con-
tained 51 people, making it one of the largest entering
groups in a long time — but just one of many during the
mid-1980s recruitment surge.

For a whole variety of reasons, that hiring wave
crested just a few years later, and, starting in the 1990s,
the Foreign Service came under the budget-cutters’
knife even as its responsibilities multiplied.  Foreign
Service hiring did not even keep up with attrition dur-
ing the 1990s.  The U.S. Information Agency was
starved of funds, and then abolished.  Hundreds of
positions at the State Department and other agencies
were left unfilled (some for years at a time); many
employees were forced to forgo critical training in
response to beleaguered posts’ frantic cries to “be here
yesterday”; and generally life was made more stressful
for those trying (in the mantra of the period) to “do
more with less.”

Today, entrance classes routinely comprise 80 to 90
new hires, and they follow each other in remarkably
quick succession.  What made that possible?  In a word,
DRI: the Diplomatic Readiness Initiative, which has
been under way for three years now.  See our lead arti-
cle, by FSO Niels Marquardt (“The DRI Rides to the
Rescue,” p. 20) for more details.  And as a companion
piece, first-tour generalist Bryan Olthof (a member of
the 112th A-100 class) gives us “A Bird’s-Eye View of
DRI” (p. 26).

Those of us working in Washington sometimes forget
about the vital contributions of Foreign Service
National employees to our diplomatic missions around

the world.  So it is worth being
reminded that FSNs do a whole
range of jobs, sometimes under
even more difficult conditions
than their American supervisors
experience.  

In an effort to link FSN com-
pensation more closely to the
responsibilities performed, the
State Department employs the

Computer Aided Job Evaluation Process, more famil-
iarly known as CAJE.  But FSO Alexis Ludwig points
out that FSNs who work in political, economic and
pubic affairs sections possess special skills which are not
easily measured — or remunerated — by the CAJE
matrix.  He therefore argues in favor of “Liberating
FSNs from Their ‘CAJE’” (p. 29).

Earlier, I alluded to the precipitous dip in Foreign
Service hiring during the last decade.  The U.S. Agency
for International Development, in particular, suffered
from that trend.  Though it managed to stay alive,
USAID was radically downsized, and underwent a
reduction-in-force at one point.  Shawn Zeller, a staff
reporter for Government Executive magazine, describes
how USAID is recovering and rebuilding its shattered
work force to meet new challenges in “On the Work
Force Roller Coaster at USAID” (p. 33).

Not a few commentators have remarked on the irony
that, notwithstanding its rhetoric about wanting to
shrink the federal work force, the Bush administration
has actually increased its ranks.  But at the same time,
the administration has remained true to the traditional
Republican preference for devolving government func-
tions to the private sector via outsourcing.  Heritage
Foundation analyst Ron Utt explains the rationale for
this approach in “Competitive Contracting: An Avenue
for Improvement” (p. 41).

This being an election year, it would be even more
foolhardy than usual to venture any predictions about
the outlook for Foreign Service staffing in the near
term.  However, there is a set of new challenges before
us that weren’t on the table when the DRI was con-
ceived: not just Iraq and Afghanistan, but also the
impact of new homeland security requirements on con-
sular services.  One thing is clear: how these issues are
addressed will affect every member of the Foreign
Service, whatever our grade, agency or professional spe-
cialization.  ■
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Steven Alan Honley is the editor of the Foreign Service
Journal. An FSO from 1985 to 1997, he served in
Mexico City, Wellington and Washington, D.C.
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AFTER A DECADE OF STRUGGLE AND ATTRITION, THE

DIPLOMATIC READINESS INITIATIVE HAS REVITALIZED

THE STATE DEPARTMENT’S OPERATIONS.

BY NIELS MARQUARDT

F O C U S O N F S  S T A F F I N G

he Diplomatic Readiness
Initiative.”  DRI.  Three years after Secretary of State Colin
Powell launched DRI in early 2001, these phrases contin-
ue to pepper conversations, cables and other communica-
tions throughout the department and at overseas posts.
Arguably the most important and successful human
resource management initiative undertaken at State in
decades, the Diplomatic Readiness Initiative has not only
revitalized the department’s operations but, as suggested
by its name, has enhanced our readiness for coming chal-
lenges.

But except for entry-level members of the Foreign
Service, how many of us really know how DRI works, or
what it has accomplished?  Is it primarily a program to
streamline red tape to get more people into the system, to
more effectively train those new hires, or both?  And,
most importantly, do we have a shared sense of where it
will take the State Department and the Foreign Service
in the future?  

Why DRI Was Necessary
The State Department work force that welcomed

Secretary Powell on Jan. 20, 2001, had huge gaps in its
ranks, with bureaucratic band-aids trying (and largely fail-
ing) to cover them up despite valiant efforts to “do more
with less.”  Facing inadequate budgets through most of

the 1990s, State had not been able to hire enough per-
sonnel to make up for attrition, even as it stretched to
open several dozen new posts, from Asmara to Yerevan.
The resulting staffing shortages affected the Civil and
Foreign Services, specialists and generalists, alike.  In
2001 we had a deficit of over 400 mid-level generalists,
and were also short over 300 mid-level Foreign Service
specialists.  In Washington, we had over 600 vacant Civil
Service positions.

Heroism abounded in the breach.  Record numbers 
of civil servants went abroad to fill Foreign Service va-
cancies.  Family members enlisted enthusiastically for 
work traditionally done by untenured generalists.  Many
Foreign Service personnel routinely skipped language
and professional training (and even deferred home leave
and vacations) to make direct transfers to their next post.
And our diminished corps of untenured generalists
stretched itself even thinner doing multiple tours adjudi-
cating visas.

These creative approaches were critical in accomplish-
ing our mission throughout the 1990s.  However, with
managers throughout the system “robbing Peter to pay
Paul” to fill jobs, hundreds of positions were left unfilled,
some for years at a time; the available work force was
burning itself out; and there was no relief in sight.  

Simultaneously, by the end of the last decade, the

“T

THE DRI RIDES
TO THE RESCUE



Foreign Service appeared to have
lost much of its luster as a pre-
mier public service employer.
The Foreign Service written
exam, which historically had at-
tracted some 15,000 participants
annually, drew a record low num-
ber of takers — 8,047 — in 2000.
Twice in the 1990s, the exam was
not given at all.  The yearly budget
for recruitment advertising was
down to less than $100,000.  Top talent clearly was look-
ing elsewhere for employment.  A “woe is us” attitude
pervaded the department.  (However, contrary to a wide-
spread perception that exists to this day, the department
did not encounter a spike in attrition in the 1990s.) 

Furthermore, by 2000 those who had passed the exam
and subsequent oral assessment and had made it onto the
hiring registers were distributed unevenly across the five
career tracks.  The department was struggling to hire suf-
ficient management and consular officers in the face of a
surfeit of political officer wannabes.  This exacerbated
systemic mismatches that already existed between the
skills and interests of generalists and the careers for
which we hired them, due in large part to the “unconed-
on-entry” policy in effect for generalists  hired from 1990
to 1996.  On the Foreign Service specialist side, intake of
office and information managers also had dried to a trick-
le, forcing posts to operate far below optimal staffing lev-
els in critical areas.  Training suffered enormously as well,
creating for managers and employees the unpalatable
choice between receiving a trained employee months late
or welcoming an untrained one earlier.  Department
employees and retirees openly questioned whether our
days were numbered and our relevance past. 

Now fast forward to the current reality.  A record
20,342 people sat for the 2003 exam, and another large
crowd is expected on April 24, 2004.  The registers of
cleared, ready-to-hire Foreign Service generalist candi-
dates now total about 1,500 people, of whom over 500
will be hired this year (compared with 110 hired in 1995).
A-100 orientation classes at FSI now average over 90 par-
ticipants, up from lows of 20 or so in the mid-1990s.  We

also have robust registers and intake
for all Foreign Service specialist hir-
ing categories, including office
managers, general services officers
and information managers. 

At the same time, the historically
high quality of our applicants has
been maintained, garnering consis-
tently positive feedback from super-
visors in the field.  Incoming special-
ists see a bright career ahead as spe-

cial agents, officer managers or health professionals, while
generalist candidates continue to bring in a breathtaking
array of professional, linguistic and academic backgrounds
and skills.  The department’s new “critical-needs language”
hiring policy is making sure that qualified applicants —
both generalists and specialists — who speak languages
like Farsi, Arabic and Korean are placed higher on our reg-
isters.  A visit to the Foreign Service Institute’s George P.
Shultz Center in Arlington, especially around lunchtime,
bears unmistakable witness to the surge in hiring and
ongoing follow-on training.  Indeed, enrollment of State
employees at FSI has grown 38 percent since DRI began
in 2001.

DRI by the Numbers  
To make all this happen, the State Department set

about retooling its entire hiring process beginning in 2001.
In June of that year, we staffed up a dedicated “Diplomatic
Readiness Task Force” consisting only of six full-time
members, representing Foreign Service generalists and
specialists and the Civil Service.  However, biweekly
DRTF meetings (now monthly) also brought together col-
leagues from HR’s Offices of Recruitment, Assignments,
Policy Coordination, Civil Service Personnel, and the
Executive Office; all five schools at FSI, plus its front
office; the hiring and clearance operations in both DS and
MED; and assorted others.  These meetings focused on
expanding pipelines and breaking bottlenecks to handle a
doubling of clearances, intake, assignments and training
throughout the DRI period.  The meetings served as a cat-
alyst for changes that affected how literally hundreds of
department employees and contractors have done their
jobs — and how over 4,000 new colleagues experienced
being hired — since DRI began.  Examples include:

• Expanding the budget for recruitment, advertising
and outreach activities to over $1.5 million annually from
under $100,000 in 2001.
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We are evolving from a

system that placed little

value on training to one

that makes it a 

top priority. 

The author, an FSO, has served as the State Depart-
ment’s Special Coordinator for Diplomatic Readiness
since 2001.



• Expanding programs for Volunteer Recruiters,
Recruiters Emeritus, the Pickering Program, and launch-
ing the Rangel Program.

• Focusing the Diplomats-in-Residence Program on
recruitment and outreach. 

• Offering “oral prep sessions” and writing workshops
nationwide to candidates.

• Piloting an online application process for specialists.
• “Unblindfolding” the generalist oral assessment to

take into account candidates’ academic and professional
backgrounds (retaining the unbiased nature of the “group
exercise”), and focusing more on interpersonal and man-
agement skills.

• Offering the generalist written exam twice in 2002,
once in other years.

• Reducing the average hiring delay from written exam
to A-100 from 27 months in 2001 to 10 months today.

• Increasing the hiring priority  given to candidates who
speak critical-needs languages like Arabic, Urdu and
Chinese.

• Expanding the size and increasing the frequency of
specialist and generalist orientation classes.

• Raising the ceilings on language training — especial-
ly in hard languages.

• Providing leadership and management training to our
new hires, as well as their supervisors.

• Expanding the availability of all “tradecraft” courses
and ensuring that all new employees receive all necessary
training.

• Instituting a biennial “Employee Commitment and
Satisfaction Survey” to obtain feedback from all American
employees of the State Department.

The assignment and training process has been reformed
as well.  For the first time in years, new generalists are given
the option of bidding on initial one-year tours in a range of
understaffed Washington offices in both functional and
regional bureaus.  Roughly 10 percent of each entering
class is assigned domestically under this new policy.
Deputy assistant secretaries in each receiving bureau are
asked to assume the mentoring role for these new employ-
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Rebuilding Capacity 
With the DRI

When Secretary of State Colin Powell
initiated the Diplomatic Readiness
Initiative in 2001, the State Department
had more than 600 vacant Civil Service
positions and a deficit of more than 400
mid-level Foreign Service generalists and
300 mid-level specialists.

Responding to that situation, the
Diplomatic Readiness Initiative is a three-
year plan to hire 1,158 additional staff over
attrition for the department.  The DRI
aims not only to cover the staffing gaps but
to enable the department to respond to
crises and new priorities and to provide
employees with appropriate training.

As the accompanying charts from the
Office of the Special Coordinator for
Diplomatic Readiness show, in its first two
years the DRI has succeeded in cutting
Civil Service vacancies by almost two-
thirds and significantly boosting the intake
of Foreign Service specialists and general-
ists.

Monthly Diplomatic Readiness Task
Force meetings bring together all the ele-
ments of the human resources system to
coordinate and streamline the entire hiring
process, from recruitment to testing and
evaluation, security and medical clear-
ances, assignment to first post, and orienta-
tion, language and professional training at
the Foreign Service Institute.

State’s 2004-2009 Strategic Plan pledges
to continue the DRI.

– Susan Maitra
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ees that is played overseas by DCMs.
There are also regular sessions at
which they receive further advice,
information, and mentoring.  

As mid-level positions overseas
increasingly are filled by newer col-
leagues needing Foreign Service expe-
rience, mid-level officers, in turn, are
filling ever-larger numbers of domestic
vacancies — many of which have been
vacant for years.  (Contrary to fears
that this approach could set up “green”
officers for failure, Foreign Service
managers are uniform in their high
praise for the quality of the new per-
sonnel.)

Tangible Progress
The difference DRI has made is already palpable,

despite the fact that many of the people hired through

the initiative are still in training en
route to post.  Almost 300 vacant
mid-level positions have been made
available to junior officers, including
— when deemed appropriate —
some straight out of A-100.  Most
embassies, even the smallest, now
have at least two information man-
agers and two office managers, per-
mitting a healthier approach to
issues such as work hours, overtime,
R&R, home leave, TDYs and career
development.  Both specialists and
generalists in almost all cases are
arriving at post with the full comple-

ment of professional and language training required to
excel in their new jobs.  Ceilings on language training are
being raised for all employees, particularly to permit
greater proficiency in critical languages like Arabic,
Chinese and Russian.
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One basic goal of DRI is to return to the one-to-one
match between people and positions at each grade level
that existed before underhiring began in 1993.  This goal
will be achieved soon at the FS-3 level for generalists,
and will also be achieved within the next decade at the
FS-2 and FS-1 levels as well (senior generalists are not in
deficit).  A similar process is well under way to match spe-
cialist positions and people; already, that match has been
achieved at multiple levels of the office and information
management pyramid such that there are no longer
unfilled OMS and IMS positions at the entry level and
lower mid-level ranks.  

The Civil Service Component
Often overlooked is the fact that DRI has an impor-

tant Civil Service component as well.  We already have
created and filled 165 new CS positions under DRI.  By
the end of FY 2004, that number will exceed 200.
Additionally, the ongoing emphasis on better resource
management has improved hiring practices across the

Civil Service at State.  At the start of DRI, State had over
600 vacant Civil Service positions.  The number has been
reduced to about 200 under DRI; this gap is closing as we
hire and as other Civil Service employees return to
Washington from overseas excursion tours, now that
Foreign Service personnel are filling those slots.              

“Surging” with Help from DRI
While we launched DRI with a deliberate eye to

improving our response capacities, we were unaware, of
course, that 9/11 would follow shortly.  Or that new
missions in Afghanistan and Iraq and new homeland
security challenges would follow 9/11.  While staffing
these missions and programs remains a challenge, it
clearly could not have been done before DRI without
major negative effects on other priorities.  Indeed,
Embassy Kabul started up thanks to 25 “DRI posi-
tions.”  Expanded programs for high-risk visa screening
absorbed over 50 new positions.  Our critical presence in
Iraq, especially after we open our new Baghdad embassy
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A Bird’s-Eye View of DRI
During a gap between language and tradecraft training for

my first assignment, I had a bridge assignment with the
Diplomatic Readiness Task Force.  My assignment was to
draft a survey of junior officers, but I also spent time dis-
cussing my motivations and experiences in joining the Foreign
Service with the very people responsible for my, and many
others’, employment with the State Department.  Based on
those conversations, I constructed the following brief narra-
tive of the year-and-a-half-long process that brought me into
the Foreign Service.  While my experiences are by no means
unique nor necessarily typical, I hope they will be of interest to
others in the State Department community.

You can’t make someone else’s choices.  You shouldn’t
let someone else make yours.
First, as I learned in A-100, always lead with a biographic

introduction.  My parents immigrated to the United States from
the Netherlands about two years before I was born.  I grew up
in Pittsburgh, Pa., earned a B.S. and M.S. in chemical engi-
neering and worked for a few years with Fluor Daniel’s biotech/
pharmaceutical division in San Francisco before deciding that
engineering wasn’t what I wanted to do for the next 40 years of
my life.  Throughout my years in university, I had harbored an
interest in economics, international relations and current
events and decided that the best place to combine those inter-
ests with my desire to engage in public service was the State
Department.  Not knowing whether the Foreign Service need-
ed Dutch-speaking engineers but figuring I had nothing to lose,
I signed up for the exam on the department’s Web site.
I took the written exam in September 2001 in San

Francisco, a couple of weeks after the attacks of 9/11.
Although the events of that day didn’t factor into my decision
to take the exam, they did strengthen my intention to find a job
that I wanted rather than a job that merely paid well.
Three months after the written exam, I received a letter

telling me that I had passed and that my oral assessment was
scheduled for April 2002.  Provided with the list of character-
istics against which candidates are judged, I proceeded to
develop a list of work, school, and personal experiences that
illustrated times at which I had utilized those traits.  I also
spent an entire Sunday cooped up in my apartment trying to
compile a list of jobs held, schools attended, addresses lived
at, friends known, etc. over the previous 10 years of my life for
my security clearance paperwork.
What proved most useful, though, was a prep session

offered in San Francisco by Steve Browning, a Diplomat-in-

Residence based in Southern California.  DIRs (not DRI —
mind the acronyms!) are FSOs who spend a tour at universi-
ties around the country to educate people about, and recruit
candidates for, the Foreign Service, and to demystify the
examination process.

Perpetual optimism is a force multiplier.
However these three activities factored into my oral assess-

ment experience, I passed.  I was given a conditional offer of
employment and placed on something called the “Register,”
pending security and health clearances and selection.
I began my conditionally-employed waiting period with

high spirits even though I had heard that candidates could
reside on the Register for over a year before being offered a
job.  I still had a job at Fluor, my doctor used to work for the
Navy so he knew exactly what I needed for my medical clear-
ance, and I obtained my security clearance in about four
months.  I could wait a little longer.
In fact, I only had to wait about two additional months to

hear that I would receive an offer for the March 2003 A-100
class (the 112th).  And here I learned another thing about DRI.
While I was worrying about the meaning of life and what my
career aspirations should be, I hadn’t thought much about the
pay cut I would experience upon joining the government.  But
thanks to DRI, I didn’t have to forgo too much money.  Some
of my A-100 colleagues who came from law practices didn’t
see it that way, but, to me, it meant a lot to know that the
department was trying to match the private sector in pay while
continuing to outdo it in benefits.
And thus I ended up in an A-100 class of 92 people in

Washington, D.C.  Our class started with an expedited swear-
ing-in, followed by a day in which we took turns interviewing
and then introducing the person sitting next to us.  It was then
that I learned the wealth of backgrounds and experiences that
the Foreign Service was attracting:  teachers, fishermen, 
fashion designers, journalists, lawyers, recent college gradu-
ates — and yes, engineers — speaking languages as diverse
as Arabic, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, German, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian — and yes, Dutch.

Be careful what you choose.  You may get it.
After the class introductions on the first day, we received

our bid list.  Given 10 days to pick our top 25 choices out of a
list of 92 posts, we set about trying to figure out if we could
handle two years in Bujumbura, Mexico City or Lilongwe.
What was really surprising was that one person’s paradise
was another’s least-favorite place on earth.  Our A-100 instruc-
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tors told us that our bid list was the envy of all the previous A-
100 classes, but it seems like most everyone ends up happy
with their destination, even if it was 25th on their list.
While daydreaming about life at our favorite post, we were

taught public speaking, cultural awareness, “managing up,”
working with FSNs, composure under fire, cable drafting, how to
get to your first post, what each officer does in an embassy, how
the department is organized, how policies are made in
Washington, and how to fill out an EER.  There were sessions
about language probation, hardship equity, entry-level require-
ments, tenure, security and promotion exams, and an offsite ses-
sion.  When I took my language exams, my high school Spanish
earned a 0+ but my Dutch got me off language probation.
A-100 in its entirety was a great experience.  But two

moments will always remain as distinct memories.  The first is
Flag Day: all of us sitting in the FSI gym, backed by family and
friends, with 92 flags perched on a desk in front of us.  One by
one, each flag was picked up, the name of the post read out, and
the winner of the assignment announced.  I ended up with San
Jose, #4 on my bid list, which meant eight months at FSI learn-
ing Spanish and taking consular and political-economic trade-
craft training.  Being paid to learn a language is, so far, the best
way to make a living I’ve found.  But any time at FSI will always
pale in comparison to the days of A-100 when everything was
new, nothing was certain, and all we had was our desire to live
a life of purpose, wherever the department needed us.
Then there was the second highlight: our official swearing-

in ceremony at which Secretary Powell welcomed us and our
families into the State Department community.  Here was the
man who made a lot of us think about taking the exam, the man
who made us proud to say we worked for him, and he made a
point of taking time to swear us into the Service and to wel-
come our families along for the adventure.  It was kind of like
the ad campaign, “This man wants to talk you about a very
important job,” as he did, in fact, tell us how important our job
and our families are, to us, to the department and to our coun-
try.
My A-100 classmates and I have all spread to the far reach-

es of the earth to begin our own lives as representatives of the
United States government.  The motivating factors that brought
us to our current jobs may not be what keep us in the Foreign
Service, but we all came looking for something unique that we
felt the State Department offers — a chance to represent
America to the world.

— Bryan Olthof
Bryan Olthof was a member of the 112th A-100 class.  He
is now on his first tour in San Jose.
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this summer, will have absorbed over 100 new positions
and people.  New domestic-based programs, such as the
HIV/AIDS and Middle East Partnership initiatives, are
also staffed with DRI positions.

Creating a “Training Complement”
Therein lies a coming challenge.  DRI, by hiring

exactly 1,158 new colleagues above attrition over three
years, was intended to create a “training complement,”
representing over 12 percent of our total work force (a
level that remains the target in coming years).  This cor-
responds to the “training float” that each of the U.S.
armed forces uses to manage and develop their people.
We would then deploy a significant part of our work
force to new training activities specifically designed to
enhance our institutional readiness.  

Some of this would be language training to expand
our “bench depth,” such as expanding our cadres of
qualified Urdu and Chinese speakers.  More colleagues
would also be trained in the leadership and management
curriculum, across their careers, starting well before
they assumed management positions.  In addition, oth-
ers among us would enhance their skills to help ready
the department for the complex contingencies likely to
become more common in the 21st century, such as con-
ducting diplomatic operations in unconventional envi-
ronments, working with international coalitions on the
ground, interacting with military forces and NGOs pro-
viding transitional assistance, responding to multidimen-
sional crises, and establishing posts in zones of former
conflict.

Looking Ahead to FY 2005
With so many positions going now to Iraq and

Afghanistan, the training complement envisioned under
DRI is almost 200 colleagues smaller than foreseen.  For
that reason, the State Department has requested a FY
2005 budget that includes 183 additional positions above
attrition.  This proposed additional hiring would provide
the personnel resources for these critical but unforeseen
priorities while continuing to build our training and
readiness capacities to the levels intended under DRI.
This funding request is important if the department is to
avoid sliding back to the overstretched, under-trained,
unready state that DRI was intended to remedy.
Indeed, the single most important lesson from the DRI
experience is that the continuous recruitment and hiring
of sufficient new colleagues for our future work force



must always be the department’s
highest priority.  

No Quick Fixes in Sight ...
Gratifying as DRI’s first three years

have been, it will take several more
years for DRI intake to percolate
upward fully into the department’s
staffing pyramid and correct the
imbalances resulting from inadequate
hiring in the 1990s.  Thus, for exam-
ple, some mismatches will persist
between ranks of employees and the
listed grades of jobs they are performing.  But HR will con-
tinue, as it has since before DRI began, to make the best
matches between our new colleagues and the higher-grad-
ed positions they often will fill.  As a result, many of our new
colleagues will have challenging “stretch” assignments.  

Meanwhile, many managers, especially at smaller
posts, are assuming greater mentoring and career devel-
opment responsibilities for their recently-hired staff
members.  But under DRI, many of these managers now
also have the resources and flexibility to devise creative
programs — including rotations between sections and
temporary duty at other posts, among others — to
enhance and accelerate the career development of our
new colleagues.  Indeed, Director General W. Robert
Pearson recently directed every post to develop and/or
reinforce such a program for its untenured employees.
Finally, at all levels of the department, DRI is also mak-
ing possible a return to the healthy balance between work
and personal life that is critical to long-term, sustainable
readiness.

What DRI Means to Each of Us
When DRI comes up, we in HR sometimes hear con-

cerns expressed about perceived bottlenecks in future
promotions.  While it is true that fluctuating intake levels
can complicate management’s efforts to ensure steady
promotion rates, there is no reason to expect DRI-
induced delays.  Moreover, the cultural changes DRI is
designed to foster offer attractive benefits that should
transcend this concern.  Indeed, DRI gradually is chang-
ing our culture to one that puts more emphasis on the
longer-term aspects of career development, with less
short-term focus only on the next promotion.  Survey
results tell us that employees are deeply interested in

improving the quality of our leader-
ship and management capacities and
that they see training as a critical ele-
ment in meeting this challenge.  DRI
permits us, if we choose to seize this
opportunity, to participate in training
along the lines of the best practices of
other government agencies and cut-
ting-edge corporations, as exempli-
fied by FSI’s Leadership and Man-
agement Continuum and its just-re-
leased Language Continuum.

We are evolving from a system
that placed little value on training — and offered few
opportunities or incentives for it — to one that makes
training and overall diplomatic readiness top priorities.
Employee surveys and management literature tell us that
our newer colleagues seek the opportunity for continual
learning and thus are prepared to embrace this change.  

In sum, DRI is a work in progress that invites the
attention and active participation of each of us.
Potentially, DRI has the capacity to affect every employee
at State, by changing what we do, how we do it, even how
we see ourselves and our roles in service to our country.

The Next Big Thing
The director general, with strong 7th floor backing, is

already moving the department forward to the next level
of our DRI-empowered evolution, which he is calling
“Operational Readiness.”  As he discussed in his February
FSJ interview, Amb. Pearson’s concept involves three
basic aspects.  First, we are developing a robust new IT
system — a “skills inventory” — for managing and tapping
effectively the full range of operational capabilities of the
entire State work force.  This cross-cutting system, includ-
ing both Civil and Foreign Service colleagues, will allow
all employees to make maximum contributions to our
readiness and response capabilities.  Second, we are
pulling together a “Readiness Reserve” potentially com-
posed of all active-duty, and many retired, State employ-
ees to meet coming foreign policy challenges.  And third,
the department is expanding its training systems to maxi-
mize the impact and effectiveness of the emerging DRI
training complement.  Together, these advances are
intended to create a lasting legacy for the State Depart-
ment, and the Foreign Service, built on Secretary Powell’s
Diplomatic Readiness Initiative.  ■
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THE COMPUTER AIDED JOB EVALUATION PROCESS IS

INTENDED TO GIVE FOREIGN SERVICE NATIONALS THEIR

DUE.  BUT IT ISN’T WORKING AS WELL AS IT SHOULD.

BY ALEXIS LUDWIG

F O C U S O N F S  S T A F F I N G

any of us in the Foreign
Service have had the privilege, and pleasure, of work-
ing closely with some truly extraordinary Foreign
Service National colleagues.  Often it is they who do
the real work of the mission while the Americans,
demonstrating good management skills, stand aside
and let them get it done. 

It cannot be said often enough that FSNs are the
real experts on the local terrain, safeguarding the insti-
tutional memory at most posts.  Equally important,
they are the indispensable guide for the wide-eyed and
innocent newcomer Americans, helping to orient us to
the problems and the tools to tackle them more quick-
ly than we could ever hope to do without them.  We
ignore their advice at our peril.

While I certainly don’t mean to belittle the crucial
contributions of the majority of FSNs who work in
administrative support to keep posts up and running,
our paychecks coming and our housing in livable shape,
I’ll reveal my personal bias here by asserting that the
relatively small group of Foreign Service National col-
leagues who work alongside us in our political, eco-
nomic and public affairs sections deserve to be singled
out for special recognition.

Their educational and professional backgrounds are
often comparable or even superior to those of many

Foreign Service generalists.  (They are often expected
to have an advanced university degree, whereas no
such requirement exists to become a Foreign Service
officer or specialist.)  Many of them have served as gov-
ernment officials, journalists, politicians, lawyers or
academics before joining the staffs of our embassies
and consulates.  And they know their own culture and
language, and their country’s social and political power
structures, much more intimately than we ever will.

In short, Foreign Service Nationals are our peers in
the broadest possible sense.  But do we truly recognize
and reward their contributions to the success of our
diplomatic missions?

A Gilded “CAJE”
This brings me to my main subject: the Computer

Aided Job Evaluation, or CAJE.  Anyone who has
worked with FSNs during the past year or so has
become familiar with this unfortunately apt acronym.
CAJE is the formidable logistical effort, already well
under way, to classify (or reclassify) all FSN positions in
every post in the world according to fixed criteria in a
consolidated computer database.

In the most benign interpretation, CAJE is a neces-
sary move to bring the FSN side of the State
Department’s human resource system into the modern

M

LIBERATING FSNS FROM
THEIR “CAJE”



age, ensuring that FSN job descrip-
tions and ranks are contained in one
database that is immediately com-
puter-accessible instead of in paper
files that are sometimes inconsistent
and contradictory, and in any case
difficult to track and to manage.

If one accepts this rationale at
face value, one can dismiss the
shudder of nervousness passing
through FSN ranks as merely a pre-
dictable resistance to change.  Still,
one does not have to be a cynic to understand the fear
that the CAJE system is an elaborate scheme
designed to lower the average rank of FSNs, thereby
saving Uncle Sam money in the mid- to long term. 

Granted, it was decided from the start that should
CAJE reclassification cause an FSN position’s rank to
fall, then the individual occupying that position will
retain the pay attached to his or her previous, higher
ranking.  Conversely, if the position’s rank increases
with CAJE, the individual will gain that benefit.  By all
appearances, it is a no-lose situation.   But is it that sim-
ple?

During my previous and present assignments I have
worked closely, if only in intensive bursts, on CAJE
issues affecting several FSN colleagues.  This has
included helping shape one political FSN position that
did not exist before.  This “user’s” perspective has
given me reason to question the wisdom of the system,
particularly its potential impact on the FSN group
whose special value and contributions I highlighted
above.

There are three interrelated dimensions to my con-
cern, each pointing (in my view) to the narrow “admin-
driven” nature of the reform.  First, the CAJE calculus
implicitly assigns more value to the work done by
FSNs in the admin/GSO fields — thereby discriminat-
ing against the rest.  Second, unlike the personnel sys-
tem for the rest of the Foreign Service, CAJE assigns

rank to the position, not the person
— lending disproportionate weight
to the bureaucratic qualification at
the expense of personal quality.
(This, of course, closely parallels
the U.S. Civil Service employment
structure.)

Third and perhaps most crucial-
ly, CAJE fails to recognize or assign
value to some of the most impor-
tant characteristics of superior
“substantive” FSNs — precisely

because these characteristics are difficult to quantify
and impossible to squeeze into one of CAJE’s discrete
boxes.     

Measuring Charm
The CAJE formula assigns value to an FSN position

by assessing its relative requirements in the broad cat-
egories of, successively, responsibility, knowledge,
intellectual skills, communication, and environment.
On the face of it these categories seem neutral enough.
But the system’s marked tilt toward — along with the
easier measurability of — GSO/admin-type responsi-
bilities emerges on closer examination.  Take a quick
look at an instruction sheet listing examples for the
kinds of tasks that count for something in each of those
categories and you will note that they are weighted
toward those who work with or manage resources and
equipment — visa foils or machinery or cash.  Again,
these management-type tasks and responsibilities are
crucial, and arguably as important as any other.  (FS
generalists seeking promotion understand full well how
important they are.)

But even the three categories that would appear to
apply to the primary responsibilities of “substantive”
FSNs — knowledge, communication and intellectual
skills — don’t quite make the cut.  Sifting through illus-
trative examples of hypothetical tasks in these cate-
gories that matter to the wizards who assess the posi-
tion’s rank, one senses that the contributions of key
political, economic and public affairs FSNs were after-
thoughts in the overall scheme — as though the sys-
tem’s designers realized they had to throw the few
remaining folks a bone.  For example, under the cate-
gory of intellectual skills, which, among other things,
measures the extent to which the job requires “plan-
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ning ahead,” two of the represen-
tative hypothetical tasks given in a
worksheet I saw were as follows:
“The technician plans own work at
least three days in advance.  The
Accounting Chief must plan the
work unit tasks at least quarterly.”

The fact that those wizards are
judging the value and rank of a job
according to special criteria to
which only they are privy, and to
which those outside, including the jobholder, have no
access, only compounds the suspicion.  (By design and
rule, the outsider is supposed to “guess” what the
CAJE system values when doing or redoing a job
description, while only the job assessors in HR are
allowed to see the concrete detailed criteria used to
conduct the formal assessment.)

I should acknowledge that my experiences with sev-

eral exceptional FSN colleagues
have significantly shaped my views
of CAJE.  In Malaysia, for exam-
ple, I had the privilege of working
with one of the world’s masters of
charm and “interpersonal skills.”
And it did not take me long to rec-
ognize the enormous benefits,
intangible though many of them
were, that his skills and abilities
brought to the embassy and to the

U.S. government.
Like a number of other countries, Malaysia is a

place where relatively few people agree with (or even
understand) a number of key U.S. policy priorities, and
where most people are predisposed to suspect the
worst of us in any case.  It is also a place (again, not
unique) where many of our contacts, including close
ones, do not see the point of returning our phone calls.
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Thus, while hardly a hostile envi-
ronment, Malaysia is a potentially
difficult and lonely place for a
political officer pursuing U.S.
national interests.  That it wasn’t so
for me or my colleagues in the
political section was in large mea-
sure thanks to our fantastic FSN
political adviser.  

First off, the range of his con-
tacts is enormous, cutting across all
the important ethnic, religious,
political party and social-sector
groups.  Remarkably, he appears
equally comfortable in all of these
milieus, diverse as they are.  (To use an imperfect cul-
tural parallel, imagine an American equally at ease with
European-Americans, African-Americans, Latinos, and
Asian-Americans, and with a similar breadth of contacts
across the spectrum from lefty Democrats to hard-line
Republicans.)  Equally impressive, almost everyone
genuinely appears to like him and to enjoy his company,
and many folks seek him out to exchange views on the
developments of the day.

To put it another way, he is a consummate diplomat.
He knows how to make people feel intelligent and
important and worthwhile, which facilitates an unhin-
dered flow of opinions and ideas.  As an information
seeker, he knows that what one knows is secondary to
what one doesn’t know, and (to paraphrase an excellent
former boss of mine) that one sometimes needs to play
just a little bit dumb to do the political officer role well.
I often thought we should hire him to teach junior offi-
cers a special “What they don’t teach you in A-100” class
on the interpersonal side of diplomacy.  And to the
extent that his skills “rubbed off” on the rest of us, he
opened doors that may well have been shut to us with-
out him.   

I have already noticed a similar kit of tools in the pos-
session of our political FSN here in Bolivia, though
adapted to the different cultural circumstances.  Let me
cite just one example.  Not long after I arrived here, I
watched my colleague with a mixture of amazement and
admiration as he moved in to meet, and charm, an inter-
nationally-known Spanish jurist who was the star attrac-
tion of a conference in which we had no role.  Even
though a crowd of conference participants was also

flocking to the dignitary, in just
moments he and our FSN were
absorbed in friendly conversation.
And before moving on, the jurist
requested a copy of the State
Department’s human rights report
on Bolivia, implying the possibility
of ongoing contact.

CAJE cannot, and does not
attempt to, account for these kinds
of “immeasurable” skills.  Import-
ant as advanced university degrees,
work experience and technical
competence all are, such attributes
are inert and meaningless without

considering the character, the human spark, the all-
important internal resources, of the individual in ques-
tion.  

A Modest Proposal
I have a twofold fix for this problem.  First, the CAJE

matrix needs to make explicit allowance for the individ-
ual’s interpersonal skills in determining the rank of the
position, especially for those jobs for which such
“human” skills are crucial.  Second, the system needs to
ensure that the all-important “immeasurable” abilities
are also duly taken into account — somehow.  I recog-
nize the inherent difficulty of adding such factors to the
calculus, but I am confident our intrepid human
resources experts can meet the challenge.  Perhaps
there could be some provision for “bonus points,” for
example. 

To seasoned observers of the bureaucratic mindset,
this proposal must seem the very picture of tilting
against windmills.  Those of psychoanalytic bent may
attribute the motive behind this critique to a thinly
veiled fear that were the CAJE approach applied to the
rest of the Foreign Service, it would come down hard on
yours truly.

Both could well be right, at least in part.  But I am
willing to run that risk.  Our FSN colleagues deserve an
evaluation system that recognizes all their valuable con-
tributions to our overseas missions — not just the ones
that can be easily quantified and assigned to snug
bureaucratic boxes.  Otherwise, we may end up sacri-
ficing some of our best people to an overly rigid sys-
tem, defeating the very purpose of CAJE. ■
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FOLLOWING A DECADE OF RADICAL DOWNSIZING, THE U.S.
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IS REBUILDING

TO MEET NEW CHALLENGES.

BY SHAWN ZELLER

F O C U S O N F S  S T A F F I N G

he numbers tell quite a story.  Be-
tween 1962, when the U.S. Agency for International
Development came into being, and 2002, its full-time
staff declined from a peak of about 15,000 during the
Vietnam era to less than 2,000.  During the 1990s
alone, 37 percent of the agency’s employees either left
and were not replaced, or were laid off in the 1995
reduction-in-force.

“It was a painful time,” remembers Brian Atwood,
USAID’s administrator for much of the 1990s.  “Our
operations budget was cut continually.”  In just seven
years, between 1995 and 2002, the agency lost over
$50 million in funds for staff hiring.  

At the same time, then-Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Chairman Jesse Helms, R-N.C., led a
campaign to move USAID under the State Depart-
ment umbrella.  Atwood fought to preserve the
agency’s independence, arguing that its development
mission was distinct from State’s diplomatic one.  But
Helms was partly successful, requiring the USAID
administrator to report to the Secretary of State.
When Atwood left the agency in 2001, he was badly
shaken.  Congress, it seemed, no longer cared about
development.  Morale at USAID was at rock bottom.

But last year, in the wake of 9/11, the worldview of
many politicians in Washington began to change.  A

consensus has emerged that terrorists breed in the
poverty and desperation of the Third World and that
foreign assistance, therefore, is a critical part of the
war on terrorism.  USAID funding for new hires in
2003 was boosted for the first time in more than a
decade.  President Bush also proposed creation of a
new program — the Millennium Challenge Account,
which was approved last year by Congress.  It will fund
development work in countries that rule justly, invest
in their people and encourage economic freedom.  

USAID’s current administrator, Andrew Natsios,
says the MCA “marks a revolution in foreign assis-
tance.”  Natsios welcomes the new program “as the
strongest possible commitment by the Bush adminis-
tration to making development a core element of our
foreign policy.”  As part of its core operations of setting
the development agenda, letting contracts and over-
seeing the results, USAID will play a substantial role
in the MCA’s work.  

But as Natsios well knows, if the new enthusiasm
for development is to translate into solid accomplish-
ments, USAID will have to oversee its contracts and
grants much more thoroughly than it has in the past.
To do that, the agency will have to rebuild its core staff
of Foreign Service officers, a process that is only just
beginning. 

T

ON THE WORK FORCE
ROLLER COASTER AT USAID 



“We’re making the transition
from the 1990s, when our whole
HR apparatus was focused on
downsizing and outplacement of
employees, into a growth mode
where recruitment and leadership
development and workforce plan-
ning, training — all of these
capacities are being almost rein-
vented from scratch,” USAID
Assistant Administrator for Man-
agement John Marshall told the
House Government Reform Com-
mittee last year.

It’s a tough assignment to entirely rebuild an
agency’s staff, restore its morale, and at the same time,
oversee two of the most important projects in the
agency’s history — assistance to Iraq and Afghanistan
— but that is exactly what Natsios and Marshall are
trying to do.  In an interview, Marshall said he and
Natsios understand their burden.  They are attacking
the agency’s many problems “as diligently as we can,”
he says.  They know that if they aren’t successful in
turning USAID around, all the new program spending
and new enthusiasm for development may be for
naught.

Ten Years in the Desert
Last August, the General Accounting Office —

Congress’s watchdog agency — didn’t mince any
words when it reported on the state of USAID.
Reviewing the period from 1990 on, GAO noted that
USAID had continued to evolve from an agency in
which U.S. Foreign Service officers directly imple-
mented development projects to an agency where a
declining number of full-time staff struggle to oversee
contractors and grantees who carry out the day-to-day
development work.

In fact, USAID spokeswoman Portia Palmer says,
the transition from an organization of “doers” to an
organization of “managers” began in the 1980s.  But
the 1990s budget-cutting completed the process.   

Long before 9/11, foreign aid was a conundrum for
Washington policy-makers.  Members of Congress

faced a difficult task justifying it to
their constituents, especially in
light of the general perception
that foreign aid has failed to lift
developing countries out of pover-
ty.  There was also considerable
pressure to cut discretionary
spending to balance the budget.
As a result, throughout the 1990s,
Congress reduced foreign aid
spending.

At the same time, Congress
exacerbated USAID’s problems by
micromanaging its expenditures,

loading up its appropriations with earmarks requiring
it to work in particular countries or with particular
contractors, rather than allowing the agency’s technical
experts to decide how best to allocate their dwindling
funds.  Congressional meddling has had the effect of
putting “a huge straitjacket on our people in the field,”
Natsios says. Ironically, during the same period in
which USAID lost 37 percent of its workforce, the
number of countries with USAID programs almost
doubled.  Congress, for political and diplomatic rea-
sons, ordered the agency to open many of those mis-
sions.

So for years, as the GAO reported, USAID has
been taking from its program budget to cover admin-
istrative costs that should be covered by its operating
budget.  “We had so many mandates and so little fund-
ing, we’re always robbing Peter to pay Paul,” Marshall
says.

Staffing was a major casualty of the cutbacks, forc-
ing USAID to rely heavily on personal service contrac-
tors — primarily U.S. contractors and some foreigners,
who work on temporary contracts at overseas missions
— to manage development activities that are designed,
implemented and evaluated by for-profit companies
and nonprofit nongovernmental organizations.  “We
just didn’t have enough people in the 1990s even to
oversee our projects,” says Atwood. “The consequence
was that we became a wholesale agency.  We had to
farm out a lot of the work, and we were able to over-
see it less effectively.”

The problem continues today.  About two-thirds of
the personal service contractors at USAID work in
technical positions, according to the GAO, but many
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serve as program and project
development officers, controllers,
executive officers, and occasional-
ly temporary mission directors —
positions that USAID considers
inherently governmental.  Accord-
ing to an agency study, about 160
such positions are currently filled
by personal service contractors.  

The staffing problems of the
1990s have come home to roost in
the last two years, says Natsios.
“We don’t have enough officers to
do the work,” he says.  Even so, the agency has
stretched its limited resources further in order to
respond to the need for development aid in countries
that have spawned terrorism.  It has opened five new
missions to cover Southeast Asia, Pakistan, Afghan-
istan, Yemen and Iraq.  “With no additional resources,
we’ve been asked to let $1.7 billion in [contracts in]
Iraq,” the agency’s chief procurement officer, Timothy
Beans, said last year.  That sum, by itself, amounts to
almost half of what the agency has typically spent on
development activities worldwide in recent years.  And
the sum keeps getting bigger as U.S. involvement in
Iraq continues.

A Drastic RIF and Its Legacy
As preparedness goes, however, USAID didn’t help

its own cause by mismanaging the downsizing of the
1990s, or by failing to take steps to revamp its con-
tracting process.  The agency basically stopped hiring
during the entire decade, allowing attrition to dry up
the pipeline of junior officers.  But even that didn’t
keep pace with the cuts to its operating budget
imposed by Congress, according to Atwood.  So in
1995, he says, USAID was forced to supplement the
hiring freeze with a reduction-in-force, or layoffs.  “We
found that we didn’t have enough funds to cover the
staff. … We just couldn’t make our budget,” says
Atwood.  As a result, 100 Foreign Service officers and
100 civil servants lost their jobs.

Rather than targeting the staff cuts to hold onto the
top Foreign Service officers and ensure a pipeline of
future leaders, the agency opted for across-the-board
cuts, says the GAO’s top USAID analyst, Jess Ford.
The 1995 RIF led to an ugly age discrimination lawsuit

that was ultimately settled by the
Justice Department with a finan-
cial settlement and the rehiring of
some of the workers.

In the end, a whole generation
was lost.  Among 2,200 USAID
employees today, only 45 — or 2
percent — are under the age of
30.  At the same time, 10 percent
of the workforce is over the age of
60, while 48 percent is over 50.
As the GAO emphasized in its
report, “Increased attrition of

U.S. direct hires since the reduction in force in the
mid-1990s led to the loss of the most experienced
Foreign Service officers, while the hiring freeze
stopped the pipeline of new hires at the junior level.”

Terrence Brown, former USAID assistant adminis-
trator for management, says the agency did the best
that it could.  “When you go into a reduction-in-force,
it is the most extreme management situation you can
put yourself in.  It means you don’t have the resources
to pay your staff, and you can’t spend money you don’t
have.”  The RIF was “the last way out,” he says.  He
believes it was done as rationally as possible, given the
situation.

Some Foreign Service officers, however, still
believe the RIF would not have been necessary if the
agency hadn’t — at the same time Congress was
reducing the budget — wasted about $100 million on
a failed effort to upgrade the  financial management
computer system.  USAID was then forced to spend
even more money hiring IBM to study how the project
went awry.  In addition, many USAID officers believe
that Atwood and Brown were anxious to demonstrate
their proficiency as managers during the decade of
government-wide downsizing spawned by then-Vice
President Al Gore’s “Reinventing Government” initia-
tive, says Bill Carter, a Foreign Service officer and
USAID vice president on the American Foreign Ser-
vice Association’s Governing Board. 

Still, Terrence Brown wishes it had never hap-
pened.  “The bottom line is that the agency needs
more people,” he says.  “There are functions that are
inherently governmental.  You need people to oversee
contractors, to make decisions about the use of gov-
ernment funding, to evaluate activities and develop
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strategy.  We need to have people
in the field for the long term.  The
overseas presence is what makes
[USAID] effective.”

When the dust of the downsiz-
ing settled, the agency didn’t know
what it had left.  Even now, USAID
has yet to conduct a full-scale
assessment of its work force’s skills
and it has only begun to identify
the expertise it needs to acquire to
be effective in the future.  But it is
obvious that the brain drain was
traumatic.  Many of the most expe-
rienced Foreign Service officers
left.  In some cases, as the GAO report noted, inexpe-
rienced and untrained officers were given assignments
abroad that they were ill-prepared to handle.

Downsizing’s Domino Effect
According to the GAO, the USAID workforce is not

geared for its current contract oversight mission.  Staff
training was hit hard in the budget cuts.  USAID
employees, many of them among the foremost experts
in various development specialties, were denied train-
ing in how to oversee contracts.  “When the budget is
cut, you cut out what you can cut off and still maintain
vital functions,” says Brown. “So they cut staff train-
ing.”

In 2004, Natsios requested and Congress granted $10
million for staff instruction. The agency has requested
another $10 million for next year.  “We have made train-
ing and investing in training a very high priority, and a lot
of that is going to training our contracting officers in how
to perform contract oversight,” Marshall says.  Even so,
the lack of funding for so many years is still having reper-
cussions.  

In Iraq, for example, the agency had to take steps to
outsource even the oversight of the contracts it has let.
The agency hired the Army Corps of Engineers to help it
oversee the largest contract — the $600 million con-
struction deal awarded to San Francisco-based Bechtel
Corp.  And last June, USAID hired Washington-based
Management Systems International to help oversee the
remaining contracts.  

Not surprisingly, the severe budget cutting of staff and
training undermined efforts during the 1990s to increase

efficiency and effectiveness by
revamping USAID contracting pro-
cesses.  In 1993, USAID was named
a “reinvention laboratory” by Vice
President Gore’s National Per-
formance Review.  “Procurement
reform was considered one of the
cornerstones of the reform effort
within the agency,” Clarion Uni-
versity Professor Ruben Berrios
writes in his 2000 book, Contracting
for Development. As Berrios ex-
plains, Atwood set up a pilot project
in 1994 to implement performance-
based contracting. 

The plan was to move away from the “cost-plus-
fixed-fee” deals that had become the norm at the
agency.  In a cost-plus-fixed-fee deal, the government
and the contractor negotiate a profit margin, while the
government pays for all costs associated with the pro-
ject.  When costs run high, the government just keeps
paying.  Under the new plan, the agency would grade
contractors on their performance (poor performers
would be ineligible for future deals).  By 1995 a system
had been developed to help agency contracting offi-
cers do the grading.

But today, nearly 10 years later, most of the agency’s
contracts continue to be cost-plus-fixed-fee deals.
Evaluating contracts well, it turns out, takes the kind
of time and effort that few USAID officers have.
Agency reviews have been spotty, says Alan Chvot-
kin, a senior vice president with the Arlington, Va.-
based Professional Services Council, a trade group
that represents USAID contractors.  “Some contract-
ing officers are better at it, and more timely,” provid-
ing detailed narratives explaining their review.  Others,
he says, just go through the motions.

The failure to complete the overhaul of the con-
tracting process has had a cost of its own.  Natsios
acknowledges the problem that USAID is seen by
many “as sort of a closed society.”  The perception is
that “only a few big businesses do business with us” —
a perception that, rightly or wrongly, grew to an uproar
over USAID contracting in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Even earlier, Berrios found that most contracts go to a
couple dozen large firms, mostly based in the
Washington, D.C., area.  Overburdened contracting
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officers just find it easier to work
with big firms with whom they
are familiar, Berrios points out.

Marshall says USAID has taken
steps to correct this problem by
eliminating a requirement that
agency contracting officers give
added weight to a contractor’s 
past performance for the agency.
“We’ve leveled the playing field by
eliminating USAID-specific past
performance as a requirement.
We’re looking at past performance
for any and all customers, includ-
ing USAID.”  Marshall has also
acted to broaden the base of organizations that do busi-
ness with USAID by, among other things, simplifying
the bidding process and reducing the number of differ-
ent contract models the agency uses.

But throughout the 1990s, as USAID was wasting
some $100 million on the failed financial management
system update, agency managers overseeing contracts
could not see how much contractors had spent, or how
close they were to exhausting the appropriated fund-
ing.  Natsios, to his credit, began last year to imple-
ment a new system, and for the first time ever,
USAID’s inspector general gave the agency a clean
financial audit in 2003. 

Rebuilding on the Fly
To be sure, the invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan

have revealed the agency’s weaknesses.  With so few
Foreign Service officers, the agency lacks what
Marshall calls a “surge capacity” to respond quickly to
emergencies or unexpected situations around the
world. 

At a House Appropriations Committee hearing last
September, Natsios testified that USAID simply
couldn’t let billions in new contracts without an
increase in its operational budget.  In the last two
years, with major programs in Iraq and Afghanistan,
Congress has boosted the agency’s program budget by
more than 50 percent from $7.3 billion in 2001 to over
$14.1 billion last year.  But at the same time, Congress
gave the agency only an 11-percent boost in its opera-
tional budget.

In testimony to the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee on the Millennium
Challenge Account in March
2003, then-AFSA President
John Naland focused on the
problem.  “AFSA believes the
personnel budget and staffing
levels provided fall far short of
real requirements and that the
same workforce planning review
that gave rise to the State
Department’s seminal Diplo-
matic Readiness Initiative is
required at USAID,” Naland
said.  “USAID suffers staffing
gaps, lacks a training float, and

has too many categories of non-direct hire employees
that seriously impact the work of the Foreign Service.”

This year, Natsios finally got some help.  With new
funding, USAID plans to hire 40 Foreign Service offi-
cers (above attrition) this year and 50 in 2005.  A total
of 700 Foreign Service officers currently work at all of
USAID’s missions overseas, and the agency is ramping
up recruitment efforts.  Through a new “Development
Readiness Initiative” modeled on State’s Diplomatic
Readiness Initiative cited by Naland, the agency plans
to hire junior staff to “assure a continuous pipeline of
talent into our system.”  In addition, the agency has
begun to compile rosters of experienced personal ser-
vice contractors and retired agency officers who have
security clearances and are available for deployment
on short notice.

USAID’s personnel hiring system has been
redesigned to make it easier to bring new people on
quickly; the goal is to cut the time needed to bring on
a new hire from about seven months to 28 days.
Natsios has also implemented a standard procurement
curriculum to train the agency’s contracting officers
and program staff.  The training, according to one
agency official, is “a huge undertaking” that “reflects
the new thinking that the procurement and grants
process is the responsibility not only of contracting
officers and their staffs but of the whole agency.”

Marshall, meanwhile, has formed a Business
Transformation Executive Committee through which
he and other top USAID officials meet regularly to
discuss management reforms.  Marshall has also met
regularly with representatives of both the contracting and
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NGO communities.  
Last year, USAID conducted a

study of its staffing at missions
around the world and found that
some bureaus in Latin America had
more personnel than their funding
warranted.  For example, one mis-
sion with a $125 million budget had
five Foreign Service officers, while
another with a $10 million budget
had seven.  Already, the agency has
moved about 20 Foreign Service
officers from its missions in Latin
America to its Asia and Near East
regional missions.

The agency recently completed the first stage of a
broader work force study, finishing a pilot analysis of
staffers in the global health, work force procurement and
human resources offices.  In each division, the agency

looked at the skills needed, the gap
between needed skills and those of
the existing work force, and at
methods of closing the gaps.
Getting to the rest of the work force
may take at least another 18
months, say agency leaders.

“When Mr. Natsios arrived in
2001, he found the [work force
planning] systems completely erod-
ed and dysfunctional,” Marshall told
the House Government Reform
Committee last year. “We’re giving
it all the emphasis we can. We’re
bringing in contractors, we’re

recruiting for the expertise we lack, but Rome wasn’t built
in a day. … And the turnaround of an organization in
the state of dysfunction that USAID was in doesn’t
happen overnight, either.”   ■
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DESPITE THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S PUSH AND DEMON-
STRATED COST SAVINGS, THE COMPETITIVE CONTRACTING

PROGRAM IS ADVANCING ONLY SLOWLY.

BY RON UTT

F O C U S O N F S  S T A F F I N G

resident George Bush’s campaign pledge
to improve government service and reduce costs by
requiring competitive contracting for commercial-type
jobs in the federal bureaucracy became his administra-
tion’s formal policy in early 2001.  At that time the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget announced that as
many as 850,000 federal positions would be subject to
formal competitions with private sector providers
under the guidelines of OMB’s Circular A-76.  

To fulfill this obligation, each agency was expected
to review its inventory of commercial-like positions,
determine which ones were suitable for potential out-
sourcing, and each year subject 5 percent of that com-
mercial inventory to formal competition with qualified
private sector providers. 

A Bipartisan Effort
Some opponents of the president’s plan have

attempted to present it as a radical, pro-business con-
cept that would undermine the quality of government
work.  In fact, the program had its origins in the 1950s,
and has received substantial bipartisan support from
nearly every president since then.  In one of the more
significant enhancements of the program, President
Bill Clinton signed into law in 1998 the Federal
Activities Inventory Reform Act, known familiarly as

“FAIR,” which required for the first time that all agen-
cies compile a comprehensive inventory of their com-
mercial job positions, as well as those positions deemed
“inherently governmental.”  

This inventory is to be compiled annually and sub-
mitted to OMB, which reviews and approves the list. It
is from this FAIR Act inventory that the Bush adminis-
tration expects federal agencies to select positions and
activities for its ambitious competitive contracting pro-
gram.  

Nor was that President Clinton’s only commitment
to contracting and privatization.  In 1996 he privatized
the Office of Personnel Management’s background
investigations.  In 1998 he proposed to subject 229,000
Pentagon positions to competitive contracting, and
then raised it to 400,000 a year later.  Also during the
1990s, then-Vice President Al Gore endorsed the idea
of privatizing the Federal Aviation Administration’s air
traffic control towers as part of his “Reinventing
Government” program.       

Yet despite its longstanding, bipartisan appeal, com-
petitive contracting is actively opposed by many civil
servants, their unions and some in Congress who want
to protect some or all government employees from pri-
vate-sector competition regardless of the nature of
their jobs.  Often presented as an anti-government
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worker effort, contracting is, in
fact, a pro-competition/anti-mono-
poly policy based on seeking the
best work for the lowest cost.

Although OMB’s circular is
often widely criticized as cumber-
some and time-consuming to use,
many of the required procedures
stem from an attempt to make the
process as fair as possible to the
existing work force, and to give
them every opportunity to com-
pete for the work.  And the fact is
that the existing government work force wins about half
of the competitions conducted under the A-76 guide-
lines by improving their operations and lowering costs. 

Not Only Cost Savings
Admittedly, the chief attraction of competitive con-

tracting to the government, and to the taxpayers who
fund it, is that it has the potential to save considerable
sums of money.  Since the program’s origins in the mid-
1950s, much of the competitive contracting conducted
by the federal government has been by the U.S.
Department of Defense, and the outcomes of all these
competitions since the 1970s has been compiled and
studied by the CNA Corporation (formerly the Center
for Naval Analysis, a not-for-profit corporation created
by the Department of Defense decades ago to provide
the department with independent research and evalua-
tion).

In a recent review, CNA found that since 1978 the
DOD has conducted 2,300 formal A-76 competitions
covering 81,000 civilian and military positions, and
overall these competitions led to an average saving of
33 percent over previous costs.  Another study of DOD
contracting — this one by the U.S. General Accounting
Office — found that during the period 1995 to 2000,
DOD conducted 286 separate competitions under the
guidelines of OMB’s Circular A-76, and estimates that
these competitions yielded annual savings of $290 mil-
lion.

Impressive cost savings were achieved in another
agency through competitive contracting.  During the
tense debate in the U.S. Senate in late 2003 on the issue

of whether the FAA should be
exempt from the president’s con-
tracting program, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation released the
financial and performance results
from the 218 air traffic control tow-
ers that have been operating under
contract for many years.  An April
2000 study of 187 Level 1 towers by
DOT’s inspector general found that
the agency saved $250,000 per year,
per tower, through competitive con-
tracting.  It also estimated that the

potential savings from contracting out the operations of
another 71 FAA-operated towers could yield as much as
$881,000 per tower, largely as a consequence of the sub-
stantial pay raises received by federal tower operators in
the intervening years.   

Subjecting federal offices and services to competi-
tion usually also has the beneficial effect of forcing
them to take a hard look at their operations, ferret out
waste and restructure in a effort to win the contract and
retain the business.  CNA reported in 1996 that
between 1978 and 1994, 48 percent of the A-76 com-
petitions conducted by DOD were won by in-house
teams that had reorganized to improve performance.
These winning bids saved 20 percent over previous
costs, compared to the 40-percent savings earned when
a private company won the bid, according to CNA.

In late 2003, for example, the National Park
Service’s Southeast Archeological Center was put out
for competition, but the existing staff reorganized the
operation, reduced costs by $850,000 per year, and won
the contract.  In early 2004, following the FAA’s deci-
sion to put the half-billion-dollar operation of the flight
service stations out for bid, the existing employees
teamed with a private sector corporation to submit a
joint bid in competition with the nine other private
companies competing for the contract.

USAID and State: Potential Opportunities?
Despite the administration push and demonstrated

cost savings, however, the competitive contracting pro-
gram is advancing only slowly.  More often than not,
the most significant obstacle in the federal bureaucra-
cy is agency foot-dragging: time-consuming appeals,
differences of opinion about what jobs are commercial
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and a simple reluctance to obey
presidential directives.

Of all the competitive contracting
done since the effort began in the
1950s, as much as 98 percent of it has
been done by DOD.  More recently,
other agencies, namely Agriculture,
Interior, Health and Human Services,
Education, Treasury and the Veterans
Administration, have begun to move
ahead with the initiative.  

Both State and USAID compile
and maintain the mandatory FAIR
Act Inventory, but neither has an active A-76 program.
In the case of USAID only a few positions have been
found eligible for contracting out, but the agency has no
plans to subject any of them to the formal A-76 competi-
tion process.  Indeed, since the inauguration of the pres-
ident’s program in 2001, according to USAID staff, the
agency has competed none of its in-house positions —

many of which have been on the
FAIR Act inventory list since the
Clinton administration — and has no
plans to do any formal competitions
in the future.  However, in the recent
past USAID may have gone directly
to outsourcing without a formal
study, a privilege permitted agencies
for operations with fewer than 10
FTE.  (According to the A-76 guide-
lines, a complete cost-accounting of
the work of a government position or
section — a formal study — is

required before that work can be put up for competitive
bidding.) 

Nonetheless, USAID’s most recent FAIR Act invento-
ry for 2002 does offer insight into how an agency chooses
to categorize its many staff positions, and how it then
responds to the opportunities identified.  The first process
involved in preparing the FAIR list requires the agency to
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separate its full-time employee posi-
tions into two broad categories: those
that are commercial in nature and
those that are “inherently governmen-
tal.”  Out of USAID’s approximately
2,400 FTE in 2002, about 2,000 made
it onto the FAIR inventory, and of that
number, 1,370 were deemed “inher-
ently governmental,” while the
remaining 599 FTE were categorized
as “commercial.”

Among the 1,370 FTE placed
off-limits to contracting, the chief
reason given for why they were viewed as inherently
governmental is that they are involved in “supervisory”
positions.  Lest one think this implies an agency that is
top-heavy, with a ratio of two bosses per worker, many
of these supervisory positions are at the core of
USAID’s work; namely, overseeing the many contrac-
tors working for USAID, both in the U.S. and in the
field.  Other reasons for this protected designation
include work related to policy-making, strategy, con-
gressional relations, contract oversight, and foreign
relations.

For the positions included in the commercial cate-
gory, the jobs so identified are then subcategorized by
the extent to which they can be subject to competitive
contracting.  The three subcategories are:  commercial,
but protected by supervisor (core function);  commer-
cial and eligible for formal study and competition; and
commercial, outsourceable without a formal study.  In
2002, that latter designation usually applied to func-
tions with 10 or fewer FTE, although a 2003 revision in
the program substantially tightened up that provision
by requiring more justification and some analysis, a
“streamlined study” instead of a “complete study.”

Among the types of positions at USAID in the third
subcategory described above were 23 FTE in legal ser-
vices, 26 in personnel, 10 in general accounting, and 11 in
administrative support.  Among the commercial-type
positions that were exempted from any contracting were
five budget programmers, 11 program planners, 26 in
program management, and 79 in training.  These are posi-
tions typical of an entity largely involved in administrative
duties.  But however routine they may seem to outsiders,
there is, apparently, a fair degree of resistance to making
any changes in the status quo, an objective USAID man-

agement shares with most other agen-
cies and departments.

State maintains what it calls an
“Inventory of Commercial Activity
Work Years” in compliance with the
FAIR Act.  This inventory is limited
to identifying “commercial” activities
in the department, and does not iden-
tify those staff positions that are
“inherently governmental” — pre-
sumably the balance of the depart-
ment’s approximately 29,000 posi-
tions.  Of the total 2,288.3 man-years

of work identified as “commercial” in 2002, 1,263 — or
55 percent — are “agency exempted,” i.e. shielded from
competitive contracting under A-76 guidelines that allow
protection of core capabilities.  Another 201.1 FTE work
years are exempted for other reasons.  

That leaves just 824.2 positions — or barely 3 percent
of the State Department work force — exposed to the
possibility of competitive contracting. 

What About Quality?
Some critics of contracting claim that in the quest

for monetary savings, quality of work is sacrificed.  For
example, opponents of the FAA’s tower contracting
program argue that DOT has sacrificed safety for sav-
ings.  But the DOT inspector general’s 2000 study
revealed that there was “little difference in the quality
or safety of services provided by Level 1 towers,
whether they were operated by the FAA or by contrac-
tors.”  In fact, the contracted towers were actually
slightly more error-free (.05 errors per 100,000 opera-
tions) than comparable FAA towers (.06 errors per
100,000 operations). 

Behind the prejudice that some members of
Congress exhibit toward private companies and their
workers is the misperception that the contractors will
not perform as well as government workers do.  To the
extent that these legislators are prepared to permit any
federal competitive contracting at all, they believe it
should be limited to simple, unskilled tasks such as jan-
itorial work, minor repairs and other such routine ser-
vices.

In sharp contrast to this view, the civilian and uni-
formed leaders of our defense programs have aggres-
sively embraced competitive contracting for a variety of
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services, ranging from simple to
highly sophisticated, that are vital
to national security, and have been
doing so for several decades.  One
key reason for DOD’s extensive
reliance on competitive contracting
is that any money saved on con-
tracted-out services can be rede-
ployed to direct defense needs, and
frees up highly trained uniformed
personnel for more vital tasks.  

Examples of national security
services that have been successfully
contracted out range from military housing, food ser-
vice and tank repair, to communications, supply man-
agement and aircraft maintenance, including the B-2
Stealth bomber.   As is evident from the military’s
recent swift victories in Afghanistan and Iraq, DOD’s
aggressive use of competitive contracting does not

seem to have undermined the per-
formance of our fighting forces.
Indeed, as more information be-
comes available on the recent con-
flict with Iraq, it is apparent that
contractors have played a signifi-
cant role in the war effort, and
many of their responsibilities invol-
ved highly sophisticated and sensi-
tive tasks.

Formidable Opposition
Despite the success of competi-

tive contracting at the federal, state and local levels,
opposition remains formidable.  During 2003 provi-
sions protecting influential groups of workers were
included in several pieces of legislation introduced in
Congress, chief among them the bills passed by both
the House and Senate to reauthorize the Federal
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Aviation Administration.  Both
versions of the bill included provi-
sions to prohibit the application of
competitive contracting to con-
trollers and flight service station
personnel who work for FAA’s air
traffic control system.  The provi-
sions proposed to accomplish this
prohibition by reclassifying these
FAA jobs from commercial to
inherently governmental, thereby
putting them off-limits to any
competitive contracting.

A congressional declaration
that these jobs are inherently gov-
ernmental would come as a surprise to the hundreds of
private sector controllers at work at the 218 U.S. con-
trol towers already contracted out to private business
with considerable success and savings.  It would also
come as a surprise to the thousands of controllers now
at work in the privatized and/or commercialized air
traffic control systems in the United Kingdom, Canada,
Switzerland, Australia, Germany and more than a
dozen other countries.

To protect its competitive contracting plans, the
White House issued a statement of administration pol-
icy  threatening a veto of any bill that includes such
prohibitions on the executive’s ability to effectively
manage the federal work force on behalf of taxpayers
and service users.  Congress blinked, a relatively clean
bill was produced, and shortly after it was signed into
law the FAA announced a major competition for the
flight service station components of the air traffic con-
trol system in 2004.

However much the proponents of unionized air traffic
controllers argue that the proposed FAA prohibition
reflects a special situation, it is, in fact, just one of many
legislative efforts attempted over the past year to pre-
serve the status quo and shelter government workers
from the competitive forces with which most Americans
comfortably exist.  One notable example is last year’s
effort to preserve the Government Printing Office’s
printing monopoly.  When OMB put the contract to print
the federal budget up for auction, and allowed the GPO
to bid for the work too, the GPO dropped the cost of its
bid 24 percent from what it charged OMB a year earlier
in order to keep the business.  

An effort was also initiated in
Congress to restrict competitive
contracting at the National Park
Service, where much of the work
force is involved in routine main-
tenance, lawn care and janitorial
work.  Despite DOD’s proven
contracting success with sophisti-
cated services, Sen. Ted Kennedy,
D-Mass., argued that contracting
will “put many of our great
national treasures in the hands of
private contractors who may put
their profits above national inter-
ests.”  

Other congressional prohibition efforts included
attempts to derail the U.S. Army’s ambitious effort to
compete 200,000 jobs, and the proposed amendment
by Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md., to forbid the White
House from spending any money to manage its com-
petitive contracting program.

None of these recent attempts have yet succeeded,
although an earlier effort in the Senate to protect the
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers from complying with the
program was successful, as was an effort to prohibit the
use of funds to execute the Department of Veterans
Affairs’ ambitious contracting program.

Final Thoughts
Although opposition to competitive contracting in

all levels of government is intense, and sometimes suc-
cessful, the potential benefits in cost savings and pro-
gram performance can be large.  For many agencies
strapped for funds and receiving appropriations they
believe fall short of needs, savings from competitive
contracting can be used to fill the gaps.

As noted, DOD generally averages savings of 30
percent over previous costs, and the chief reason it uses
the program is to free up resources for more pressing
needs.  Money saved by contracting out the lawn main-
tenance at a military base is money that can be used to
repair the barracks roof, and by contracting out food
service and maintenance, the military is better able to
devote its highly trained personnel to tasks more
directly related to national security.

Surely similar opportunities to enhance performance
exist within the Department of State and USAID. ■
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he Universal Declaration of Human
Rights was adopted in 1948, soon
after the end of World War II.  Its
preamble was clearly influenced by
the atrocities of that conflict, assert-
ing that “disregard and contempt for

human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have
outraged the conscience of mankind.”

Yet 10 years ago, in April 1994, despite the promises of
“never again” uttered in the wake of the Holocaust, the
international community failed to respond when ethnic
massacres exploded across Rwanda.  An estimated 750,000
men, women and children were brutally slaughtered in the
tiny Central African country of Rwanda.  It was
one of the worst cases of genocide in the 20th
century.  

Despite warnings of imminent disaster from
United Nations officials, diplomats and others
in Rwanda, the United States and other leading
countries refused to intervene.  When the
killing began, most foreigners were evacuated,
leaving behind a small, helpless contingent of
U.N. peacekeepers who could do little more
than protect themselves.  Even as the grim death toll
brought on by machete-wielding ethnic Hutu fanatics

mounted, no action was taken.  For a while the U.S. State
Department refused even to acknowledge that what was
happening in Rwanda was, in fact, genocide.

Only after nearly three-quarters of a million ethnic Tutsi
and reconciliation-minded Hutu were butchered was there
any sort of concerted international relief effort — and that,
bizarrely, went mainly to assist the killers and their sup-
porters after they were forced to flee into neighboring
countries by Tutsi-led Rwandan rebels who eventually halt-
ed the bloodshed.

Discovering A Massacre
There were many major massacre sites scattered across

the country.  But none was perhaps more emo-
tionally overpowering than the one in the small,
remote eastern Rwandan town of Nyarubuye,
where in late May 1994 I was among the first
journalists to discover hundreds of corpses in
and around a church.  The following is a verba-
tim record of the words I dictated live to tape as
I approached, and then walked through the
site.

We’ve just driven several kilometers along a
dirt road north from the Rwandan border town of Rusumo
and we’ve arrived in a small town called Nyarubuye.  And
right here on the ground in front of me is the decomposed
corpse of a child, its skull bleached white, its dress still lying
on what is left of the body.  In the tall grass nearby, anoth-
er body. ...  This body has been flattened, its skull crushed.

These bodies are lying in front of a church.  Just in the
courtyard here in front of the church I can count 10 bodies,
assorted body parts. ...  There’s a decapitated child.

We’re now about to go into the church itself and right on
the steps is a body.  And inside the church are several more
bodies, again badly decomposed.  ...  Obviously people fled

REMEMBERING RWANDA: 
AN EYEWITNESS TO THE HORROR

IN APRIL 1994, AN ESTIMATED THREE-QUARTERS OF A MILLION MEN, WOMEN AND
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1300s:  Tutsis migrate into what is
now Rwanda, which was already
inhabited by the Twa and Hutu peo-
ples.

1600s:  Tutsi King Ruganzu Ndori
subdues central Rwanda and outly-
ing Hutu areas.

1800s:  Tutsi King Kigeri Rwabugiri
establishes a unified state with a
centralized military structure.

1890:  Rwanda becomes a German
colony following the partition of
Africa at the Berlin Conference of
1885.

1919:  After World War I, control of
Rwanda is transferred from Germany
to Belgium.  Like Germany, Belgium
perpetuates a hegemony of the
minority Tutsi over the Hutu.

1933:  Belgian administrators begin
identifying Rwandans as either Tutsi
or Hutu on birth certificates and
identity cards.

1959-1961:  A Hutu revolution over-
throws the Tutsi monarchy.  Gregoire
Kayibanda, a Hutu, is elected presi-
dent in 1961.  Thousands of Tutsis
are exiled to neighboring countries
amidst several waves of massacres
of Tutsi.

1962:  Rwanda is granted indepen-
dence.

1973:  Maj. Gen. Juvenal
Habyarimana, a Hutu, takes power in
a coup d’etat.

1990:  The Rwandan Patriotic Front
invades Rwanda from bases in
Uganda.  The RPF is made up largely
of Tutsis who were refugees in
Uganda and served in the Ugandan
Army.  Maj. Gen. Paul Kagame is
head of the RPF.

1992:  A cease-fire is declared
between the RPF and the
Habyarimana government.

1993:  In October, the U.N. votes to
send 2,500 troops to monitor the

peace and power-sharing accord
between the RPF and the
Habyarimana government.

1994:  On Jan. 11, Maj. Gen. Romeo
Dallaire, the U.N. commander in
Rwanda, sends a coded cable saying
he intends to take action on informa-
tion that a Hutu plan to exterminate
Tutsi is under way.  The U.N. orders
Dallaire to take no action.

On April 6, a plane carrying
President Habyarimana and fellow
Hutu President Cyprien Ntaryamira
of Burundi is shot down on approach
to the Kigali Airport.  The two were
returning from a meeting in Tanzania
to discuss implementation of the
peace and power-sharing accord.
The attack is widely believed to have
been the work of extremist Hutu,
opposed to any power-sharing with
the RPF.  Within hours, government
soldiers and Hutu militia begin killing
Tutsis and moderate Hutus.

On April 10, the U.S. embassy in
Kigali is closed.  France, Belgium
and the U.S. evacuate their citizens.

On April 14, Belgium withdraws
troops from the U.N. Mission in
Rwanda.

On April 21, the U.N. Security
Council reduces the size of the U.N.
military contingent in Rwanda from
2,500 to 270.

On April 29, U.N. Secretary General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali calls for more
U.N. troops to be sent to Rwanda,
stating that the number of killed may
have reached 200,000.  The Security
Council rejects the request.

On April 30, the U.N. Security coun-
cil passes a resolution condemning
the killing in Rwanda, but does not
identify the killing as genocide
(which would obligate the U.N. to
take action against the perpetra-
tors).

On May 10, the U.N. begins to dis-
cuss sending 5,500 troops to
Rwanda; the Clinton administration

favors a smaller force.

On May 31, U.N. Secretary General
Boutros-Ghali reports to the Security
Council:  “We have failed in our
response to the agony of Rwanda,
and thus have acquiesced in the con-
tinued loss of human lives.”  He
states that “there can be little doubt”
that the killing in Rwanda “consti-
tutes genocide.”  The Clinton admin-
istration remains reluctant to use the
word “genocide.”

On June 8, the U.N. Security Council
approves sending 5,500 troops to
Rwanda.

On June 23, France, long a military
supporter of the Hutu government,
begins a “humanitarian intervention”
in Rwanda that is opposed by NGOs
but narrowly endorsed by the U.N.
Security Council.

On July 4, the RPF captures Kigali,
the capital of Rwanda.

On July 14, Rwandan refugees,
mostly Hutus, begin flooding into
Zaire, nearly a million over the next
few days.

On July 18, the RPF says the war is
over, declares a cease-fire and
announces formation of a govern-
ment.

On July 19, cholera strikes refugee
camps in Zaire, killing thousands
daily.

On July 23, President Clinton orders
the Pentagon to send relief supplies
to aid Rwandan refugees.

On Aug. 21, the French withdraw
from Rwanda.

On Nov. 8, the U.N. Security Council
approves a resolution setting up an
international court to try people
charged with genocide in Rwanda.
Rwanda votes against the resolution,
declaring it will cooperate with the
court, but intends to carry out its
own trials.

A Timeline to Tragedy: Rwanda, 1300–1994
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here to take shelter and obviously
they didn’t find it.

In the gardens outside the church
are spectacular flowers, amaryllis,
marigold, daisies — a huge explosion
of color.  And ... more bodies.  A moth-
er and her child.  The child appears to
have been decapitated.

The entire [church] complex
appears to have been ransacked, loot-
ed.  Papers with the church’s symbol
on it are scattered about, drawers
emptied, cloth material just ripped
apart.  And again, more corpses.  And
flies.  And here what seem to be shot-
gun shells ... which raises, of course,
the question of whether some of these
victims were blasted.

In this small room, there are some
wooden crucifixes on the floor and
what is left of the body of a small baby.

Our guides have told us that in the
direction we’re heading now, outside
the church complex, there is a place
where there are many bodies.  And
they’re right.  In front of me I can see
a dozen corpses.  They appear to be
mainly women, some children.

The stench is really overwhelming
and I’ve put a mask on so that may
muffle my voice.  But in this courtyard
there are easily a hundred bodies, all
of them very badly decomposed, many
with obvious hack marks (from
machetes).

Feeling Yourself Hacked
And here is a room of horror,

dozens upon dozens of bodies, piled
one on another.  I think it’s fair to say
there are hundreds of dead here ... and
everywhere, flies.

This village, we are told by a
woman who lived here, was a predom-
inantly Tutsi village and [she says]
that this massacre was carried out by
predominantly Hutu Interahamwe,
the dreaded militia whose name is so
associated with the unspeakable atroc-
ities of this war. ...

It was at Nyarubuye that I met an
elderly Hutu man who, with his wife,

watched the killings.  He told me he
personally saw friends and neighbors
slaughtered with machetes.  Speaking
through an interpreter, the man,
Krisustum Gatunzi said it was unbe-
lievable.

It’s unbelievable to see your neigh-
bors, friends being hacked to death. ...
These people [the killers] say they
want to create a new Rwanda ... and I
was asking them, “Do you create a
new Rwanda by killing everyone
inside that Rwanda or by killing
neighbors and friends?”  

The interpreter went on to say Mr.
Gatunzi had a special expression for
what he felt — feeling yourself
hacked.

The old man and his wife were
credited with saving a young Tutsi
woman, a 27-year-old neighbor named
Consolata Mukatwagirimana, whom
they helped hide.  She believed her
entire family had been slaughtered.
She heard their screams.

I had taken cover in the nearby
bush.  All I know is I was hearing my
family being massacred.  Shooting and
cries, screams.  I managed to come out
in the evening and checked and found
everyone who was at home was killed.
...

They Don’t Look Like 
Killers …

Several days after visiting
Nyarubuye, I was allowed by the pre-

dominantly-Tutsi rebels of the
Rwandese Patriotic Front to inter-
view a group of captured Hutu
Interahamwe militia blamed for mass
killings.  I filed this report:

At first glance, nothing seems par-
ticularly sinister about this group of
21 Rwandans. ...  They don’t look like
killers.

Yet in a series of interviews, mem-
bers of this group of prisoners admit
openly that they did join the Inter-
ahamwe, and that they did kill Tutsis
and other political opponents at the
group’s behest.  They now insist they
only did so under duress and they say
they didn’t kill very many people,
usually just one.

At 74 years of age, Joseph Ruk-
wavu is the oldest member of the
group.  He claims government sol-
diers killed members of his family and
then made him kill one of his broth-
ers.  He says he committed the mur-
der with a club.

Like the elderly Mr. Rukwavu, 27-
year-old Turatsinze [no first name]
says he only joined the Interahamwe
after the mass slaughter began in
April.  He also says he was forced to
kill.  His particular band of killers
used machetes to hack apart more
than 10 people, three of whom he
admits he knew.  He maintains that
because he was forced to kill, he
should be forgiven.

Julienne Mukanyarwa, 37 years
old, is one of two women among the
prisoners held at the jail.  Her story is
much the same.  She says she joined
the Interahamwe after other mem-
bers of the group threatened to kill
her baby.

She says the Interahamwe forced
her and several others to finish off
with machetes the survivors of a mass
shooting organized by the militia and
army soldiers.  She insists she only
killed one person, but says the mas-
sacre spanned three days.

And what about her baby?  She
says it is dead, fatally injured as it
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was strapped to her back, killed by
repeated blows aimed at her to urge
her on in the killing fields. ...

The brutality that occurred in
Rwanda 10 years ago need not have
happened — or at least it could have
been mitigated had the international
community cared enough to act.

It Was No Secret
Ismael Amrisued was an aide and

adviser to Rwandan President Juv-
enal Habyarimana, whose death in
April 1994 in a suspicious plane crash
marked the start of the genocide.  I
interviewed him in Rwanda where
he was under protective custody of
the rebels of the Rwandese Patriotic
Front.  He was a Hutu but was
marked for death by the Inter-
ahamwe because he was a political
moderate who favored reconciliation
and power-sharing with the Tutsi-
dominated RPF.

He told me it was no secret that
young people from the ethnic Hutu
side were being recruited and
trained at special killing camps.

It was public.  They used to
recruit young people, put them in
buses, take them to [various places in
the countryside] and those guys were
staying there one month or more and
they were coming back quite proud,
telling their stories of how they were
going to get us one day, how they are
going to kill us. ...

Mr. Amrisued told me the killings
that began the night the president’s
plane was apparently shot down
could hardly have been spontaneous.
Just hours after the crash, hundreds
had been killed, even in Rwandan
towns far from the capital, Kigali.
He says people in Rwanda tend to go
to bed early and since the crash
occurred late at night, few could
have heard the news on the radio.

But at 2 in the morning, they had
already started killing.  Which means
instructions or some phone exchange
had been circulating in the country,

and then they started killing those
who were already targeted or listed
to be killed, and of course Tutsis were
there to be killed.

He dismissed the notion that most
of the killers had to be forced to par-
ticipate in the bloodletting.

They were believing in what they
were doing.  I can’t say all of them,
but most of them were doing it will-
ingly because they had been taught
to do so. ... Once you believe that
killing is good, killing a Tutsi is good,
then you go and kill them.  They have
learned very well their lesson. ...

A Betrayal of Humanity
Senior U.N. officials confirmed to

me that summer 10 years ago that
they could have minimized the
scope of the slaughter if authorities
at the world body’s headquarters in
New York had approved action by
the peacekeepers who were in
Rwanda.  The head of the peace-
keepers, Canadian Major General
Romeo Dallaire, had detailed infor-
mation on the location of the
weapons eventually used in the
killings.  He also had information on
where the Hutu extremist militia
were being trained in the art of
killing and how their weapons were
being distributed.  He even knew
which Rwandan political figures had
been targeted for death.

Rwanda’s current president, Paul
Kagame, was head of the rebel RPF
at the time of the genocide.  He told
me in an interview in the summer of

1994 that everyone in the world com-
munity knew what was going on.

The international community as a
whole knew.  Every ambassador here,
from whichever European or Ameri-
can country, knew.  So there is no-
body who denies having prior knowl-
edge.  Everybody up to the Secretary
General of the U.N., yes, that one I’m
100 percent  sure of.

Understandably bitter, other lead-
ers of the RPF were equally harsh in
their condemnation of the foreign
community, especially of France,
Belgium and the United States.
Theogene Rudasingwa was the sec-
retary general of the RPF in 1994.
He referred to an unholy alliance of
foreign interests who not only
ignored the warning signs leading up
to the killing, but who later conspired
to prevent the new Rwandese gov-
ernment from obtaining desperately-
needed assistance.

We’re talking about a very unholy
cocktail of several people whom we
may not mention [by name].  They
may not be whole governments.
They may be portions of govern-
ments.  But at the end of the day, 
we are talking about a deliberate
attempt on the part of some people in
the international community to
either do very little about what is
happening or to conceal the evil that
has been committed ... or to be
accomplices.

It was not the international com-
munity’s finest hour.  It was a betray-
al of the very essence of the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights
in which nations effectively promised
to fight tyranny and oppression in
defense of individual dignity.  Most
troubling to me, what happened in
Rwanda suggests that the very first
article of the declaration, while well-
intentioned, is in reality still a distant
dream: “All human beings ... are
endowed with reason and conscience
and should act toward one another in
a spirit of brotherhood.”  ■
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s World War II was drawing to its
close, I was a newly minted 19-year-
old ensign in the U.S. Navy, impa-
tiently awaiting onward transport
from San Francisco to the South
Pacific.  I was unaware that on that
very day, President Harry Truman,

seated across town on the stage of
the San Francisco Opera House, was
putting his signature to the charter of
the United Nations.  I could not
foresee that my own future career
would be much involved with the
institution launched on that day.  But
I still remember the heady, opti-
mistic sense of hope that the postwar
world would be different, that a kind
of Parliament of Man had been cre-
ated with the birth of the United
Nations.

Just as there would be optimistic
talk of a “new world order” following
the collapse of the Soviet Union nearly half a century later,
the United Nations represented the postwar vision of its

founders in 1945 for a better world.  But sadly, the original
idea that a coalition of the World War II victors, working
together, could be relied on to enforce the peace did not last
long.   Throughout the Cold War, the Security Council —
the heart of the organization’s political and security decision-
making — was rendered almost inert by the veto and the
inability of its permanent members to achieve consensus.  

Consequently, today many of our
fellow citizens and leaders believe
the U.N. has lost its relevance.  Partly
for that reason, unilateralism in
American foreign policy seems in the
ascendancy.  Taking its cue from a
president inexperienced in, and
incurious about, foreign affairs, this
administration has instinctively re-
sisted anything that smacked of mul-
tilateralism or “nation-building.”  In
its first year alone, it targeted a
lengthy roster of already negotiated
agreements and conventions like
ducks in a shooting gallery: among

others, the Kyoto Protocol on Climate Control, the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, the Landmine Convention
and the International Criminal Court.  In addition, with-
drawal from the ABM Treaty became a priority, whatever
the cost to U.S.-Russian relations.  I do not mean to suggest
that any of these agreements was perfect, but their faults
were clearly susceptible to further negotiations.  Instead, the
Bush administration dismissed them out of hand.

Disdain for the U.N.
The unilateralist theory seems to be that the United

States, enjoying almost a monopoly of power and superior
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moral rightness, cannot let itself be
tied down like Gulliver by the
Lilliputians.  But Thomas Jefferson’s
warning against “entangling alliances”
has been twisted by the Bush admin-
istration into a preference for going it
alone wherever possible.  And where
we have sought the help of other
nations, we have done so by asserting
that “If you’re not with us, you’re
against us.”  Disdain for the U.N. and
other multilateral institutions seems
to have become a pillar of a neocon-
servative credo, even as allies and
adversaries alike have become
increasingly anxious about the direc-
tion of American policy and U.N.
Secretary General Kofi Annan has
articulated public worries about the
organization’s future.

The invasion of Iraq was a crisis
point because it pointedly bypassed
the provisions of the U.N. Charter,
which has the status of a treaty and is
therefore, under our constitution, the
“supreme law of the land.”  To be
sure, those provisions had been
ignored before, but never by a major
power on such a scale and on so flim-
sy a basis.

Incidentally, the petulant demo-
nizing of the United Nations for the
fact that most of its member states did
not agree with us about Iraq is non-
sensical: it is like blaming Fenway
Park for the Red Sox.  Most members
believed, as I myself did, that a weak
and debilitated Iraq presented no
imminent threat, that we had time to
let diplomacy and the inspection
process work, that the ultimate
human, political and economic costs
of a pre-emptive policy were underes-
timated, and that Western democracy
was not something to be easily trans-
planted in an alien culture of which
we had little understanding.

But even taken at face value, the
aim of making Iraq a poster child for
the Middle East, in hopes of a reverse
domino effect, was thought naïve,
even by many of our allies.  President

Bush’s tendency to conflate the threat
of international terrorism with local
conflicts, as in Chechnya and Pales-
tine, has been particularly befuddling
to professional observers, and further
increased suspicion of American aims
and motives.  And the fact that the
senior civilian Defense Department
officials urging the attack on Iraq
were the same ones who authored the
infamous 1996 “Clean Break” memo-
randum arguing the need to reshape
the Middle East to Israel’s “strategic
advantage” by overthrowing Saddam
Hussein did not help at all.

Nor did basic public misconcep-
tions about what the U.N. is.  The
United Nations, now with 191 sover-
eign members, is not an independent
entity with a life of its own —
although most Americans seem to
think and speak of it as such.  Rather,
it is essentially a meeting place — or,
more accurately, several places —
with agreed rules of procedure and a
secretariat to implement decisions
reached by its members in accor-
dance with these rules and the U.N.
Charter.

Lamentably, such misunderstand-
ings and controversies have obscured
the organization’s many accomplish-
ments over the past six decades.
These reside primarily in its multiple

humanitarian and peacekeeping
activities, which are carried out by a
family of over 20 semi-autonomous
specialized agencies, from the World
Health Organization to the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency.  The
importance of the work done by these
organs cannot be overstated but it is
seldom recognized or appreciated.

Organizational Problems
With the end of the Cold War,

expectations for restoration of the
United Nations’ effectiveness rose.
Unfortunately, several institutional
anachronisms have prevented any
major improvement in its function-
ing.

As already noted, the Security
Council long ago ceased to be the
locus of authority it was designed to
be.  To begin with, major regional and
economic powers are not included as
permanent, veto-wielding members.
Yet reforming its membership to
include some or all of these countries
presents political problems the inter-
national community has been unable
to overcome.  A large enough expan-
sion to satisfy all claimants would
weaken its ability to act; in addition,
no country was willing to risk losing a
privileged position on the Council.
So we are effectively frozen in the sta-
tus quo of a body whose make-up is
regarded by many as having highly
limited legitimacy.

To fix this problem, Security
Council membership should be a
function of the U.N. assessment scale
that accurately measures economic
power and its derivative, military
potential.  The five countries required
to make the largest financial contribu-
tions to the body would serve as per-
manent members.  (Perhaps then the
U.S. would be more diligent about
paying its dues on time.)  This formu-
la would automatically put Japan
(which pays 19.6 percent of the bud-
get) and Germany (9.8 percent) on
the Council alongside the U.S. (22
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percent), but displace China and
Russia (1.5 percent and 1.2 percent,
respectively).  France (6.5 percent)
and the U.K. (5.6 percent) would
remain as permanent members, at
least until the European Union has
expanded and evolved sufficiently to
assume a “European” seat in place of
individual countries.  (This would be
quite some time in the future, of
course.)  Other seats would continue
to rotate, as at present, to provide
some geographic and cultural bal-
ance.

This reform would make the
Council more accurately reflect true
political and economic heft, though it
would obviously be unacceptable to
the present veto-holders who would
be displaced.   But as long as the pre-
sent format exists, the political reality
is the Security Council will be side-
lined when it comes to those issues of
international peace and security that
lack a strong consensus for action in

the international community.  For
that reason, I believe the time has
come to renew efforts to fix this and
other flaws.

The other major organ, the
General Assembly, has its own prob-
lems.  Monaco, with a tiny population
and an area equivalent to the Mall in
Washington, D.C., has the same voice

and vote as, say, India — a democracy
with a population approaching a bil-
lion.  Another weakening factor is the
reality that many of its member gov-
ernments do not really represent their
own peoples.  Last year Freedom
House gave 85 of the 191 U.N. mem-
bers the “free” rating that indicates
full democracy.  Of the remaining
106, 46 were in the “not free” catego-
ry accorded authoritarian govern-
ments; the remaining 60 were consid-
ered only “partly free.”  It is difficult
for democracies like our own to
accept that countries whose govern-
ments do not represent and are not
accountable to their populations
deserve an equal voice with those that
do.  I believe this is one main reason
the General Assembly has gradually
lost its effectiveness. 

In addition, the Assembly’s resolu-
tions lack force or authority.  Its so-
called “debates” lack focus or disci-
pline, and call to mind the observation
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of the late Rep. Morris Udall, D-Ariz.,
about congressional deliberations:
“Everything has been said, but not
everybody has said it yet.”  It is sel-
dom a forum for serious negotiation.
Instead, its major utility is in bringing
together world leaders each Sept-
ember.

The ultimate corrective for this sit-
uation is clearly out of reach in today’s
world.  Ideally, voting strength should
be based on population (perhaps one
vote per million of population; voting
strength would today range from
1,284 votes for China down to Nauru’s
12/1000th of a vote.  The U.S. would
have 280.)  This would put things in
perspective and would certainly be
democratic in the “one person, one
vote” sense.  On the other hand, the
Chinese people, among so many oth-
ers, don’t have much of a role yet in
choosing who speaks for them or
holding them accountable.  

“Multis” vs. “Unis”
The role of international institu-

tions like the U.N. and NATO in U.S.
foreign policy is further affected by
the continuing struggle between
“multilateralists” and “unilateralists”
that has been with us since we
became a nation, though (thankfully)
not often with its present ideological
intensity.  

The essence of the difference we
face in our body politic is the view,
among multilateralists, that the U.S. is
a member of an international commu-
nity and that it is in our interest to act,
to the extent we can without clearly
jeopardizing truly vital interests,
cooperatively with other nations and
with a decent respect for their opin-
ions and interests.  The U.S. may have
overwhelming power but it certainly
has no corner on wisdom.

The unilateralists disagree: the
U.S. has an effective monopoly of
power and should use it forthrightly
to pursue national interests, uncon-
strained by others.  The new national

security doctrine of this administra-
tion explicitly advocates “pre-emptive
action” against perceived (or fancied)
threats.  Imagine a world in which all
nations claimed the right to make this
subjective judgment! 

This clearly does not conform to
the requirements of the U.N. Charter,
which reserves to the Security
Council the authority to approve the
use of force “to restore international
peace and security” in the name of the
international community.  The only
exception is in the case of self-defense
against an armed attack until the
Council can act.  Members pledge not
to use force against the political inde-
pendence or territorial integrity of
any state, or, vaguely, in any other
manner “inconsistent with the pur-
poses” of the charter. 

In the case of Iraq, it could well be
argued that neither the political inde-
pendence nor the territorial integrity
of the country was our target.  It was
not the first time this provision of the
charter has been ignored, of course.
It had been breached repeatedly by
the USSR, by the U.S. in Grenada
and Panama, by NATO in Kosovo and
Serbia in the Balkans and, most
unambiguously, by Iraq in Kuwait.

Granted, the provisions of the
charter, I believe, are inadequate to
meet a number of current threats not

thought about in 1945: genocide by a
government against elements of its
own population; violations of interna-
tional law such as Israel’s or China’s of
the Fourth Geneva Convention; situ-
ations such as we see in Zimbabwe,
Uzbekistan, Belarus and Myanmar,
where governments without the legit-
imacy conferred by popular choice
tyrannize their own peoples; or state
sponsorship of terrorism.

Moreover, old-fashioned “declared”
state-vs.-state war is not the most fre-
quent threat to international peace and
security today, unlike six decades ago
when the charter was drafted.  Conse-
quently, that framework seems too lim-
ited to deal with the new order of
transgressions, none of which may be
direct threats to international peace
and security.  But I see little early
prospect of international agreement on
expansion of the occasions when use of
force may be authorized under Chap-
ter 7 of the charter.

The Highest Common
Denominator

The U.N. is still essentially an
assembly of sovereign states trying,
through diplomacy, to find the highest
common denominator for dealing
with international problems, and each
is jealous of its sovereignty.  Finding
the highest common denominator
takes work.  The lowest common
denominator is easy: you just relax
and slip into it.  The United Nations
has gradually evolved over time
(peacekeeping, one of its major activ-
ities today, is not even mentioned in
the charter), and it is probably going
to continue to do so.  And this may not
be so bad.

As globalization gathers momen-
tum, transnational problems become
more pressing: trade-distorting barri-
ers, environmental degradation, non-
state terrorism, disease and health
issues, weapons proliferation, drugs,
climate change, international crime,
governance of the global common
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spaces, etc.  These demand increas-
ingly intimate levels of international
collaboration to manage.  As of now
the United Nations, for all its limita-
tions and imperfections, is the best
available framework for these tasks.
Our policy should therefore be to
strengthen the organization rather
than denigrate it. 

Much of this is now water over the
dam, but the struggle continues
between the yin and yang of multilat-
eral/unilateral approaches to the prob-
lem of the day: dealing with the after-
math of the war in Iraq.  Unilateralists
prefer to bypass the U.N. as irrelevant.
Multilateralists stress the urgency of
restoring respect for the United
Nations by ensuring it an important
role in post-hostility reconstruction,
which the unilateralists want to keep
in American (and preferably the
Pentagon’s) hands.  This drama tends
to be played out between the poles of
the State Department and the

Defense Department in competition
for presidential attention and decision.
Not surprisingly, the president seems
to lean one way this time, another the
next.  Confusion reigns.

Multilateralists want to give priori-
ty to repairing badly damaged rela-
tions with a large number of important
countries: Russia, France, Germany,
Canada, Mexico, Turkey and a num-

ber of Arab and Islamic nations promi-
nent among them.

Unilateralists are suspicious of any-
thing that implies sharing influence or
decision-making or in any way ham-
pering our freedom of action.  The
concept of an “international commu-
nity” seems alien and softheaded to
them.  We don’t need to worry about
Muslim restiveness since we have the
power to deal with it by ourselves, and
their wrath will ultimately subside
when its impotence and pointlessness
are realized.

The U.S. is not an island, entire
unto itself, say the multilateralists.
They point to the indispensability of
international collaboration in the fight
against non-state terrorism.

The conflict is not likely to go
away; in fact, it threatens to become
bitterer and less civil.  The petty get-
evenness of the playground seems to
characterize much of our public and
congressional reaction to those who
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disagree with our policies.  This often
turns legitimate disagreements over
tactics and timing into damaging
international crises, as has been the
case with Iraq.  Relations with France
— our oldest ally — hit bottom in an
adolescent squabble.  

The Lessons of History
Both my first and last experiences

as a 35-year career American diplo-
mat were with the United Nations,
and I believe I am as aware of its
strengths and limitations as anyone
can be.  In the mid-1950s I was a
junior member of a succession of del-
egations to the annual sessions of the
General Assembly, dealing with polit-
ical issues on the U.N. agenda.  The
number of members was in the 50s
and the atmosphere was, for the most
part, intimate and collegial.  The Uni-
ted States was almost universally re-
spected.  I met fellow diplomats, then
also junior members of their delega-

tions, who later were ambassadors
and foreign ministers and became my
lifelong friends. I worked with Dag
Hammarskjold and Ralph Bunche in
setting up the United Nations Expedi-
tionary Force, one of the earliest
peacekeeping efforts, in the wake of
the 1956 Suez crisis.  Decoloniza-
tion was proceeding apace, helped
along by the U.N.  I was a negotiator
with the Soviets and others of the

statute of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, an organization today
increasingly in the news.  The envi-
ronment was serious and efficient.
We had a sense of participation in the
making of history.

Thirty-plus years later, I was asked
by President George Bush the elder,
himself a moderate and intelligent
internationalist and advocate of the
U.N., to take the position first held by
Ralph Bunche as the senior American
in the secretariat.  On his recommen-
dation, U.N. Secretary General Perez
de Cuellar appointed me under-secre-
tary general for political affairs in
1989.  The number of members had
soared above 160, and the profession-
al staff had increased along with it. But
the atmosphere was much changed.

It was a difficult time because atti-
tudes toward the United States had
changed as well.  This was the era in
which our annual dues were being
withheld by Congress, some key
members of which, perhaps with
visions of black helicopters dancing in
their heads, were suspicious of the
U.N. and were using this tactic to
force reform (by which they meant
reducing U.S. dues and forcing the
organization to cut its staff and budget,
which was substantially less than the
annual cost of the New York Police
Department).  

It was symptomatic of the growing
turn to unilateralism rather than a
rational approach to needed changes.
I remember one senator fulminating
in outrage at the effrontery of the
U.N. for selecting sites in the U.S. to
add to the list of World Heritage Sites
deserving protection by the interna-
tional community if protection was
needed.  We had already withdrawn in
high dudgeon from UNESCO, an
error only last year reversed under
pressure from several members of
Congress.  It was a crazy era and the
U.N. was badly damaged by our dead-
beat policy toward our annual assess-
ment, prompt payment of which is a
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treaty obligation under the charter.
Naturally, we antagonized many mem-
bers, including traditional allies.

Clearly the United Nations needed
internal reform.  My analysis of the
problem was that a succession of sec-
retaries general, generally chosen for
their diplomatic experience, had little
interest in management.  The secre-
tariat had become top-heavy and a
rabbit warren of overlapping jurisdic-
tions.  My counterpart responsible for
management (a man of great compe-
tence who later became president of
Finland) was repeatedly taken away
from his duties for special political
assignments, while management issues
went unattended.  My boss, Secretary
General de Cuellar, a suave and cul-
tured former Peruvian diplomat, did
not seem to see himself as head of 
a large and complex organization
responsible for its efficient perfor-
mance.  It is admittedly difficult to
manage an institution staffed by a

multiplicity of nationalities and cul-
tures, subject to constant political
pressures and claims from national
governments.

One of my colleagues in the secre-
tariat and I spoke often and saw eye to
eye on what had to be done to ratio-

nalize the organization, including the
need to resist political pressures and to
take management responsibilities as
seriously as political ones.  This was 
a mid-level Ghanaian staff member
named Kofi Annan.  When he became
U.N. secretary general years after I
retired, my spirits soared.

It has often been said that if the
U.N. did not exist it would have to be
invented.  Unfortunately, if we had to
start from scratch I do not believe we
could, in the politically charged world
of today, improve on what we have.  So
I believe it is vital to preserve what we
have, with all its warts and shortcom-
ings.  I can only hope, however, that
the time will soon come when the hos-
tile attitude of so much of our present
political leadership will moderate and
our readiness to work with others as 
a member of the international com-
munity, even at the cost of some of 
our freedom of action, will reassert
itself.  ■
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s we all know, the French are not shy
about expressing their opinion on
things.  In the run-up to the war in
Iraq, and during the combat phase of
the operation, our embassy in Paris
received hundreds of letters every
week.  Most were addressed simply

to “The Ambassador” or “The U.S. Embassy.”  Without a
clear addressee, our mailroom screening staff had no
choice but to separate these items and hold them for later
disposition.  With the heightened state of alert and the
extra work brought by the conflict, no one showed much
interest in each week’s flotsam and jetsam of angry letters
and hastily scrawled postcards.  After being screened,
they piled up in a box in the mailroom.  Eventually we
received the order to shred them.  

Feeling a little uncomfortable with my mailroom
employees throwing handfuls of embassy correspondence
into a shredder, I took the box myself.  I went through and
destroyed hundreds of letters, anti-war petitions, school-
children’s crayon drawings, and other items, some quite
bizarre.  While the bulk of these letters were simply rants
and raves against the U.S., I uncovered a few real gems
from people who felt a strong emotional connection with

the United States because of World War II, or the
Marshall Plan, or because of family ties.  It put into per-
spective the duration and depth of Franco-American rela-
tions and made the news items about “freedom fries”
seem that much more ridiculous.   

Then, as I was getting near the bottom of the box, one
letter caught my eye.  It was in English, neatly written
and quite short.  The French author was obviously quite
distressed about the current state of relations between
the U.S. and his country.  At the bottom of the letter was
a beautiful color drawing of a B-17 bomber from World
War II and the caption “The Black Swan will fly forever
in our memories.”  Intrigued, I couldn’t bring myself to
toss this particular letter into the shredder.  I set it aside.
For the rest of the day, as I worked, I kept glancing over
at the letter on the corner of my desk.  

The questions in my head just wouldn’t go away.  Who
was this guy?  What was his relation to this B-17?  The
return address, in French, said something about him
being the official historian for the crash of the “Black
Swan” in Brittany some 60 years ago, but what made him
write this letter now?  Since it appeared we had enough
U.S. opponents in France, I couldn’t help but think that
perhaps this gentleman, writing in support of our coun-
try, might merit at least a form letter in response.  Finally,
I decided that someone higher up in the embassy should
look at the letter.  If someone else saw it, and then said
shred it, at least I would feel better for having tried.  So I
put a note on the letter and dropped it in the DCM’s
mailbox. 

To my surprise, I got a call back before the end of the
day.  The Office Management Specialist for the DCM
said she had been very impressed by the heartfelt tone of

THE LAST FLIGHT OF THE
BLACK SWAN

THE TALE OF A DOWNED FIGHTER PLANE BRINGS AN AMERICAN AND A FRENCHMAN TO A

BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR COUNTRIES, PAST AND PRESENT. 

BY DOUGLAS W. WELLS

A

Douglas Wells entered the Foreign Service in January
2000 after six years with the Peace Corps and United
Nations in Estonia.  His first post was Hong Kong, where
he finished a book about his Peace Corps experiences, In
Search of the Elusive Peace Corps Moment (Xlibris Press,
2001).  He is now the supervisor for mail and pouch oper-
ations in the Information Programs Center at Embassy
Paris.



the correspondence and would show it to her boss.  She
had even gone so far as to call the author at his home and
thank him personally for sending it!  

Needless to say, I felt very good about this, and when
the DCM’s office later suggested that I send a return let-
ter I jumped at the chance.  But before writing the letter,
I decided I had to solve the mys-
tery of who this person was.  So I
did what any red-blooded Ameri-
can would do; I did an Internet
search on “Black Swan” and “B-
17.”

I had expected to have to wade
through pages of useless results
but what came up at the top was
too good to be true.  It was the
personal Web site of none other
than the pilot of the bomber him-
self — Lt. Verne Woods!  He was
81, living with his wife in Massa-
chusetts and on his Web site, he
described in detail the night of
Dec. 31, 1943, when his bomber
was shot down.  

They had been hit by flak on the way to Germany and
had to turn back alone.  By a strange twist of fate, he and
the normal pilot had switched seats on that mission, and
during the night, as the crippled bomber limped across
Brittany, the co-pilot’s side of the plane was raked by can-
non fire from a German FW-190 fighter.  The man in the
co-pilot seat was killed instantly.  The remaining mem-
bers of the crew bailed out except for the top turret gun-
ner, who couldn’t make it out in time.  The B-17 heavy
bomber, still carrying the two brave American aviators,
crashed into a barn on a remote Brittany farm.  (As testi-
mony to the power of the Internet, Woods recently post-
ed a request on a Luftwaffe veterans’ Web site asking,
“Who shot me down?”  Within a short time, he had not
only the name of the German pilot, but also a scanned
copy of the page in the pilot’s logbook from the day he
had attacked the “Black Swan” in the skies over Brittany!)

Well, that solved the mystery of the “Black Swan,” but
what about the author of the letter? Scrolling down a lit-
tle farther gave me the answer.  One of the pictures of a
ceremony near a marble plaque explained that Mr. Yves
Carnot, the author of the letter I had saved from the
shredder, was none other than the grandson of the man
whose barn the “Black Swan” had crashed into!  I wrote

Mr. Carnot back, thanking him for his concern, and reas-
suring him that there still was much friendship between
the French and Americans despite the current political
situation.  I wasn’t sure if I would get a response, but
about two weeks later I received a fat envelope contain-
ing “the rest of the story.”

In a 12-page, handwritten let-
ter, Mr. Carnot recounted his
lifelong relation with the last
flight of the “Black Swan.”  His
earliest memories, as a child in
the late 1950s, were of crawling
around in a barn littered with
pieces of twisted aluminum
plane parts that his grandfather
had either hid from the Germans
that night, or dug up later while
planting.  His grandfather’s prize
possession was the manufactur-
er’s name plate from the B-17
plant in Detroit, still intact,
showing the model and part
number of the plane.  It had a

place of honor, nailed to the main support pole in the
barn and was, in his words, “respected as a symbol, a tes-
timony of this aerial fight, this tragic event.”

Mr. Carnot’s grandfather used to sit his young grand-
son on his knee and tell him the story of that New Year’s
Eve in 1943 when the flaming bomber fell out of the sky.
“Every Sunday,” Mr. Carnot wrote, “when I visited my
grandfather, I asked him to tell me about this event.  It
became a ritual, and every week I came to contemplate
that number plate and I dreamed about this fantastic
plane.”  As Mr. Carnot grew up, the “Black Swan” came
to symbolize the special bond between his grandfather
and him.  They used to walk around the farm together,
the older man relating to the child every detail of that
fateful night when the quiet night sky was shattered by
gunfire and explosions.  Just before Mr. Carnot’s grandfa-
ther died, he gave the treasured nameplate to his grand-
son.  Mr. Carnot, by then a young man, “undertook to do
research on the B-17 in the memory of my grandfather,
who could not do the investigation himself.  I am sure he
would have encouraged my work and in some way, it is a
sort of eternal torch I am carrying; it’s my mission.”

Over the next 10 years he overcame numerous bureau-
cratic hurdles and painstakingly tracked down historical
records that enabled him to find the names of the B-17’s
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crew and the crews of other planes
on that mission.  Based on that infor-
mation, he managed to locate sever-
al surviving members of the “Black
Swan” crew, with whom he now cor-
responds regularly.  His work culmi-
nated in 1998 (the 55th anniversary
of the crash), when, in a grassy field
at the “Keranacreach” farm near the
village of Keriquel, in the Bannelec
area of South Brittany, a small mem-
orial service took place.  It was
attended by crew members of the
“Black Swan,” a U.S. Air Force dele-
gation, representatives of  U.S. Army
Air Corps Veterans, the French Air
Force Color Guard, some French
Resistance veterans, and many of
the witnesses who had helped with
the research.  A delegate from the
U.S. embassy was also in attendance.
As a group of local musicians played
“Amazing Grace,” the superinten-
dent of the American Cemetery of
Brittany undid the tricolor ribbon

holding a piece of parachute fabric,
which fell away to reveal a granite
memorial stone.  On the stone —
designed, paid for and installed by
Mr. Carnot — was an epitaph in
French and English for the two lost

crew members.  Now the memory of
the “Black Swan” will truly keep fly-
ing in everyone’s memory.

I had planned to meet Mr.
Carnot for the 60th anniversary of
the crash.  But it turned out I was
the Information Programs Center
duty person that day, and with the
raised terrorism threat level, I
decided to stay close to Paris.  

I look forward to the first warm
days of spring so I can visit this memo-
rial, as much a dedication to one man’s
perseverance as to the memory of two
Americans who gave their lives to lib-
erate Europe.  Then we can make a
pilgrimage to Normandy together, a
Frenchman and an American.  There,
on the cliffs overlooking the sea, I plan
to lay some flowers on the graves of
2nd Lt. Stuart B. Mendelson, Pilot
and Tech/Sgt. Richard G. Hensley,
Top Turret Gunner, the two members
of the “Black Swan” crew that never
made it home. ■
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Warren Zimmermann was the
kind of foreign affairs pro-
fessional that our nation

needs to produce and nurture in the
coming generation.  As we confront
dangerous and exotic adversaries
abroad, excellence will remain at a pre-
mium in our foreign affairs communi-
ty.  Warren Zimmermann’s life exem-
plifies the character and commitment
required.

Zimmermann abandoned promis-
ing careers in teaching and then in
journalism to join the Foreign Service
in 1961, rallying to the newly elected
President Kennedy’s inspiring appeal
for vigorous American leadership in
foreign affairs.  He spent the next 
33 years in assignments in Washing-
ton and in Venezuela, Yugoslavia, the
Soviet Union, France, Spain, Switzer-
land and Austria.

Zimmermann is best known as our
last ambassador to Yugoslavia before its
breakup, but throughout his career he
was often at the epicenter of U.S. for-
eign affairs.  A gifted writer, he was a
speechwriter for Secretary of State
William P. Rogers.  As the deputy and
later head of the U.S. Delegation to
the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, in Vienna,  he
helped forge new standards for human
rights behavior that contributed to per-

estroika and, ultimately, to the collapse
of the communist regimes in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe.  As chief
of staff of the U.S. Delegation to the
Geneva Arms Control Negotiations,
Zimmermann helped hammer out the
arms reductions that were so impor-
tant in reducing the risk of nuclear war.

The Three Cs
What was it that made Zimmer-

mann so extraordinary?  I call it “the
three Cs”: curiosity, courage and com-
passion.  First, he had an intellectual
curiosity that propelled him to the
deepest expertise on every foreign
assignment.  He learned Russian and
Serbo-Croatian as well as French,
Spanish and German.  He read deep-
ly in the history and literature of his
host countries.  He also made sure to
get around outside the official circles in
his country of assignment.

This preparation gave him extraor-
dinary insight into the workings of the
societies it was his job to analyze.  His
cables were often so engaging that they
were passed around in the State
Department.  One cable, “Who Killed
Cock Robin?”, gave a fascinating
account of the factors — which he con-
tinually argued were not inevitable —
leading to the breakup of Yugoslavia.
Another cable’s title, describing the

various Yugoslav leaders and their
blindly disastrous policies, quoted the
six-foot-tall American actress Joseph-
ine Baker’s expression: “I’m Up to My
Ass in Dwarfs.”  In recognition of his
superb judgment, Zimmermann was
often chosen for delicate assignments.
For instance, he was the U.S. diplomat
chosen to make contact with Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini’s camp in Paris
prior to Khomeini’s return to take
power in Iran. 

Warren Zimmermann had a natural
affinity for intellectuals, journalists and
think-tankers, whom he cultivated in
his various assignments — always with
the same openness and command of
U.S. interests and American culture
that made him so attractive to his hosts
as well as his diplomatic colleagues.   In
Paris, he made sure to keep the
embassy door open to leftist opposition
groups — with whom the U.S. had
great differences — so that when the
time came to deal with them as the
majority, we would have strong rela-
tionships. Then, when the French
Socialists came to power, he saw more
clearly than most that President Fran-
cois Mitterrand, for his own purposes,
might wish to distance himself from
the communists in the government by
closely aligning himself with U.S. secu-
rity policies; e.g., regarding medium-
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AN AMERICAN DIPLOMAT WHO
MADE A DIFFERENCE

Warren Zimmermann
1935 – 2004

BY ROSCOE S. SUDDARTH



range missiles in Germany.  
In Moscow, he and Ambassador

Arthur Hartman established a pro-
gram giving a day’s in-country leave
every month so that embassy person-
nel could get to know the “ordinary”
Russia, outside the isolation impos-
ed on foreign embassies by the Soviet
authorities. Throughout his tour he led
the embassy not only to the dissidents
but also to the suffering intellectuals
who were reaching out for our support.
Thus, instead of feeling hemmed in by
the restrictions that the Soviet situation
imposed and believing that the Soviet
internal situation was hopeless, em-
bassy personnel came to feel the 
sorrows of real people who wanted a

better life for themselves and their
country.

Moments That 
Require Courage

Zimmermann’s courage was rooted
in his values.  Like Ernest Hemingway,
whom he admired, he recognized that
there are moments in a lifetime that
require acts of courage, regardless of
the consequences.  He was a loyal and
disciplined civil servant and never to
my knowledge failed to carry out his
instructions, nor did he leak to the
press. However, when the stakes re-
quired it, he was prepared to put his
career on the line.  In 1970 he joined in
a private letter to the Secretary of State

from a handful of Foreign Service offi-
cers criticizing our continued involve-
ment in Vietnam.  His courage also
accounted for his ability to be tough
when necessary.  As charge d’affaires in
Moscow when the Soviets shot down a
commercial airliner, he gave a tongue-
lashing to the Soviet authorities for
their brazen refusal to admit the truth,
even before Washington instructed
him to do so.  

Soon after arriving as the new U.S.
ambassador to Yugoslavia, he publicly
criticized the virulent Serbian national-
ism of President Slobodan Milosevic
that would soon cause Yugoslavia to
unravel.  His criticism put him on
Milosevic’s black list; the Yugoslav
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Warren Zimmermann, 69, former FSO and the last
U.S. ambassador to Yugoslavia, died Feb. 3 at his home in
Great Falls, Va., of pancreatic cancer.

“Warren Zimmermann ranks among our finest career
ambassadors,” stated Secretary of State Colin L. Powell
Feb. 4 in a tribute that hailed Zimmermann as “an elo-
quent defender of human rights and refugees” and extend-
ed condolences to his wife and family on behalf of “col-
leagues at the Department of State, and especially the
many young men and women he so generously mentored
over the years.”

Warren Zimmermann was born in Philadelphia in 1935
and graduated magna cum laude from Yale University in
1956.  He received a master’s degree in history in 1958 from
Cambridge University in England, which he attended as a
Fulbright scholar.

In 1961, following work in teaching and journalism,
Amb. Zimmermann joined the Foreign Service.  He began
a 33-year career that would take him from Washington,
D.C., to Caracas, Madrid, Geneva, Belgrade (twice), Paris,
Moscow and Vienna.  Appointed U.S. ambassador to
Yugoslavia in 1990, he was recalled in 1992 to protest
Serbian aggression in the former Yugoslav republic of
Bosnia-Herzegovina.  Amb. Zimmermann returned to the
department as director of the Bureau for Refugee
Programs, but resigned from the Foreign Service in 1994 in
frustration over the Clinton administration’s reluctance to
intervene forcefully in the Bosnian war.

From 1994 to 1996, Amb. Zimmermann taught at the
Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.

During this time he wrote Origins of a Catastrophe:
Yugoslavia and Its Destroyers (Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1996), a book about his experiences in Yugoslavia that
received the American Academy of Diplomacy’s Douglas
Dillon Award for a Book of Distinction on the Practice of
American Diplomacy in 1997.  From 1996 to 2000 he was a
professor of international diplomacy at Columbia
University.

Amb. Zimmermann’s most recent work, First Great
Triumph: How Five Americans Made Their Country a
World Power (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2002), won the
American Academy of Diplomacy’s Dillon Award in 2003.

A lover and student of 19th-century English poetry,
Amb. Zimmermann occasionally wrote humorous verse
of his own for friends and family.  He maintained a life-
time interest in playing squash and tennis, and was a fly
fisherman.  He spent summers at his cottage at
Glandore Harbor on the southwest coast of Ireland,
where he enjoyed long walks.

Amb. Zimmermann was a board member of Human
Rights Watch, Partners for Democratic Change, the
American Academy of Diplomacy and the Carnegie
Council on Ethics and International Affairs.  He was also a
member of the Council on Foreign Relations and the
Metropolitan Club in Washington, D.C.

Survivors include his wife, Corinne (“Teeny”) Chubb
Zimmermann of Great Falls, Va.; three children, Corinne
Alsop Zimmermann of Watertown, Mass., Lily Zimmer-
mann Metcalfe of London and Tim Zimmermann of
Washington, D.C.; and five grandchildren.



president refused to see him for a year.
Many ambassadors would have muted
their criticism in order to maintain
acceptable relations with the host 
government (and to avoid the death
threats that came afterward), but
Zimmermann saw it otherwise and was
vindicated by later events.

In 1994 he resigned from the
Foreign Service in protest over Wash-
ington’s unwillingness to intervene
forcefully in Bosnia, and then spent
months in public advocacy of his view,
which ultimately prevailed and helped
save Bosnia from extinction.  Finally,
only a few weeks before his death, in
accepting an award for his book on
Theodore Roosevelt’s foreign policy,
Zimmermann used what he knew was
to be his last public appearance — in
the Ben Franklin Room of the State
Department — to voice his personal
opposition to the invasion of Iraq.

He was also sometimes startlingly
frank in self-criticism.  In his book on
Yugoslavia, Origins of a Catastrophe,
he blamed himself for not insisting on
U.S. intervention at the very start of
the troubles in Yugoslavia in late 1990,
attributing the failure to his belief that
the U.S. government could not handle
another crisis at the very moment
when it was preparing for war in Iraq.

The Human Side of Things
Compassion is not usually cited as a

diplomatic virtue, but Zimmermann
turned his to good diplomatic purpose.
He and his wife Corinne (“Teeny”)
were always alert to the human side of
things.  During the détente era in the
1970s he saw clearly that there was no
path to a normalized relationship with
the Soviet Union that did not recog-
nize that the Soviets had to treat their
people better and respect the rule of
law.  Later he saw the whole Helsinki
process as a necessary prelude to mak-
ing the Soviets see what they had to do
in order to have the advantages of a
more normal relationship with the

Western world.
In the Soviet Union the Zimmer-

manns both took personal risks in sup-
porting dissidents under the watchful
eyes of the KGB.  He won the Shar-
ansky Award from the Union of
Councils for Soviet Jews for his work in
helping them emigrate despite enor-
mous obstacles placed in their way by
the authorities.  He was instrumental
in helping the talented dissident pian-
ist Vladimir Feltsman obtain permis-
sion to leave Russia.  Zimmermann
was particularly protective of the be-
leaguered American press corps in
Moscow, and helped many reporters
out of scrapes with Soviet authorities.  

His Belgrade embassy was given an
award for management in large part
because of Zimmermann’s concern for
the views and welfare of his subordi-
nates. When Yugoslavia finally fell
apart, the Zimmermanns arranged at
their own expense to support the emi-
gration to America of the entire staff of
the ambassador’s household.

In his retirement and until his
death, Zimmermann passed on his
knowledge and wisdom as the author
of two award-winning books and as a
gifted and caring professor of foreign
affairs. Students, colleagues and
friends all remember his humor, erudi-
tion and insight.

I hope that Warren Zimmer-
mann’s life and career will be an
inspiration to the coming generation
of Americans who are considering
service to their country by working
in foreign affairs.  ■

Roscoe “Rocky” Suddarth  is a retired
Foreign Service officer, a former
ambassador to Jordan and a personal
friend of the Zimmermanns.   Arthur
Hartman, former assistant secretary
for European affairs and ambassador
to France and the Soviet Union, with
whom Zimmermann worked on those
assignments, also contributed to this
appreciation.
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BOOKS

The Loyal Opposition?

The Point of Departure
Robin Cook, Simon & Schuster, 2003,
$27.00, hardcover, 365 pages.

REVIEWED BY HARRY C. BLANEY III

Robin Cook’s The Point of Depar-
ture offers valuable insights into Prime
Minister Tony Blair’s government on
several levels.  Cook may not be famil-
iar to most American readers, but he
was British Foreign Minister and
Leader of the House of Commons until
resigning over the decision to go to war
with Iraq last year.

As one would expect from a politi-
cian with those credentials, his memoir
provides a front-row view of the self-
destructive quality of internal Labor
Party politics.  But perhaps more
importantly, he offers a critique of the
profound debate taking place in Britain
about its role in world affairs, its future
in Europe, and the nature of its rela-
tionship with the United States.

Britain and America are both trying
to deal with their own “intelligence
scandal.”  For the U.S., the controversy
is over a massive intelligence failure,
and a White House, if former Treasury
Secretary Paul O’Neill is to be believed,
bent on invading Iraq regardless of
intelligence evidence.  In the British
case Tony Blair had the good sense to
call for a judicial inquiry, and even pub-
licly testified before it.  

Cook sees these vital issues through
the prism of his anger over the overall
direction of the Labor Party, his ambiva-
lent feelings about the man who pushed
him aside as foreign minister, and his

view that Britain’s future rests almost
exclusively in Europe.  He insists that he
is not anti-American but simply oppos-
es President Bush and his policies.
However, he is scathing about the neo-
cons in the Bush administration and
their “determined unilateralism.”

These biases periodically color his
analysis.  For instance, he clearly
expected that the judicial inquiry into
the British government’s handling of
prewar intelligence would bring the
prime minister down a few notches;
instead, Lord Hutton’s report largely
exonerated Blair.  Similarly, Cook in-
sists that the Iraq decision destroyed
Britain’s role as a “respected major
player in Europe,” but such dire con-
sequences have not materialized.

Despite such lapses, however, Cook
writes powerfully about the very real
contradictions involved in 10 Downing
Street’s handling of Iraq and the prob-
lematic state of current U.S.-Europe
relations (as well as many domestic
issues beyond the scope of this review).

Understandably, most of the public-
ity about the book (on this side of the
“pond,” anyway) has centered on the
Iraq controversy.  As Cook lucidly

explains, the war debate has had major
ramifications for Blair’s survival as
prime minister, for the British public’s
long-term attitudes toward America,
and for those worried about U.S. poli-
cies that are weakening ties with our
closest allies.  

The other major question this
book takes up is Britain’s role as a
mediator between America and Eur-
ope.  Cook says up front that “Blair
is arguably the most pro-European
prime minister in modern times, cer-
tainly since Edward Heath.”  Yet
Cook appears neither to understand
nor accept the central calculation
underpinning Blair’s position on Iraq:
that Britain must not be placed in a
position of having to choose between
its ties across the Atlantic and across
the Channel, thereby losing its role as
an honest broker with both.  For-
tunately, it seems unlikely that Britain
will lose that role so long as it has as
smart, strong and determined a leader
as Blair.  Would that America could
make the same claim.

This useful book is a kind of mirror
to ourselves, holding up to us a view of
our role in the world, the widespread
perception that our unilateralism and
triumphalism constitute hubris, and the
importance of tough outside criticism.
In that regard, it deserves to be read in
tandem with Paul O’Neill’s (and Ron
Suskind’s) The Price of Loyalty, which
covers some of the same ground.

Retired FSO Harry Blaney is president
of the Coalition for American Leader-
ship Abroad (COLEAD).  A former
Visiting Fellow at the Royal Institute of
International Affairs, he was in London
in March 2003 when the Blair govern-

Cook writes powerfully
about the very real

contradictions involved
in 10 Downing Street’s 
handling of Iraq and

the problematic state of
current U.S.-Europe

relations.
�
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ment decided to go to war with Iraq.

The Globalization
Bubble

The Roaring Nineties: 
A New History of the World’s
Most Prosperous Decade
Joseph E. Stiglitz, Norton, 2003,
$25.95, hardcover, 336 pages.

REVIEWED BY PAULO ALMEIDA

The advocates of free-market eco-
nomics often justify their policy pref-
erences with the old saw that a rising
tide raises all boats.  Well, the tide of
the 1990s has ebbed, exposing the
rocks and shoals that wrecked some of
those boats.  Who better to comb the
beaches than Joseph Stiglitz, first a
member and then the chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers in the
Clinton White House, before he
closed out the decade as chief econo-
mist of the World Bank?  

The Roaring Nineties: A New
History of the World’s Most Prosper-
ous Decade is refreshing because,
rather than touting the spectacular
economic successes of the Clinton
administration (in contrast to its be-
sieged successor), Stiglitz thoughtfully
picks through the flotsam and jetsam
for clues to the causes of the wreck.
He places much of the blame on the
administration he served, and the
president he still evidently admires,
for allowing narrow, short-term inter-
ests to undermine the long-term
health of the economy.  Furthermore,
he contends that these failures in
domestic economic policy undermine
international support for globaliza-
tion.  

It is worth noting that his previous
book, the bestselling Globalization
and Its Discontents (2002), was to

some extent a memoir of an academic
economist who comes to Washington
to try his hand at public service and
wryly professes to be shocked, shock-
ed to find politics going on.  The new
book is likewise more personal than
dryly analytical, but is still substantial
enough to satisfy those with an
appetite for recreational economics.  

In a nutshell, Stiglitz contends
that, by setting aside its campaign
platform of “Putting People First” and
focusing instead on deficit reduction
as the means to restart the economy,
the Clinton administration made a
“lucky mistake” that succeeded in
doing just that — but for reasons that
were unique and probably not repro-
ducible.  Accordingly, exporting the
U.S. model of market orthodoxy will
not save developing countries, and
may actually exacerbate their distress.

The main problem with the U.S.
approach to globalization, Stiglitz
argues, is that it diminishes the ability
of governments to mitigate the
inevitable market failures that result
from “asymmetries of information,” a
new branch of economics research
that he developed in his academic
career.  In his own words, this means

that “different people know different
things,” allowing the better informed
to speculate at the expense of the vul-
nerable, and encouraging the poorly
informed to take dangerous risks.  In
addition, he declares that the U.S.
interest in free trade and market 
liberalization often serves rather nar-
row financial interests.  Why else, for
example, would our negotiators press
for the opening of foreign markets to
trade in derivatives, which does not
create significant employment in the
U.S. and leaves foreign currencies
more vulnerable to manipulation?

A few months after the World
Bank sent him packing in 2001
(reportedly following pressure from
the Treasury Department’s new lead-
ership), Stiglitz won the Nobel Prize
for Economics.  He has no need,
therefore, to seek the consolation of a
vindictive or self-justifying political
memoir, but rather invites us to comb
the beach with him.  

Although the latter part of his book
seems a trifle rushed (as if trying to
keep up with the headlines), it is a
pleasure to listen to his war stories.
But these stories have morals: That
the action of the marketplace should
be balanced by judicious government
regulation; that the government
should protect the public interest by
ensuring that the economy supports
— or at least does not erode — social
welfare; that economic globalization
will only succeed in conjunction with
the globalization of a political agenda
that advances social equity; and that
the U.S. must participate in that
process as a partner, not as a specula-
tor.  ■

Paulo Almeida was an FSO from 1985
to 1992, serving in Lisbon, Oporto,
Harare and Washington, D.C.  From
1992 to 2003, he was an international
affairs specialist at the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency.  He now
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Ginny Basak
Joan Bready

Donna Courtney
Sally Duerbeck
Les Glad
John Logtens

Patt Seely
Judy Smoot
Paul Timpane

REAL ESTATE

mailto:info@propertyspecialistsinc.com
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REAL ESTATE

Leasing and Management of Exceptional properties
in upper Northwest DC, Chevy Chase, Bethesda,

Potomac, McLean and Great Falls

E-mail: Bmurphy@Hagner.com

mailto:Bmurphy@Hagner.com
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We were coming around
Gulshan Circle toward the
bridge to Baridhara when

Shaun said, “This would be a great way
to start a book.”

“What?” I said, dodging a beggar in
a dirty dress. “The sense of potential?”

We were heading we knew not
where through the noisy heat of a
Dhaka night.  At 9 o’clock on a Friday
night, when you are not yet 18, there
still is a sense of potential.

“That, too,” said Shaun, sidestep-
ping an oncoming rickshaw as he fend-
ed off the eager wallah (driver) of
another.  “I was thinking about the sen-
sory overload, though.”

Nighttime activity was at its peak.
The traffic around the circle was the
usual swirling hell of three-wheel bicy-
cle rickshaws; lawnmower-powered
baby taxis; old cars; battered buses;
laden trucks; hand-pulled bamboo
carts; the tank-like SUVs of the expats
and upwardly-mobile Bangladeshis;
and pedestrians like us. The noise
from this jumble was correspondingly
confused: horns blared, engines growl-
ed, rickshaws rattled and their bells
rang, baby-taxis coughed consumptive-
ly, and taxi wallahs and tea hawkers
called for customers.  Shouts, snorts,
the entreaties of beggars, and ordinary

conversation added to the din — all
topped off by the piercing wail of
Hindi movie music.

On the ground, it was an impene-
trable web of humanity.  From above,
the complex weave of traffic, light and
life at Gulshan Circle must have ap-
peared as one more element of an in-
tricate earthly mandala (the holy Bud-
dhist circle of the universe) — precise
and perfect.

As we crossed Gulshan Avenue to
the east side, I said, “Potential and sen-
sory overload.  Good combination.”

“You could do something with it,”
Shaun agreed. 

I can’t remember the rest of the
conversation as we followed Kemal
Ataturk Avenue to the bridge.  I’m sure
it fell into the usual vein: movies,
school, friends, life and other triviali-
ties.  But I remember what we saw.

In the darkness, the bridge to
Baridhara was awash with myriad mov-
ing points of light — headlights, street
lamps, flickering candles of roadside
tea stands, squares of brightness from
windows — all standing out brilliantly

from the indigo of the sky and water.
And on the far side of the lake, golden
arms of light from street lamps
reached across the water.  

But, above this, the sky was aglow
with a faint luminescence.  I had ob-
served that fluorescence many times
— sometimes rosy pink, sometimes
gold.  On nights when I came home
late, I would stop and look at the dark
sweep of the lake, framed by the scat-
tered lights from buildings on each
bank.  I suppose it was just light pollu-
tion, but it had an ethereal, unearthly
quality.  The human lights around us
were solid, clear, and one-dimensional.
In contrast, the halo of Rickshaw
Bridge pervaded the skyline, formless,
translucent, always fixed in the same
curl around the bridge.  It seemed to
promise infinity, clarity, peace, an end
to the chaotic city.  That luminescence
drew the aimless, man-made lights
toward it.  It was the fixed point, the
center of the circle.

Yet, the center of the circle is forev-
er empty; all paths bend toward it, but
no path ever leads to it — at least not
in our geometry.  After that brief pause
over the lake, we continued into the
trees on the Baridhara side.  Off the
main thoroughfare, things were qui-
eter.  Five blocks down U.N. Road,
and we were well into the “George-
town” of Dhaka.  As we ambled into
Baridhara, the sensory overload faded
away to the familiar — just the rush of
headlights from a passing car and the
heat resting on our foreheads.  Po-
tential likewise dissipated into the
quiet. ■

It seemed to
promise infinity,
clarity, peace, 
an end to the
chaotic city.

�

Max Uphaus, an English major at the
College of William & Mary (class of
2006), spent his last two years of high
school in Bangladesh, where his
father was stationed with USAID.
The stamp is courtesy of the AAFSW
Bookfair “Stamp Corner.”

REFLECTIONS
Rickshaw Bridge

BY MAX UPHAUS



A
FSA President John Limbert attend-
ed an entry-level professionals region-
al conference in Windhoek, Namibia,

in February.  Here’s his message to AFSA
members about his trip:

“Congratulations to our Windhoek
and AF/EX colleagues for putting together
a superb event.  There were over 100 employ-
ees there representing almost all fields and
specialties. During the conference we heard
from Acting Assistant Secretary Snyder, and
(by videoconference) from Secretary Powell,
Under Secretary Grossman and Assistant
Secretary for Consular Affairs Maura Harty.

“I was most impressed by the range of
talents and the positive spirit I encountered.
While all are doing excellent work, I would
single out for special mention our entry-level
GSO and consular colleagues, who have very
sensitive jobs often performed under diffi-
cult and dangerous conditions.  Do you think
GSO work at an isolated, maximum-hard-
ship African post is easy?  Try it sometime.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS DAY 2004

Join AFSA for 39th Retiree Homecoming 

P
lanning is under way for the State Department’s
annual Foreign Affairs Day celebration, Friday,
May 7.  Invitations have been sent to all those

who attended last year’s event, as well as all new
retirees.   If you wish to receive an invitation, e-mail
foreignaffairsday@state.gov, or call Peter Whaley at
(202) 663-2383.  As in previous years, there will be
a wide selection of seminars presented by regional
bureaus and other department offices, as well as a gala
luncheon in the Benjamin Franklin Room at the State
Department.  

The 2004 AFSA Memorial Plaque ceremony will take place during Foreign Affairs Day
to honor those Foreign Service personnel who lost their lives while serving their country abroad
in foreign affairs.  The solemn ceremony, including the presence of an Armed Forces Color
Guard, will be held at the site of AFSA’s Memorial Plaque in the C Street lobby of the State
Department at 10 a.m.  Secretary of State Colin Powell, who has presided at the last three
plaque ceremonies, has been invited to once again help us honor our fallen colleagues.  There
are currently 215 names on the two Memorial Plaques, located in the east and west wings
of the lobby.  Although we are grateful that it appears no additional names will be added to
the Memorial Plaques this year, this ceremony is an opportunity to remember all those direct-
hire government employees who have made the ultimate sacrifice while serving under the
authority of a chief of mission.  We are also reminded of the very real dangers and risks that
our Foreign Service personnel continue to face every day no matter where in the world they
may serve.

American Foreign Service Association • April 2004
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A
FSA congratulates the winners of the
2003 Matilda W. Sinclaire Language
Awards.  These awards are presented

annually by AFSA to Foreign Service employ-
ees who have distinguished themselves in the
study of hard languages and associated cultures.
Each of the winners will receive $1,000 and a
certificate of recognition from AFSA.

RECOGNITION FOR STUDY OF HARD LANGUAGES

AFSA Announces Sinclaire Language
Award Winners

Continued on page 5 JO
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AFSANEWSBRIEFS
Welcome to AFSA’s New FAS VP
AFSA is pleased to report that Laura Scandurra joined

the AFSA Governing Board as AFSA Vice President for

the Foreign Agricultural Service in February.  She cur-

rently works in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations

Division of FAS, and has served overseas in The Hague

and Tokyo.  She’s a diplomat and an athlete, participat-

ing in triathlons, rowing, cycling and speed skating.  

Life in the Foreign Service 
■ BY BRIAN AGGELER, FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER 

AFSA MEETS WITH OPM DIRECTOR
An AFSA delegation met with Office of Personnel

Management Director Kay Coles James on Jan. 15 to discuss the
related issues of Senior Foreign Service pay and locality (or over-
seas comparability) pay for ranks FS-1 and below.  AFSA
pressed OPM to authorize travel overtime for specialists and to
implement the regulations giving former “PITs” (employees on
part-time, intermittent or temporary appointments) the option
to buy back retirement coverage.  
On the new requirement for all Senior Executive Service (and

thus SFS) salaries to be based on a pay-for-performance system,
the OPM director could not say much about specifics of the
new system.   She and her colleagues did say, however, that the
Foreign Service, with its existing evaluations and rank-ordering,
was well ahead of the rest of the U.S. government in putting
such a system into place.
Although PIT buy-backs were authorized in legislation in

September 2002 (go to www.aafsw.org/state/state_
resources.htm for more information), OPM remains opposed to
implementing the legislation for reasons of precedent and
retroactivity.   The OPM representatives told AFSA that they
would look for alternative ways to move forward.   AFSA will
continue to press for a provision in the FY 2005 state authoriza-
tion bill that includes a deadline for implementing the legislation.
On travel overtime for specialists, particularly Diplomatic

Security agents, the OPM officials admitted that the “Strategic
Compensation Initiative” that was supposed to deal with this
issue remained moribund.   They agreed to re-engage on the
issue to work out an agreement.

Briefs • Continued on page 6

GOSH, HE’S REALLY MASTERED THAT CORE PRECEPT IN 
“PERSUASION AND NEGOTIATION.”

Staff:
Executive Director Susan Reardon: reardon@afsa.org

Business Department
Controller Kalpna Srimal: srimal@afsa.org
Accounting Assistant Steven Tipton: tipton@afsa.org

Labor Management
General Counsel Sharon Papp: papps@state.gov
Labor Management Attorney Zlatana Badrich: badrichz@state.gov
Labor Management Specialist James Yorke: yorkej@state.gov
USAID Senior Labor Management Advisor Douglas Broome: dbroome@usaid.gov
USAID Office Manager Asgeir Sigfusson: asigfusson@usaid.gov
Grievance Attorneys Harry Wilkinson: wilkinsonhg@state.gov, and Charles Henderson:

hendersonch@state.gov
Office Manager Christine Warren: warrenc@state.gov
Law Clerk Marques Peterson: petersonmo@state.gov

Member Services
Director Janet Hedrick: hedrick@afsa.org
Representative Lindsay Peyton: peyton@afsa.org
Administrative Assistant Ana Lopez: lopez@afsa.org

Outreach Programs
Retiree Liaison Bonnie Brown: brown@afsa.org
Director of Communications Thomas Switzer: switzer@afsa.org
Congressional Affairs Director Ken Nakamura: nakamura@afsa.org
Corporate Relations/Executive Assistant Austin Tracy: tracy@afsa.org
Scholarship Director Lori Dec: dec@afsa.org
Professional Issues Coordinator Barbara Berger: berger@afsa.org

AFSA HEADQUARTERS:
(202) 338-4045; Fax: (202) 338-6820
STATE DEPARTMENT AFSA OFFICE:
(202) 647-8160; Fax: (202) 647-0265
USAID AFSA OFFICE: 
(202) 712-1941; Fax: (202) 216-3710
FCS AFSA OFFICE: 
(202) 482-9088; Fax: (202) 482-9087

AFSA WEB SITE: www.afsa.org
AFSA E-MAIL: afsa@afsa.org
AFSA NEWS: afsanews@afsa.org
FSJ: journal@afsa.org
PRESIDENT: limbert@afsa.org
STATE VP: cranelk@state.gov
RETIREE VP: jones@afsa.org 
USAID VP:wcarter@usaid.gov 
FCS VP: charles.ford@mail.doc.gov
FAS VP: Laura.Scandurra@usda.gov

AFSA News
Editor Shawn Dorman: dorman@afsa.org
(202) 338-4045 x 503; Fax: (202) 338-8244

On the Web: www.afsa.org/news
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G
etting locality pay for every FS-1 and below posted over-
seas is AFSA’s Job Number One.  But before you get your
hopes up, here’s my “Surgeon General’s” warning: It is

going to be very difficult and the stress of waiting may be haz-
ardous to your health.

First, in order for the foreign affairs agencies to authorize
locality pay for all FS-1s and below serving abroad, legislation
must be passed by Congress.  This could come by way of an
amendment to the 1990 Federal Pay Comparability Act that
set up locality pay and categorically denies locality pay to any
U.S. government employee working overseas.  Or it could be
accomplished through an amendment to
the Foreign Service Act that would exempt
the Foreign Service from that provision of
the Federal Pay Comparability Act.
Whatever the legislative route (remember
your civics classes?), the bill has to be intro-
duced, sponsored and assigned to a com-
mittee.  The committee has to hold hear-
ings, solicit views and then report the bill
out of committee.  The bill then has to be
scheduled for a floor vote.  To become law,
it has to be passed by a majority of both houses and signed by
the president. 

This is not an easy task.  Consider this example.  Every year,
a bill with over 100 sponsors is introduced into the Congress.
This bill would guarantee reservists called up for service the
salary they were earning before they were called up.  It has
public support, yet it never goes anywhere.  How could such
beneficial legislation fail?  It fails because it would cost a lot
of money, especially to the federal government, which is the
largest employer of military reservists.  And it would create
a two-tier salary system on the battlefield, something I doubt
the Pentagon favors.  This bill never even gets assigned to a
committee.  It is DOA. 

Suppose our bill gets sponsors, gets assigned to a commit-
tee, and hearings are held?  The committee will most certain-
ly want the views of the administration.  Increasing the salaries
of over 7,000 Foreign Service employees will cost money, lots
of money — over 60 million additional taxpayer dollars.  The
budgets of the foreign affairs agencies would have to be increased.
I don’t need to tell you that with a swelling federal deficit, all
budget requests are being subjected to intense scrutiny.  

AFSA knows all the arguments in favor of the change and
we use them all the time during frequent visits to the Hill: equi-

ty, fairness, morale, etc.  We cite the
CIA, DIA and NSA, all of which pay
their overseas staff Washington-level
salaries.  The department has repeat-
edly made these same arguments with some of the same peo-
ple AFSA talks to on Capitol Hill.  Thus far, they remain
unmoved.  

One executive branch staffer we met said that State is unable
to prove that the lack of locality pay has any effect on reten-
tion rates.  During one call on House staff, AFSA was told, “We
don’t think anyone in a ‘cushy’ place like London or Paris should

get any more money.”  AFSA knows that
FS employees in London and Paris are
doing meaningful work.  We also know that
they could be in Baghdad or Kabul tomor-
row.  It’s called being worldwide available.
On another call, a staffer said, “Frankly, it
seems that all you ever come here for is to
ask for more money.”  The anecdotal evi-
dence points to a chilly if not downright
hostile environment.  

Is there anything you can do?  Yes!
When a CODEL or STAFFDEL comes to your post, be sure
and get on the notional schedule.  Provide the delegation mem-
bers with your take on the denial of locality pay.  The lack of
remunerative employment for spouses is a good argument.   In
a dual-income society, the Foreign Service is a one-track career. 

While our prospects appear dim, AFSA will not let up in
its campaign to persuade the Congress and the administration
to see the justice of paying locality pay to overseas Foreign Service
employees.  ▫

When a CODEL or STAFFDEL

comes to your post, 

be sure and get on the 

notional schedule.

V.P. VOICE: STATE■BY LOUISE CRANE

Locality Pay is Job Number One

APRIL 2004 • AFSA NEWS  3

Note on SFS salaries: Many may ask why State was able
to move so quickly to grant overseas members of the Senior
Foreign Service a Washington-level salary.  There are a num-
ber of complex explanations, but the simplest one is that no
legislation was needed.  The change required no sponsor,
no hearings, no committee report.  All that was required was
an agreement among various players (including OPM, OMB,
and the White House) that SFS members should be given
a Washington-level salary so that all members of the Senior
Executive Service and the SFS would be at the same salary
level when locality pay was abolished and replaced by the
new “pay for performance” system in January 2004.



A
s we work closely with the Foreign Commercial Service
on priority issues for 2004, I am convinced that funda-
mental reforms are needed for both our mission and

organizational structure.  Our programs continue to be anchored
too deeply in the last century.  Staff resources are allocated much
as they were 20 years ago despite major changes in global mar-
kets.  Internally, we need to address structural problems that
have long plagued the Office of Foreign Service Human

Resources, diminish-
ing our ability to recruit and support staff.

In the area of human resources, unfortunate-
ly it is more apparent than ever that the Foreign
Commercial Service and its personnel system
remain misunderstood.  FCS is a separate and
unequal part of the overall structure of the
Commerce Department.  

Delayed action on the issue of Senior Foreign Service pay adjustments in January
is illustrative.  FCS, State, FAS and USAID management worked tirelessly to achieve a
timely and equitable solution.  All but FCS were successful by the Jan. 11 implemen-
tation date.  FCS management was just as committed to finding an equitable solution,
yet the culture and structure of decision-making at Commerce did not allow for a time-
ly decision on an issue where a consensus view had been reached easily at the other agen-
cies.  I am pleased to report that the agency did eventually succeed: a similar result was
obtained from the Commerce Department two weeks after the other agencies had acted. 

The lengthy processing of annual selection board decisions also illustrates the need
for change.  State Department results were announced in October 2003 and approved
and implemented by the end of December.  FCS results were also announced in October,
but are still not implemented as I write in February.  

Our new precepts and management systems were approved in January, five years
after work began.  FCS management and AFSA are committed to progress in the human
resource area but remain hampered by a system and culture that has yet to learn how
to manage a Foreign Service system almost a quarter-century after it was transferred
from the State Department.  Individuals are committed, but only fundamental reform
can fix this sad situation.  We look forward to working with our new director general
to undertake such reforms.

As for commercial diplomacy, our programs and organizational structure call out
for a fundamental review.  The intense globalization process of the last decade has cre-
ated new opportunities and challenges for our economic groups.  Support for invest-
ment and the appropriate role for the federal government in regulatory policy advo-
cacy are topics that have not been well debated.  This is an increasingly urgent task, if
only to better respond to the practices of competitor countries. We look forward to work-
ing closely with interested parties in designing a new policy framework.

I can close with a note of hope: FCS management and AFSA start out 2004 having
eliminated a multiyear backlog of issues.  We have started with a clean slate and a con-
structive attitude for a strong, collaborative relationship.  As our FCS AFSA member-
ship approaches 200 (close to 90 percent of our officer corps), I am convinced that work-
ing together with our new director general and senior management we can address this
call for fundamental reform.  ▫

FCS is a separate and

unequal part of the overall

structure of the Commerce

Department.  

V.P. VOICE: FCS■BY CHARLES FORD

A Call for Fundamental Change
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“As for our first-tour consular colleagues,
they deserve special respect for staffing the
front lines of America’s defense.  One used
to be able to say, ‘If I make a mistake on this
visa, the sky will not fall.’  Now it just may.
There is also a spirit that now recognizes the
importance of what these colleagues do and
the importance of supporting them with the
right training, assignments and leadership. 

“I recall in particular meeting a first-tour
consular officer from a busy Francophone
post. He joined the Foreign Service after a
distinguished career elsewhere, and said, ‘I
think I’ve finally found what I love to do.
I’m actually disappointed when we have too
few visa applicants and we finish too soon.’
Now that is dedication!

“We want all new-entry professionals
to know that AFSA is there to help.  If there
is no AFSA representative at your post, we
encourage you to volunteer to be one.
During my visit, I heard from several peo-
ple who had difficulty getting a post man-
agement official to pay attention to their
problems.  In such cases, the AFSA repre-
sentative is your best spokesperson.  In
other cases, individuals can always phone
or e-mail the Washington AFSA offices for
advice.”  ▫

Limbert Trip • Continued from page 1

Foreign Service Day • Continued from page 1

Come with AFSA 
to Capitol Hill

In connection with Foreign Affairs
Day, AFSA will hold its fourth annual “Day
on the Hill” program on Thursday, May 6.
AFSA encourages retirees to join us for a visit
to Capitol Hill to meet with congressional
representatives and staff.  This event pro-
vides a unique opportunity for retirees to
confer with key legislators and discuss
Foreign Service and foreign affairs issues.
Add your voice to AFSA’s in support of the
Foreign Service.

AFSA is sending out invitations for “Day
on the Hill” to Foreign Service retirees
(members and non-members).  For more
information, send an e-mail to Austin Tracy
at tracy@afsa.org, or call him toll-free at
1(800) 704-2372, ext. 506. ▫

mailto:tracy@afsa.org
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A FOND FAREWELL

Harry Sizer
Retires from
AFSA

F
ormer Foreign Service officer Harry
Sizer, who worked for the last nine
years as an AFSA grievance attorney,

is leaving AFSA for a second retirement.
With a law degree from Yale University and
vast Foreign Service experience, he was a
tremendous asset to AFSA and will be sore-
ly missed.  He assisted hundreds of Foreign
Service clients, always a source of comfort
and moral support to them through the
never-easy grievance process.

In tribute to his service, those who
worked most closely with him had this to
say:

Harry’s counsel, assistance and guidance
were invaluable to me.  The department’s
grievance staff made a number of proce-
dural errors and it would have been far
more difficult to prepare my submission to
the Foreign Service Grievance Board had
it not been for Harry’s excellent support.  

— A Foreign Service Client

We’ll all miss Harry Sizer in a hundred
ways.  His quiet demeanor conceals a tena-
cious spirit that refuses to let injustice pre-
vail or to allow vital issues to be overtaken
by the press of everyday business.  His
unique ability to lend a sympathetic ear and
do his very best for every single one of the

diverse clients who have stepped through
his office door will be difficult to replicate.
We wish him a long and peaceful retirement
to enjoy what we hope will be an ever-
increasing tribe of grandchildren.  

— James Yorke, 
Labor Management Specialist

Harry has been a valuable asset to the
AFSA members.  His experience as an attor-
ney and a Foreign Service officer enabled
him to give members excellent advice and
counsel.  He has dedicated two careers to
serving the Foreign Service and we wish him
the very best in retirement.  

— Susan Reardon, 
AFSA Executive Director

Harry brought an insider’s knowledge
of the system to his work.  He married the
skills of a therapist with his legal knowledge
and his Foreign Service experience.  At one
of our staff meetings, Harry made a pro-
found comment: “What my clients really
want,” he said, “is an apology.”  Since apolo-
gies were not forthcoming, Harry worked
hard to get his clients redress through the
grievance system and he was uncommon-
ly successful.  

— Louise Crane, 
AFSA State Vice President 

It was my great pleasure to work with
Harry the past nine years.  He assisted lit-
erally hundreds of Foreign Service employ-
ees with grievances, disciplinary cases and
security investigations and saved many
careers by persuading the grievance staff or

Foreign Service Grievance Board to throw
out a prejudicial evaluation or overturn a
low ranking or selection out.  Harry was
always willing to meet with new clients on
a moment’s notice.  He was extremely gen-
erous with his time, providing both legal
and moral support.  Harry never relented
in his efforts to get rid of the mandatory 5-
percent low ranking at the State Depart-
ment, as he saw time and time again the
arbitrary and unfair nature of this quota
system.   

— Sharon Papp, 
AFSA General Counsel

Having Harry in the office when I start-
ed fresh from law school was a great gift.
He was an invaluable resource for me as a
sounding board for legal advice and guid-
ance.  Harry has a keen sense of fairness,
professionalism and collegiality, as well as
a sharp sense of humor.  It was an honor
to work with him.  

— Zlatana Badrich, 
Labor Management Attorney

My husband and I knew Harry from
our posting to Muscat in 1977-1978.
Harry was the deputy chief of mission,
and his supportive, gentle management
style at a difficult desert post was deeply
appreciated.  He made sure that everyone
in the embassy felt included and received
a fair shake. He’s done the same thing at
AFSA as an attorney for his Foreign
Service clients.  

— Christine Warren, 
Labor Management Office Manager  ▫

Language training supervisors at the
School of Language Studies of the
Foreign Service Institute nominate all
candidates and a committee of AFSA
staff and board members selects the win-
ners.

Former Foreign Service officer Matilda
W. Sinclaire established the Sinclaire
Language Award through a bequest to the
American Foreign Service Association in
1982, to “promote and reward superior
achievement by career officers of the
Foreign Service of the United States while

studying one of the ‘hard’ languages
under the auspices of the Foreign Service
Institute of the Department of State.”
Sinclaire languages are those that have
proven relatively difficult for native
English speakers to learn and that nor-
mally require eight months or more of
intensive study, either through formal
training or field experience. 

Over $150,000 has been awarded to
members of the Foreign Service in the past
22 years for their achievement of out-
standing language skills. ▫

Sinclaire • Continued from page 1

Winners: Language:
Anthony W. Baird Georgian
Laura Brown Bosnian
Anne S. Coleman Tagalog
Frank Collins Latvian
Cherrie S. Daniels Hebrew
Henry S. Ensher Hebrew
Kenneth Fairfax Polish
Julia Jacoby Hebrew
Timothy E. Liston Lithuanian
Richard Rorvig Polish
Landon Ray Lee Taylor Latvian
Thomas K. Yazdgerdi Greek



A
FSA is justifiably proud of the fact that membership
is at an all-time high: 12,474.  The number of active-
duty members is also at an all-time high: 74 percent

of State Foreign Service employees, 72 percent of USAID
and a whopping 86 percent of the FCS.  Eighty-five percent
of new entrants into the Service now routinely join AFSA,
compared to 45 percent just a decade ago.  How many retired
members are there?  There are currently 3,770, only a quar-
ter of the estimated total number of retired Foreign Service
personnel, 14,342.

If we assume that approximately 70 percent of retirees were once AFSA mem-
bers, that means that there are over 6,200 retirees out there who let their member-
ship lapse when they retired or sometime afterwards.  That’s 6,000 people who don’t
receive the Retiree Directory, the Foreign Service Journal, AFSA News, and the Retiree
Newsletter, don’t have access to AFSA insurance programs and don’t have the option
of seeking AFSA assistance with insurance, annuity or benefits issues. 

It’s easy to speculate on reasons why many
retirees let membership lapse.  Some retirees
may simply want to close completely the
Foreign Service chapter of their lives.  Some
specialists may have felt that AFSA was an offi-
cer-run, officer-oriented organization with lit-
tle relevance to their concerns.  However hard
we have worked to change that image in recent
years, perceptions often outlive the reality.

Some may feel the dues are more than they can afford, even scaled as they are to
annuity levels.  Some thought their membership would automatically continue after
they retired, and never renewed it when active-duty payroll deductions ceased.

What’s harder to do is to find new ways to reach those old friends who have
left us.  AFSA President John Limbert and the retired members on the AFSA
Governing Board are all ready and able to visit the retiree organizations around
the country and talk about what AFSA is doing and why it matters to retirees.  AFSA
is always represented at the department’s retirement seminars.   We do an annu-
al membership appeal to all retirees.  We are working on improvements to the retiree
page of the AFSA Web site. 

We encourage retiree members to help us recruit retiree colleagues back into
AFSA.   We welcome your ideas and suggestions on what more we can do to reach
our former colleagues, and in particular how we can improve AFSA’s services to
retirees.  (Send your suggestions and comments to jones@afsa.org.)  We are well
aware that it’s the services we provide that, in the end, are the best membership
draw of all. ▫

Note: The very real prospect of increasing congressional pressure to cut federal retiree
benefits underscores the importance of AFSA’s role in protecting your hard-earned bene-
fits.  AFSA works actively with other retiree organizations to protect federal annuities, COLAs
and health benefits.  Bonnie Brown, our Retiree Affairs Coordinator, provides assistance
with annuity, Social Security, and other retirement issues to over 40 members a month. Contact
her at brown@afsa.org or (800) 704-2372, ext. 528.

We encourage retiree 

members to help us 

recruit their retiree 

colleagues back into AFSA.

V.P. VOICE: RETIREE■BY GEORGE JONES

Where Have All The Members Gone?
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USAID & the Millennium
Challenge Account
Following several months of rela-

tive inactivity on the Millennium
Challenge Account, AFSA is pleased
to report that Congress passed the
Omnibus Appropriations Bill that
includes both the funding and the
authorization for the MCA.  In line
with expectations, a total of $1 bil-
lion was budgeted for MCA-related
activities, including the establishment
of the Millennium Challenge
Corporation.  The requirements for
eligibility are laid out in this act
(H.R. 2673), and the structure of the
corporation is outlined.  One section
(Title VI, Section 615) defines how
the MCC will cooperate with the
U.S. Agency for International
Development, an issue that is of par-
ticular concern to AFSA and AFSA
members.   
Included is a requirement for coor-

dination, which states that “The
Chief Executive Officer shall consult
with the Administrator of the United
States Agency for International
Development in order to coordinate
the activities of the Corporation with
the activities of the Agency.”  In addi-
tion, it states that “The Administrator
of the United States Agency for
International Development shall seek
to ensure that appropriate programs
of the Agency play a primary role in
preparing candidate countries to
become eligible countries.”
At the first MCA board meeting on

Feb. 2, Under Secretary of State for
Economic, Business and Agricultural
Affairs Alan Larson was appointed
interim CEO of the MCC.  The
MCC is temporarily located in the
USA Today building in Rosslyn, Va.
U/S Larson hosted a briefing on the
MCA at the Foreign Press Center on
Feb. 3.  To read the transcript and
learn more about the MCA, please
go to http://fpc.state.gov/28839.htm.

Briefs • Continued on page 8
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T
he spread of the Internet coupled with the strong private-
sector trend in the U.S. toward outsourcing has created attrac-
tive new portable career choices for Foreign Service spous-

es.  Two expanding career options are the Virtual Professional and
the Virtual Assistant.

Working with U.S. companies and using e-mail, fax and
courier services, Foreign Service spouses with JD, MD, and MBA
degrees can now provide litigation support, insurance case
screening and corporate growth consulting as virtual profes-
sionals.  Foreign Service spouses with business-support exper-
tise can offer foreign-market research, database management
and foreign-travel support to U.S. sales and marketing execu-
tives as virtual assistants.  

Many business relationships, in fact, that were once consid-
ered “face-to-face or not at all” have given way to virtual arrange-
ments.  Granted, a Foreign Service spouse lawyer in Norway
cannot appear “virtually” in a U.S. court — and will, of course,
have to be cognizant of host-country restrictions on the prac-
tice of law — but he or she can just as easily summarize a depo-
sition or review litigation documents as a U.S.-based colleague. 

By the same token, a Foreign Service spouse with an MBA
no longer need be present to advise the executives of young com-
panies on their growth strategies (even the “virtual CEO” con-
cept, emerging from Silicon Valley, has been around since the
1990s), nor does a spouse with research skills need to meet with
a U.S. marketing executive before reporting on the market land-
scape in his or her host country.

The Background and Growth of Virtual Services
The concept of virtual support services began with the launch

of the virtual assistant industry in 1995.  Originally oriented toward
administrative services, the “VA” industry quickly spread.  The
hiring marketplace understood that, just as in telecommuting, the
physical presence of the assistant was not always necessary.
Moreover, the VA, as an offsite independent contractor rather than
an onsite employee, could save the hiring company significant costs
in employee taxes and benefits, and in office space and ameni-
ties.    

The VA industry has since grown to include over 80 skill sets
or areas of expertise, many of which overlap into the virtual pro-
fessional arena.  There is room for debate as to whether some spe-
cialties belong in the “VA” or “VP” category: Is an interpreter a
VA or a VP?  Be that as it may, there are expanding work options
for numerous skill sets.  

The following is a sampling of the opportunities a Foreign
Service spouse almost anywhere might pursue: 

Business plan writing
Marketing plan writing
Academic writing
Press release services 
Grant proposal writing
Import-export support
Foreign market research
Legal and medical transcription
Fundraising consulting and support
Nonprofit growth consulting
Audiovisual and multimedia presentations
Public relations/media relations consulting
Graphic design and corporate identity services
Technical writing and editing
Voice services (greetings, events)
Intranet development and support
Web community hosting and monitoring
Web site design and maintenance
Software programming
Customer service complaint/dispute resolution 

Resources on the Net
Whether you opt for the virtual assistant or virtual profession-

al path, you’ll find plenty of tips on launching and growing a vir-
tual services business on the Internet.  A Google search will get
your efforts off to the right start, and industry organizations like
the International Virtual Assistants Association, at www.ivaa.org,
can also help.  The media has also embraced the concept, and
archived articles, on virtual assistants in particular, abound. 

Look Before You Leap!
There are, of course, caveats.  The Foreign Service spouse must

take into account potential conflicts of interest and other mission-
specific considerations and sensitivities that non-diplomatic VPs
and VAs can ignore.  Be sure to read relevant Family Liaison Office
publications such as Employment Options for Foreign Service
Family Members and get guidance from your post administra-
tive officer as first steps before undertaking any VP or VA self-
employment effort, and most especially before accepting any client
in a VP or VA relationship.      

Enjoy, and may the heady and rewarding pleasures of success-
ful entrepreneurship be yours!  ▫

Michael Haaren, who was a Foreign Service dependent in the 1960s, is the
co-founder and COO of Staffcentrix, LLC, which specializes in training pro-
grams in the Virtual Assistant/Virtual Professional industry.  

FS VOICE: FAMILY MEMBER MATTERS ■ BY MICHAEL HAAREN

Portable Career Options: Virtual
Assistants, Virtual Professionals

JO
SH

http://www.ivaa.org
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Personnel
BY JAMES YORKE, LABOR
MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

A Look at Training
and Lodging

Q:  I’m coming to Washington for a year’s
language training.  Can I live in my own
house while I’m on long-term training
between assignments, and claim per diem
at the same time?

A: Yes, under certain circum-
stances.

First, you can buy a house to occupy
while you are on temporary duty between
posts, and you can claim per diem allowance
in connection with your occupancy of the
house, based on the standard meals and mis-
cellaneous expenses allowance (M&IE), plus
lodging costs determined as a proration of
monthly interest, property tax and utility
costs actually incurred.  This is based on the
1977 “Larrabee” decision of the Comptroller

General.
Second, you can move into a property

that was rented out while you were away,
and claim the same per diem costs.  Most
FS employees with homes in the
Washington area can qualify as long as the
house has been rented out for a significant
period and the employee is on temporary
duty orders that specifically state that he or
she is en route to another overseas assign-
ment.  However, none of the case history
addresses the question of someone return-
ing for training to a house that he or she
owned as a family home for a protracted
period, but that has only been rented out
for a short period before the return on TDY.
This may still require a test case.
Q:  I’m going to Fort Lauderdale for a
three-week TDY and own a holiday home
in the area.  May I claim per diem as reim-
bursement for mortgage expenses if I live
in this house for the period of my TDY?

A:No.  The rationale here is that
you bought this house for other

purposes entirely, and any mortgage costs
you incur are consequent on your owner-
ship of the property, not your temporary
duty.  You may, however, claim M&IE and
some other expenses, such as the cost of
extra utilities that would not have been
incurred had you not been occupying the
house.
Q:  I understand that per diem rates

decrease over time during long-term
training at FSI.   How does that work?

A:While in long-term training at
FSI, you may claim up to 100

percent of daily per diem for the first 60
days.  This amount is reduced to 50 per-
cent from day 61 to day 120, and to 25 per-
cent thereafter.  The reduction applies to
both the lodging and M&IE portions of per
diem.  In 2003 lodging per diem for the
D.C. area was $150 and M&IE was $50.  
Q:  Can I cover my rent during training by
arranging a “front-loaded” lease?

A:No.  A front-loaded lease, in this
context, is a lease with a high rent

for the first few months that is later reduced
on a sliding scale to match the declining
authorized lodging per diem amount.  The
Resource Management Bureau’s policy,
when faced with a lease of this kind, is to
add up the total rent over the period of the
lease, and divide that by the number of days
of the lease.  So beware: If you agree to a
rent of $4,500 per month for the first sixty
days (or $150/day), $2,250 for the next 60
days ($75/day) and $1,125 for the remain-
der of a six-month lease, RM will add it all
together ($15,750) and divide by six to give
a monthly rent of $2,625.  So you’ll only
get $2,625 for the first two months, and the
maximum amounts of $2,250 and $1,125
monthly for each of the next two-month
periods.  ▫

Q&A

All-Hands Meeting at USAID
On Feb. 3, USAID Administrator Natsios gathered employees

for the first all-hands meeting of 2004.  The administrator deliv-
ered remarks in which he emphasized the four main priorities
for the coming year: 1) The reconstruction of Afghanistan, Iraq,
and Sudan; 2) HIV/AIDS and the Millennium Challenge Account;
3) President Bush’s 19 Development Initiatives; and 4) the
Business Model Review.  Of particular interest to AFSA were the
presentations on management and human resources, which
were handled by Assistant Administrator for Management John
Marshall and Director of Human Resources Rose Marie Depp. 
AFSA and others posed questions concerning the Student

Loan Repayment Program, spousal language and area training,
reimbursement of expenses for new hires and business class
travel.  The overriding refrain was budgetary constraint, but
there are efforts afoot to see if funds can be found for SLRP
with the caveat that such a program would not provide blanket

coverage for all.  The agency must prove that the program is
used to address recruitment and retention problems in order to
provide this benefit.  Regarding spousal language training at
FSI, HR said “FAST” summer courses for spouses were a possi-
bility, but only by request to USAID/HR.  HR said that the cost
of spousal area studies, however, was prohibitive.  USAID is cur-
rently developing a plan that would provide some reimburse-
ment of new-hire expenses.  No answer on business-class travel
was forthcoming.

Tax Time  
The AFSA Tax Guide gives you a detailed state-by-state

breakdown of tax laws as they pertain to Foreign Service
employees and retirees.  If you missed the 2003 Tax Guide in
the February AFSA News, you can find it on the AFSA Web
site at www.afsa.org/taxguide.cfm.  The latest regarding the
capital gains tax exclusion on the sale of a principal residence
can be found in the congressional activity section of the AFSA
Web site at: www.afsa.org/congress.cfm.

Briefs • Continued on page 9
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Spotlight on the Senior Management Group
Back in July, shortly after the new AFSA Governing Board took office,

AFSA requested a briefing from USAID management regarding certain
senior management group decisions that did not appear to pass the
transparency test.  AFSA was concerned about the way these decisions,
and others like them in the future, might influence promotion possibili-
ties and whether the decisions might thwart the career advancement of
some members.  Every week since July, either by e-mail or in face-to-
face meetings, AFSA has repeated this request.  To date, no briefing has
taken place or even been scheduled.  “Of such stonewalling,” says AFSA
VP Bill Carter, “collaborative relationships are not made.”

USAID-State Cross-Assignment Program Gets Started
AFSA VPs for State and USAID met with State Human Resources staff con-

cerning the start-up of an excursion program designed to bring five State
employees to USAID and send an equal number of USAID employees to
State.  AFSA supports this initiative, and hopes our consultations with man-
agement can result in a better program with a higher chance of success.  The
meeting was productive, and AFSA appreciates HR’s openness.  USAID has
already posted five State jobs, and State HR agreed to put five USAID jobs on
its bid list.

“KidVid” Contest Entries Due April 15 
The Foreign Service Youth Foundation and the Overseas Briefing

Center are sponsoring the Ninth Annual Worldwide KIDVID Contest
for production of a video that depicts life for children and teens at your
post.  Winners are honored at the Youth Awards Ceremony at the
Department of State.  The FSYF awards cash prizes to the top three
winners.  
This contest is open to Foreign Service kids ages 10 to 18.  Foreign

Service families visit the OBC to research their assignments.  The OBC
needs videos that show life at post — housing, school, recreational facil-
ities, community life, city life — from the vantage point of the younger
members of the Foreign Service community.  Videos should include
views of what children and teens do in their free time. 
All submissions become the property of OBC and will not be

returned to contestants.  The videos will be kept in the OBC
Information Center and other Foreign Service reference libraries for use
by Foreign Service employees and family members.  As OBC property,
these videos may also be made available to the public.
Find details and the rules at

www.fsyf.org/kidvid/2003KidVidRules.doc
Submissions should be sent to: KIDVID Contest, Overseas Briefing

Center, Room E2126, Shultz Center, Department of State, Washington,
DC 20522-4201. 
Submissions must be received in the Overseas Briefing Center by

Monday, April 15, 2004.  Contest winners will be announced by the end
of May.
Questions?  Contact Maureen Johnston at the Overseas Briefing

Center:  E-mail johnstonm5@state.gov, call (703) 302-7277, or fax
(703) 302-7452.  �
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THE FS & THE PRESIDENT’S
2005 BUDGET REQUEST 
The International Affairs Account in the Fiscal Year

2005 budget request totals $31.5 billion.  This
amount represents a 10.53 percent increase over
the FY 2004 request, and an 11.3 percent increase
over the FY 2004 appropriation (not counting funds
carried over from the 2003 supplemental or the
across-the-board omnibus recission).  Budgets were
increased for nine departments or agencies and
decreased for seven.  The International Affairs
Account was given the largest percentage increase.
The increase in the administration’s request for

the International Affairs Account was approximately
$3 billion, most of it earmarked for three programs
— the Global Aids Initiative, the Millennium
Challenge Account, and the Andean Counter Drug
Initiative.  The accounts of special interest to AFSA
did not do badly.  The State Department personnel
account (Diplomatic and Consular Programs
Account) was increased to accommodate additional
hiring of 184 employees above attrition, 63 addi-
tional consular officers separate from those to be
hired through the normal use of visa fees, and 71
additional for DS.  The Information Management
Account was significantly higher than the 2004
appropriation but slightly (1.21 percent) below the
2004 request.  The Worldwide Security Account
was level at the agreed-upon $1.5 billion.  At USAID,
the Operating Expenses Account was up, to allow
for the hiring of 50 additional staff above attrition
for the agency’s Development Readiness Initiative.
The USAID Capital Investment Fund was down. 
As the personnel accounts were increased, some

of the program assistance funds were either flat or
reduced in order to accommodate increases in
other areas of the account. For instance, develop-
ment assistance was down 1.19 percent when com-
pared to the 2004 request or down 4.04 percent
from the 2004 appropriation.  Likewise, assistance
levels for the Former Soviet Union and the African
Development Foundation were down. 
In the next phase of the process, the budget com-

mittees work on House and Senate budget resolu-
tions, and after that, it’s on to appropriations.  Most
people involved in the process predict this will be a
tough year.  The administration’s request is tight,
and Congress will have its own priorities as it tries
to stay within budget limits. 

AFSANEWSBRIEFS
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CLASSIFIEDS

g RIEvAnCE ATTo RnEY (specializing
since 1983). Attorney assists FS officers to cor-
rect defective performance appraisals, to
reverse improper tenuring and promotion
board decisions, secure financial benefits,
defend against disciplinary actions and obtain
relief from all forms of discrimination. Free Initial
Consultation. Call William T. Irelan, Esq. 
Tel:  (202) 625-1800, Fax:  (202) 625-1616.
E-mail:  wtirelan@vais.net

ATTo RnEY WITH 22 years successful
experience SPECIALIZING FULL-TIME IN FS
GRIEVANCES will more than double your
chance of winning: 30% of grievants win
before the Grievance Board; 85% of my clients
win. Only a private attorney can adequately
develop and present your case,  including nec-
essary regs, arcane legal doctrines, prece-
dents and rules. Call Bridget R. Mugane at 
Tel: (202) 387-4383, or (301) 596-0175. 
E-mail: fsatty@comcast.net 
Free initial consultation.

ATTORNEY

LEGAL SERVICES

Pl ACE A Cl ASSIFIEd Ad:
$1.25/word (10-word min.) First 3
words bolded free, add’l bold text
$2/word, header,  box, shading $10 ea.
Deadline: 20th of the month for pub. 
5 weeks later. 

Ad Mgr: Tel: (202) 944-5507, 
Fax: (202) 338-6820. 
E-mail: miltenberger@afsa.org 

Rol And S. HEARd, CPA
1091 Chaddwyck Dr. 
Athens, GA 30606 

Tel/Fax: (706) 769-8976
E-mail: RSHEARDCPA@aol.com

• U.S. income tax services
•  Many FS & contractor clients

•  Practiced before the IRS
•  Financial planning 

•  American Institute of CPAs, Member
FIRST CONSULTATION FREE

WWW.ROLANDSHEARDCPA.COM

FREE TAX Co nSUl TATIo n : For over-
seas personnel. We process returns as
received, without delay. Preparation and rep-
resentation by Enrolled Agents. Federal and
all states prepared. Includes “TAX TRAX”
unique mini-financial planning review with rec-
ommendations. Full planning available. Get the
most from your financial dollar! Financial
Forecasts Inc., Barry B. De Marr, CFP, EA,
3918 Prosperity Ave. #230,  Fairfax, VA 22031
Tel: (703) 289-1167, Fax: (703) 289-1178.
E-mail: finfore@aol.com

vIRg InIA M. TEST, CPA: Tax service
specializing in Foreign Service/overseas con-
tractors. Co nTACT InFo : (804) 695-2939,
FAX: (804) 695-2958. E-mail: VTest@aol.com

FInAnCIAl  AdvISo R: Stephen H.
Thompson, Legg Mason Wood Walker Inc.
Member NYSE, Member SIPC (Retired
Foreign Service officer). 
Tel: (202) 778-1970, (800) 792-4411.
Web site: www.sthompson.fa.leggmason.com 
E-mail: shthompson@leggmason.com

ATTo RnEY, Fo RMER Fo REIg n SER-
vICE o FFICER: Extensive experience w/ tax
problems peculiar to the Foreign Service.
Available for consultation, tax planning, and
preparation of returns:
M. Bruce Hirshorn, Boring & Pilger
307 West Maple  Ave., Suite D,
Vienna, VA 22180.  Tel: (703) 281-2161.
Fax: (703) 281-9464.
E-mail: mbhirshorn@boringandpilger.com.

TAX & FINANCIAL SERVICES

TAX RETURn PREPARATIo n And
Pl AnnIng  from a CPA firm specializing in
expatriate taxation. Home of JANE A. BRUNO,
the author of "The Expat's Guide to U.S.
Taxes." Tax return preparation, tax consulta-
tion and financial planning.  Contact us at:
Tel: (954) 452-8813, Fax: (954) 452-8359.
E-mail: americantaxhelp@gkrcpas.biz 
Visit our Web site:
www.americantaxhelp.com

PRo FESSIo nAl  TAX RETURn
PREPARATIo n: Thirty years in public tax
practice. Arthur A. Granberg, EA, ATA, ATP.
Our charges are $75 per hour. Most FS returns
take 3 to 4 hours. Our office is 100 feet from
Virginia Square Metro Station, Tax Matters
Associates PC, 3601 North Fairfax Dr.,
Arlington, VA 22201. Tel: (703) 522-3828. 
Fax: (703) 522-5726. 
E-mail: aag8686@aol.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

KdH PRo PERTIES SERvES the prop-
erty management needs of clients in the close-
in communities of McLean, Falls Church and
Arlington. We have over 30 years experience
in renting and managing. We are REALTORS
and belong to the Northern Virginia Association
of Realtors. We manage: single-family homes,
townhouses, condo units, as well as small
community  associations.  We would be hon-
ored to serve as your property manager. Our
manager has earned and holds the designa-
tion of  Certified Property Manager. Contact
us for more info.  Tel: (703) 522-4927, or 
E-mail: kdhproperties@mris.com

WJd MAnAg EMEnT IS competitively
priced, of course. However, if you are consid-
ering hiring a property management firm, don’t
forget the old saying, “You get what you pay
for.” All of us at WJD have worked for other
property management firms in the past, and
we have learned what to do and, more impor-
tantly, what not to do from our experiences at
these companies. We invite you to explore our
Web site at www.wjdpm.com for more infor-
mation, or call us at (703) 385-3600.

WIl l /ESTATE Pl AnnIng by attorney
who is a former FSO. Have your will reviewed
and updated, or new one prepared:
No charge for initial consultation.
M. Bruce Hirshorn, Boring & Pilger
307 Maple Ave. W, Suite D, Vienna, VA
22180. Tel: (703) 281-2161, 
Fax: (703) 281-9464.
E-mail: mbhirshorn@boringandpilger.com

SEEKIng  RETIREd FSos. Government
contracting firm in Maryland is seeking recent-
ly-retired USAID Foreign Service officers in
such personnel categories as executive man-
agement, health, population & nutrition, and
program and project development to serve as
coaches available to train, support and guide
new Foreign Service employees in their career
training  and development, and to troubleshoot
specific areas in their development that may
need additional attention. These are flexible,
part-time positions to begin approximately
March 1, 2004, normally working 20 hours per
week or less, and require no travel. Please
submit your resumé and salary requirements
to: FSO Recruiter, 12520 Prosperity Drive,
Suite 300. Silver Spring, MD  20904.  No
phone calls please.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

BUSInESS/RESIdEnTIAl  oRgAnIzIng
services: "The Chaos Counselor:" paper
management, financial records, moving/relo-
cation. Member Nat'l. Assoc. of Professional
Organizers. Background in clinical psycho-
logy, experience working with ADD clients and
chronically disorganized. Foreign Service
spouse.  Worldwide availability. 
Tel: (202) 298-7872.
E-mail: thechaoscounselor2003@yahoo.com.

U.S. TAX TIME IS HERE: Living abroad?
James Burgess Associates, Ltd. Certified
Public Accountants. Need help with U.S. taxes
from an online tax preparer with 30 years’
experience? Check out our Web page for free
interview software. Give us a call or send us
an e-mail. 6105-A Arlington Boulevard, Falls
Church, VA 22044-2708. Tel: (703) 534-9320.
E-mail: jimb@jbaltd.com URL:www.jbaltd.com

mailto:thechaoscounselor2003@yahoo.com
mailto:fsatty@comcast.net
mailto:wtirelan@vais.net
mailto:americantaxhelp@gkrcpas.biz
http://www.americantaxhelp.com
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mailto:shthompson@leggmason.com
mailto:VTest@aol.com
mailto:mbhirshorn@boringandpilger.com
mailto:kdhproperties@mris.com
http://www.wjdpm.comfor
mailto:mbhirshorn@boringandpilger.com
mailto:jimb@jbaltd.com
http://www.jbaltd.com


PIEd-A-TERRE PRo PERTIES, l Td:
Select from our unique inventory of fully-fur-
nished & tastefully decorated apartments &
townhouses all located in D.C.’s best in-town
neighborhoods: Dupont, Georgetown, Foggy
Bottom & the West End. Two-month minimum.
Mother-Daughter Owned and Operated.
Tel: (202) 462-0200.  Fax: (202) 332-1406. 
Email: info@piedaterredc.com
www.piedaterredc.com
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PRUdEnTIAl  CARRUTHERS REAl -
To RS: Complete professional dedication to
residential property in Northern Virginia. I pro-
vide you with personal attention. Over 22
years real estate experience and Foreign
Service overseas living experience. JOANN
PIEKNEY. vienna: Tel: (703) 757-7758,  Fax:
(703) 281-9782, E-mail: jpiekney@yahoo.com.

WASHIngTon, d.C. or nFATC ToUR?
EXECUTIvE Ho USIng  Co nSUl TAnTS
offers Metropolitan Washington, D.C.’s finest
portfolio of short-term, fully-furnished and
equipped apartments, townhomes and sin-
gle-family residences in Maryland, D.C. and
Virginia.

In Virginia: “River Place’s Finest” is steps
to Rosslyn Metro and Georgetown, and 15
minutes on Metro bus or State Department
shuttle to NFATC. For more info, please call
(301) 951-4111, or visit our Web site: 
www.executivehousing.com

FURnISHEd l UXURY APARTMEnTS:
Short/long-term. Best locations: Dupont Circle,
Georgetown. Utilities included. All price
ranges/sizes. Parking available. 
Tel: (202) 296-4989,  E-mail: rlicht@starpower.net

1768-74  U. ST/AdAMS Mo Rg An:
Unique spacious 2-BR apts w/terrace. In newly
renovated historic bldg. Individual HVAC units,
controlled entry system, hdwd flrs, all new
appliances including W/D.  Pkg. avail. 
For appt. call: (917) 567-4811.

TEMPo RARY Ho USIng

TEMPORARY HOUSING

CoRPoRATE APARTMEnT SPECIAl ISTS:
Abundant experience working with Foreign
Service professionals and the locations to best
serve you: Foggy Bottom, Woodley Park,
Cleveland Park, Chevy Chase, Rosslyn,
Ballston, Pentagon City. Our office is a short walk
from NFATC. One-month minimum.  All furnish-
ings, housewares, utilities, telephone and cable
included. Tel: (703) 979-2830 or (800) 914-2802;
Fax: (703) 979-2813. 
Web site: www.corporateapartments.com 
E-mail: sales@corporateapartments.com

PRo PERTY MAnAg EMEnT
PEAKE MAnAg EMEnT: Looking for a

great property manager experienced with FS
clients? Call me to set up an appointment, or
to receive our free Landlord Manual.  The
manual clearly explains the rental manage-
ment process no matter which company you
choose.  We’re professional, experienced and
friendly. In business since 1982. Lindsey
Peake: 6842 Elm St., McLean, VA 22101.    
Tel: (703) 448-0212. 
E-mail: Lindsey@peakeinc.com 

SHo RT-TERM REnTAl S

gEoRgEToWn QUARTERS: Exquisite,
fully-furnished accomodations at the East End
of Georgetown. Short walk to World Bank
and State Department.  Lower floor of three-
level home built in 1803 and renovated in
2003. Private front and rear entrances, eight-
foot ceilings, fireplace, marble bathroom with
jacuzi and shower, granite and stainless steel
kitchen, washer and dryer, walk out to tiered
rear garden great for entertaining.  Street
parking and limited car/pick-up sharing with
management.  Dishes, flatware, towels, linens
and light maid service included.  Preference
for single person or couple.  Rate commen-
surate with housing allowance.  Contact
owner at: rraysol@aol.com or Tel: (202) 625-
6448.

Fl o RIdA
Bo CA RATo n, PAl M BEACH, Fo RT

l AUdERdAl E:  Gracious living in vibrant S.
Florida with many cultural events, universities,
and sports.  The Treasure Coast remains
affordable w/ condos, villas, waterfront and golf
communities in all price ranges.  Enjoy
EuroMed living as your investment grows.
FSO (ret.) assists with amenities, and
spouse/agent shows range of retirement,
investment and vacation properties. 
Tel: (561) 445-9923. E-mail: 
marilyn.mangan@coldwellbanker.com

TEMPo RARY Ho USIng

BUYIng  o R REFInAnCIng  A Ho ME?
Save money with some of the lowest rates in
40 years. Jeff Stoddard specializes in work-
ing with the Foreign Service community over-
seas and in the U.S. Call today and experi-
ence the Power of Yes! ® Tel: (703) 299-8625.
E-mail: jeffstoddard_wamu@compuserve.com

MORTGAGE
vIEnnA- WAl K To  Vienna Metro, newly

updated, 3 bedrooms and 3.5 bathrooms with
finished basement, hardwood floors, new appli-
ances, Rent $1,850. Tel.: (703) 288-3969.

l o o KIng  To  BUY, sell or rent property
in Northern Virginia? This former FSO under-
stands your needs and can help you. David
Olinger, GRI Long & Foster, Realtors
Alexandria/Mt. Vernon Office. Tel: (703) 960-
8900, ext. 246. Fax: (703) 960-1305. E-Mail:
david.olinger@longandfoster.com

no RTHERn vIRg InIA - FAIRFAX: A
truly special opportunity. Sunlight fills this love-
ly home that has been tastefully updated and
well-maintained. Remodeled kitchen and
baths. Lots of space and large rooms.
Hardwood floors. Fireplace. Family room. All
of this on a spectacular fl-acre park-like set-
ting complete with fish pond and waterfall. And,
in sought-after Woodson High. Five bedrooms,
three full baths. $500's. Marilyn Cantrell,
McEnearney Assoc. Tel: (703) 790-9090, ext.
246; E-mail: marilyn@marilyncantrell.com.

no RTHERn vIRg InIA - ASHBURn:
Wow! Three-level townhome with brick front
and lots of tall windows. Even has a screened
porch! And a two-car detached garage!
Super kitchen with 42" cabinets, island and
breakfast area. Walkout basement with rec
room, fireplace and bonus room. 2 master
suites, 2 full baths and 2 half-baths. $304,900.
Marilyn Cantrell, McEnearney Assoc. 
Tel: (703) 790-9090, ext. 246. 
E-mail: marilyn@marilyncantrell.com.

ToWnHoUSE-Pool -TEnnIS FSO TDY
to Afghanistan Sep 04-Aug 05 will rent fur-
nished 2-bdrm condo. Cable/ utilities includ-
ed. 10 minutes to FSI.  On bus line to Metro.
Tel: (703) 302-7454.

H.A. g Il l  & So n, InC.: Family-owned
and operated firm specializing in the leasing
and management of fine single-family
houses, condominiums and cooperatives in
Washington, D.C. and Montgomery County
since 1888. While we operate with cutting-
edge  technology, we do business the old-fash-
ioned way: providing close personal attention
to our clients and their properties. We provide
expertise in dealing with jurisdictional legal
requirements, rent control, property registra-
tion and lead paint requirements. We closely
screen all tenant applications and are on-line
with Equi-fax Credit Information Services which
provides our firm with instantaneous hard-copy
credit reports. You can rest assured while you
are abroad that your property will be in the
most capable hands. Please call John Gill Jr.
at (202) 338-5000 or e-mail him at:

HEAdEd To d.C.? Start planning now  for
house hunting in Northern Virginia. Let my 16-
plus years of  experience providing FS per-
sonnel with exclusive Buyer Representation
work for you. My effective strategy for home
buying will make the transition easier for you
and your family!

Contact MARIl Yn CAnTREl l , Associate
Broker, ABR, CRS, GRI at McEnearney
Associates, 1320 Old Chain Bridge Rd.,
McLean, VA 22101. Tel: (703) 790-9090,
ext. 246; Fax: (703) 734-9460. 
E-mail: marilyn@marilyncantrell.com
www.marilyncantrell.com 

REAL ESTATE
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110 - 220 vo l T STo RE
MUl TI-SYSTEM El ECTRo nICS

SHOPPING

Pl AnnIng  To  Mo vE o vERSEAS?
Need a rate to ship your car, household goods,
or other cargo going abroad? Contact
SEFCO-Export Management Company for
rates and advice. Tel: (718) 268-6233. 
Fax: (718) 268-0505. Contact Joseph T. Quinn. 
Visit our Web site at www.sefco-export.com

MISCELLANEOUS

SHIPPIn g

IndEPEndEnT SCHo o l  o PTIo nS:
Finding the best school placement for each
child in the Washington Metro area.
www.independentschooloptions.org. 

PET TRANSPORTATION

BUSInESS CARdS printed to State
Department specifications. 500 cards for as
little as $37.00! Herron Printing & Graphics
(301) 990-3100; or 
E-mail: sales@herronprinting.com 

BUSINESS CARDS

VACATION

PAl -SECAM-nTSC Tvs,
VCRs, AUDIO, CAMCORDER, 
ADAPTOR, TRANSFORMERS, 

KITCHEN APPLIANCES
g MS Wo Rl d WIdE PHo nES

EPo RT Wo Rl d El ECTRo nICS
1719 Connecticut Ave NW

(Dupont Circle Metro. Btwn. R & S Sts.)
TEl  (202) 232-2244 (800) 513-3907

E-mail: export@covad.net
URL:www.220AV.TV

nEW l o CATIo n
1030 19TH ST.nW (between K & L Sts.)

Washington, D.C. 20009, 
TEl  (202) 464-7600.

InQUIRE ABo UT o UR PRo Mo TIo nS
g overnment & diplomat discounts

BOOKS

o l d ASIA/o RIEnT Bo o KS Bo Ug HT
Asian rare books. Fax: (212) 316-3408.
E-mail: arbs@erols.com

PET Mo vIng  MAdE EASY. Club Pet
International, is a full-service animal shipper
who specializes in local, national and interna-
tional trips. Club Pet is the ultimate pet care
boarding facility in the Washington
Metropolitan area. Located in Chantilly
Virginia, Club Pet is A.B.K.A. Accredited, and
licensed by the U.S.D.A. as well as the TSA
as an Indirect Air Carrier. Tel: (703) 471-7818
or (800) 871-2535, www.clubpet.com, 

UnIvERSITY PARK SARASo TA/
BRAdEnTo n AREA: Short- or long-term:
Large, elegant turnkey furnished pool villa with
lake view in golf course community;  2 bdrms,
2-1/2 baths plus den, fireplace.  Near airport
and beaches and Sarasota's theaters, shops
and restaurants. Contact: Sandy Greiner,
Wagner Realty; Tel: (941) 794-2246 or toll-free
(888) 691-1245.

SAnTo  do MIng o , do MInICAn
REPUBl IC: Stay at a furnished apartment
(two bedrooms, one bathroom and balcony)
in an old colonial zone in Gazcue.  Fifteen min-
utes walking distance to American Embassy,
1/2 block away from presidential palace,
restaurants and public  transportation. Thirty
minutes drive to the beach.  $250/week.
Room cleaning and morning coffee (1) is
included in the price.  For more info. contact
Elizabeth at Tel: (809)751-8352 or 
E-mail: edelmira77@yahoo.com

SCHol ARSHIP CoMPETITIon:  Open
to members of State Department Federal
Credit Union. Requirements: financial need,
minimum 2.5 GPA, minimum 12 college
credits completed.  Deadline: April 9, 2004.
For application, please visit our Web site at
www.sdfcu.org or call Lucy Yohe at 
Tel: (703) 706-5019. 

SCHOLARSHIP

FURnISHEd vACATIon HoME: Florida
University Park Sarasota/Bradenton area
short- or long-term. Large, elegant turnkey fur-
nished pool villa with lake view in golf course
community; 2 bdms, 2-fi baths plus den, fire-
place.  Near airport and beaches and
Sarasota's theaters, shops and restaurants.
Contact: Pauline Kemps, Jeannette & Rossi;
Tel: (941) 953-6000. 
E-mail: Pkemps@leasingsarasota.com

AIRPo RT ACCESS SEdAn &
l IMoUSInE SERvICES: Local and long-dis-
tance services door-to-door.  For airport trans-
fers, business meetings, sight-seeing and spe-
cial events.  Serving Washington, D.C.,
Maryland and Virginia 24/7 to the airports:
Dulles, Ronald Reagan and BWI.  Call (202)
498-8708, or (202) 625-0300.  Book rndtrip,
get $5.00 off. www.limo-access.com

TAXI WASH, DC METRO AREA  

JUng l e pa t HS a nD pa l a Ce t r ea -
SUr eS (non-fiction).  Set in India, a world of
fabulous palaces, temples, crowded towns and
remote jungles, monsoons, tigers and strange
customs.  See FSJ, Nov. 2003, page 23, for
description.  r iver of pearls (non-fiction): trav-
el, history, Asia adventure, on the press now.
$18.95 + shipping = $20.15.  Contact: Mary
Seniff Stickney, 71 Fisherman's Cove, Ponte
Vedra, FL 32082.  
E-mail: msseniff@worldnet.att.net

PAl M SPRIngS, CAl IFoRnIA: Beautiful
house, 3 BR, 3 baths, spectacular mountain
views, jacuzzi, private. Available winter 2004.
$3,000 monthly three-month min.
E-Mail: pscadoc@hotmail.com. 

WEST CoAST BARBAdoS: Diplomat's
gracious totally furnished 3BR home, seaview,
deck. Off-season rental 1,000/wk.   Minutes
to beachs, golfing, shops, restaurants. Contact
Zabriskie, Tel: (301) 587- 4956, E-mail 
pegnairobi@hotmail.com.

HIl To n HEAd ISl And: South Forest
Beach.   Vacation rental:  spacious 2-story villa,
2 bedrooms + convertible bed, 2.5 baths.  Two
blocks from beautiful beaches.  Tennis courts
and 2 on-site swimming pools. Prime golfing
nearby. Walking distance to restaurants, shops,
and many vacation and kid-friendly activities.
E-mail:  masseeandsumana@yahoo.com.

JUPITER BEACH, Fl : Ocean front 3 bed-
room, 2-1/2 bath condo available with pool,
gym and tennis.  Golf courses close by.
Minimum three months rental. Tel: (703) 960-
3386, E-mail: addygene@yahoo.com.

nUTRITIo nAl  So l UTIo nS vITAMInS
And THIng S: Herbs, vitamins, homeo-
pathics, flower remedies, body care, books,
and more! We offer high quality products that
produce dependable health benefits. Visit us
at www.yellnutrition.com to question our
knowledgeable staff and to place your orders
or call us at Tel: (703) 271-0400.

Capt ain Hogan:Sail or , Mer CHant ,
Dipl oMat  on Six Cont inent S.By Michael
Styles. True story adventurous Irish-American
late 18th early 19th centuries. Available:
SixContinents.home.att.net, and
Amazon.com.

l o ng Bo AT KEY, BRAdEnTo n/
SARASo TA: Area will exceed expectations.
Don’t miss owning in Florida.  Resales, new
homes, rental management and vacation
rentals.  Dynamic growing company offering
personalized professional service. Contact:
Sharon E. Oper, Realtor (AFSA Member)
Wagner Realty.  Tel: (941) 387-7199.
E-mail: lbk@comcast.net

no STATE InCoME TAX enhances gra-
cious living in Sarasota, the cultural capital of
Florida’s Gulf Coast. Contact former FSO Paul
Byrnes, Coldwell Banker residential sales
specialist, by e-mail: byrnes@family-net.org

Fl o RIdA

WASHIng To n STATE ISl AndS:
Spectacular views, wonderful community, cli-
mate, boating, hiking. Access Seattle &
Vancouver, B.C. Former FSO Jan Zehner,
Windermere Real Estate/ Orcas Island.
Tel: (800) 842-5770; www.orcas-island.com
E-mail: janz@rockisland.com
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g RIEvAnCE ATTo RnEY (specializing
since 1983). Attorney assists FS officers to cor-
rect defective performance appraisals, to
reverse improper tenuring and promotion
board decisions, secure financial benefits,
defend against disciplinary actions and obtain
relief from all forms of discrimination. Free Initial
Consultation. Call William T. Irelan, Esq. 
Tel:  (202) 625-1800, Fax:  (202) 625-1616.
E-mail:  wtirelan@vais.net

ATTo RnEY WITH 22 years successful
experience SPECIALIZING FULL-TIME IN FS
GRIEVANCES will more than double your
chance of winning: 30% of grievants win
before the Grievance Board; 85% of my clients
win. Only a private attorney can adequately
develop and present your case,  including nec-
essary regs, arcane legal doctrines, prece-
dents and rules. Call Bridget R. Mugane at 
Tel: (202) 387-4383, or (301) 596-0175. 
E-mail: fsatty@comcast.net 
Free initial consultation.

ATTORNEY

LEGAL SERVICES

Pl ACE A Cl ASSIFIEd Ad:
$1.25/word (10-word min.) First 3
words bolded free, add’l bold text
$2/word, header,  box, shading $10 ea.
Deadline: 20th of the month for pub. 
5 weeks later. 

Ad Mgr: Tel: (202) 944-5507, 
Fax: (202) 338-6820. 
E-mail: miltenberger@afsa.org 

Rol And S. HEARd, CPA
1091 Chaddwyck Dr. 
Athens, GA 30606 

Tel/Fax: (706) 769-8976
E-mail: RSHEARDCPA@aol.com

• U.S. income tax services
•  Many FS & contractor clients

•  Practiced before the IRS
•  Financial planning 

•  American Institute of CPAs, Member
FIRST CONSULTATION FREE

WWW.ROLANDSHEARDCPA.COM

FREE TAX Co nSUl TATIo n : For over-
seas personnel. We process returns as
received, without delay. Preparation and rep-
resentation by Enrolled Agents. Federal and
all states prepared. Includes “TAX TRAX”
unique mini-financial planning review with rec-
ommendations. Full planning available. Get the
most from your financial dollar! Financial
Forecasts Inc., Barry B. De Marr, CFP, EA,
3918 Prosperity Ave. #230,  Fairfax, VA 22031
Tel: (703) 289-1167, Fax: (703) 289-1178.
E-mail: finfore@aol.com

vIRg InIA M. TEST, CPA: Tax service
specializing in Foreign Service/overseas con-
tractors. Co nTACT InFo : (804) 695-2939,
FAX: (804) 695-2958. E-mail: VTest@aol.com

FInAnCIAl  AdvISo R: Stephen H.
Thompson, Legg Mason Wood Walker Inc.
Member NYSE, Member SIPC (Retired
Foreign Service officer). 
Tel: (202) 778-1970, (800) 792-4411.
Web site: www.sthompson.fa.leggmason.com 
E-mail: shthompson@leggmason.com

ATTo RnEY, Fo RMER Fo REIg n SER-
vICE o FFICER: Extensive experience w/ tax
problems peculiar to the Foreign Service.
Available for consultation, tax planning, and
preparation of returns:
M. Bruce Hirshorn, Boring & Pilger
307 West Maple  Ave., Suite D,
Vienna, VA 22180.  Tel: (703) 281-2161.
Fax: (703) 281-9464.
E-mail: mbhirshorn@boringandpilger.com.

TAX & FINANCIAL SERVICES

TAX RETURn PREPARATIo n And
Pl AnnIng  from a CPA firm specializing in
expatriate taxation. Home of JANE A. BRUNO,
the author of "The Expat's Guide to U.S.
Taxes." Tax return preparation, tax consulta-
tion and financial planning.  Contact us at:
Tel: (954) 452-8813, Fax: (954) 452-8359.
E-mail: americantaxhelp@gkrcpas.biz 
Visit our Web site:
www.americantaxhelp.com

PRo FESSIo nAl  TAX RETURn
PREPARATIo n: Thirty years in public tax
practice. Arthur A. Granberg, EA, ATA, ATP.
Our charges are $75 per hour. Most FS returns
take 3 to 4 hours. Our office is 100 feet from
Virginia Square Metro Station, Tax Matters
Associates PC, 3601 North Fairfax Dr.,
Arlington, VA 22201. Tel: (703) 522-3828. 
Fax: (703) 522-5726. 
E-mail: aag8686@aol.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

KdH PRo PERTIES SERvES the prop-
erty management needs of clients in the close-
in communities of McLean, Falls Church and
Arlington. We have over 30 years experience
in renting and managing. We are REALTORS
and belong to the Northern Virginia Association
of Realtors. We manage: single-family homes,
townhouses, condo units, as well as small
community  associations.  We would be hon-
ored to serve as your property manager. Our
manager has earned and holds the designa-
tion of  Certified Property Manager. Contact
us for more info.  Tel: (703) 522-4927, or 
E-mail: kdhproperties@mris.com

WJd MAnAg EMEnT IS competitively
priced, of course. However, if you are consid-
ering hiring a property management firm, don’t
forget the old saying, “You get what you pay
for.” All of us at WJD have worked for other
property management firms in the past, and
we have learned what to do and, more impor-
tantly, what not to do from our experiences at
these companies. We invite you to explore our
Web site at www.wjdpm.com for more infor-
mation, or call us at (703) 385-3600.

WIl l /ESTATE Pl AnnIng by attorney
who is a former FSO. Have your will reviewed
and updated, or new one prepared:
No charge for initial consultation.
M. Bruce Hirshorn, Boring & Pilger
307 Maple Ave. W, Suite D, Vienna, VA
22180. Tel: (703) 281-2161, 
Fax: (703) 281-9464.
E-mail: mbhirshorn@boringandpilger.com

SEEKIng  RETIREd FSos. Government
contracting firm in Maryland is seeking recent-
ly-retired USAID Foreign Service officers in
such personnel categories as executive man-
agement, health, population & nutrition, and
program and project development to serve as
coaches available to train, support and guide
new Foreign Service employees in their career
training  and development, and to troubleshoot
specific areas in their development that may
need additional attention. These are flexible,
part-time positions to begin approximately
March 1, 2004, normally working 20 hours per
week or less, and require no travel. Please
submit your resumé and salary requirements
to: FSO Recruiter, 12520 Prosperity Drive,
Suite 300. Silver Spring, MD  20904.  No
phone calls please.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

BUSInESS/RESIdEnTIAl  oRgAnIzIng
services: "The Chaos Counselor:" paper
management, financial records, moving/relo-
cation. Member Nat'l. Assoc. of Professional
Organizers. Background in clinical psycho-
logy, experience working with ADD clients and
chronically disorganized. Foreign Service
spouse.  Worldwide availability. 
Tel: (202) 298-7872.
E-mail: thechaoscounselor2003@yahoo.com.

U.S. TAX TIME IS HERE: Living abroad?
James Burgess Associates, Ltd. Certified
Public Accountants. Need help with U.S. taxes
from an online tax preparer with 30 years’
experience? Check out our Web page for free
interview software. Give us a call or send us
an e-mail. 6105-A Arlington Boulevard, Falls
Church, VA 22044-2708. Tel: (703) 534-9320.
E-mail: jimb@jbaltd.com URL:www.jbaltd.com
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PIEd-A-TERRE PRo PERTIES, l Td:
Select from our unique inventory of fully-fur-
nished & tastefully decorated apartments &
townhouses all located in D.C.’s best in-town
neighborhoods: Dupont, Georgetown, Foggy
Bottom & the West End. Two-month minimum.
Mother-Daughter Owned and Operated.
Tel: (202) 462-0200.  Fax: (202) 332-1406. 
Email: info@piedaterredc.com
www.piedaterredc.com
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PRUdEnTIAl  CARRUTHERS REAl -
To RS: Complete professional dedication to
residential property in Northern Virginia. I pro-
vide you with personal attention. Over 22
years real estate experience and Foreign
Service overseas living experience. JOANN
PIEKNEY. vienna: Tel: (703) 757-7758,  Fax:
(703) 281-9782, E-mail: jpiekney@yahoo.com.

WASHIngTon, d.C. or nFATC ToUR?
EXECUTIvE Ho USIng  Co nSUl TAnTS
offers Metropolitan Washington, D.C.’s finest
portfolio of short-term, fully-furnished and
equipped apartments, townhomes and sin-
gle-family residences in Maryland, D.C. and
Virginia.

In Virginia: “River Place’s Finest” is steps
to Rosslyn Metro and Georgetown, and 15
minutes on Metro bus or State Department
shuttle to NFATC. For more info, please call
(301) 951-4111, or visit our Web site: 
www.executivehousing.com

FURnISHEd l UXURY APARTMEnTS:
Short/long-term. Best locations: Dupont Circle,
Georgetown. Utilities included. All price
ranges/sizes. Parking available. 
Tel: (202) 296-4989,  E-mail: rlicht@starpower.net

1768-74  U. ST/AdAMS Mo Rg An:
Unique spacious 2-BR apts w/terrace. In newly
renovated historic bldg. Individual HVAC units,
controlled entry system, hdwd flrs, all new
appliances including W/D.  Pkg. avail. 
For appt. call: (917) 567-4811.

TEMPo RARY Ho USIng

TEMPORARY HOUSING

CoRPoRATE APARTMEnT SPECIAl ISTS:
Abundant experience working with Foreign
Service professionals and the locations to best
serve you: Foggy Bottom, Woodley Park,
Cleveland Park, Chevy Chase, Rosslyn,
Ballston, Pentagon City. Our office is a short walk
from NFATC. One-month minimum.  All furnish-
ings, housewares, utilities, telephone and cable
included. Tel: (703) 979-2830 or (800) 914-2802;
Fax: (703) 979-2813. 
Web site: www.corporateapartments.com 
E-mail: sales@corporateapartments.com

PRo PERTY MAnAg EMEnT
PEAKE MAnAg EMEnT: Looking for a

great property manager experienced with FS
clients? Call me to set up an appointment, or
to receive our free Landlord Manual.  The
manual clearly explains the rental manage-
ment process no matter which company you
choose.  We’re professional, experienced and
friendly. In business since 1982. Lindsey
Peake: 6842 Elm St., McLean, VA 22101.    
Tel: (703) 448-0212. 
E-mail: Lindsey@peakeinc.com 

SHo RT-TERM REnTAl S

gEoRgEToWn QUARTERS: Exquisite,
fully-furnished accomodations at the East End
of Georgetown. Short walk to World Bank
and State Department.  Lower floor of three-
level home built in 1803 and renovated in
2003. Private front and rear entrances, eight-
foot ceilings, fireplace, marble bathroom with
jacuzi and shower, granite and stainless steel
kitchen, washer and dryer, walk out to tiered
rear garden great for entertaining.  Street
parking and limited car/pick-up sharing with
management.  Dishes, flatware, towels, linens
and light maid service included.  Preference
for single person or couple.  Rate commen-
surate with housing allowance.  Contact
owner at: rraysol@aol.com or Tel: (202) 625-
6448.

Fl o RIdA
Bo CA RATo n, PAl M BEACH, Fo RT

l AUdERdAl E:  Gracious living in vibrant S.
Florida with many cultural events, universities,
and sports.  The Treasure Coast remains
affordable w/ condos, villas, waterfront and golf
communities in all price ranges.  Enjoy
EuroMed living as your investment grows.
FSO (ret.) assists with amenities, and
spouse/agent shows range of retirement,
investment and vacation properties. 
Tel: (561) 445-9923. E-mail: 
marilyn.mangan@coldwellbanker.com

TEMPo RARY Ho USIng

BUYIng  o R REFInAnCIng  A Ho ME?
Save money with some of the lowest rates in
40 years. Jeff Stoddard specializes in work-
ing with the Foreign Service community over-
seas and in the U.S. Call today and experi-
ence the Power of Yes! ® Tel: (703) 299-8625.
E-mail: jeffstoddard_wamu@compuserve.com

MORTGAGE
vIEnnA- WAl K To  Vienna Metro, newly

updated, 3 bedrooms and 3.5 bathrooms with
finished basement, hardwood floors, new appli-
ances, Rent $1,850. Tel.: (703) 288-3969.

l o o KIng  To  BUY, sell or rent property
in Northern Virginia? This former FSO under-
stands your needs and can help you. David
Olinger, GRI Long & Foster, Realtors
Alexandria/Mt. Vernon Office. Tel: (703) 960-
8900, ext. 246. Fax: (703) 960-1305. E-Mail:
david.olinger@longandfoster.com

no RTHERn vIRg InIA - FAIRFAX: A
truly special opportunity. Sunlight fills this love-
ly home that has been tastefully updated and
well-maintained. Remodeled kitchen and
baths. Lots of space and large rooms.
Hardwood floors. Fireplace. Family room. All
of this on a spectacular fl-acre park-like set-
ting complete with fish pond and waterfall. And,
in sought-after Woodson High. Five bedrooms,
three full baths. $500's. Marilyn Cantrell,
McEnearney Assoc. Tel: (703) 790-9090, ext.
246; E-mail: marilyn@marilyncantrell.com.

no RTHERn vIRg InIA - ASHBURn:
Wow! Three-level townhome with brick front
and lots of tall windows. Even has a screened
porch! And a two-car detached garage!
Super kitchen with 42" cabinets, island and
breakfast area. Walkout basement with rec
room, fireplace and bonus room. 2 master
suites, 2 full baths and 2 half-baths. $304,900.
Marilyn Cantrell, McEnearney Assoc. 
Tel: (703) 790-9090, ext. 246. 
E-mail: marilyn@marilyncantrell.com.

ToWnHoUSE-Pool -TEnnIS FSO TDY
to Afghanistan Sep 04-Aug 05 will rent fur-
nished 2-bdrm condo. Cable/ utilities includ-
ed. 10 minutes to FSI.  On bus line to Metro.
Tel: (703) 302-7454.

H.A. g Il l  & So n, InC.: Family-owned
and operated firm specializing in the leasing
and management of fine single-family
houses, condominiums and cooperatives in
Washington, D.C. and Montgomery County
since 1888. While we operate with cutting-
edge  technology, we do business the old-fash-
ioned way: providing close personal attention
to our clients and their properties. We provide
expertise in dealing with jurisdictional legal
requirements, rent control, property registra-
tion and lead paint requirements. We closely
screen all tenant applications and are on-line
with Equi-fax Credit Information Services which
provides our firm with instantaneous hard-copy
credit reports. You can rest assured while you
are abroad that your property will be in the
most capable hands. Please call John Gill Jr.
at (202) 338-5000 or e-mail him at:

HEAdEd To d.C.? Start planning now  for
house hunting in Northern Virginia. Let my 16-
plus years of  experience providing FS per-
sonnel with exclusive Buyer Representation
work for you. My effective strategy for home
buying will make the transition easier for you
and your family!

Contact MARIl Yn CAnTREl l , Associate
Broker, ABR, CRS, GRI at McEnearney
Associates, 1320 Old Chain Bridge Rd.,
McLean, VA 22101. Tel: (703) 790-9090,
ext. 246; Fax: (703) 734-9460. 
E-mail: marilyn@marilyncantrell.com
www.marilyncantrell.com 

REAL ESTATE
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110 - 220 vo l T STo RE
MUl TI-SYSTEM El ECTRo nICS

SHOPPING

Pl AnnIng  To  Mo vE o vERSEAS?
Need a rate to ship your car, household goods,
or other cargo going abroad? Contact
SEFCO-Export Management Company for
rates and advice. Tel: (718) 268-6233. 
Fax: (718) 268-0505. Contact Joseph T. Quinn. 
Visit our Web site at www.sefco-export.com

MISCELLANEOUS

SHIPPIn g

IndEPEndEnT SCHo o l  o PTIo nS:
Finding the best school placement for each
child in the Washington Metro area.
www.independentschooloptions.org. 

PET TRANSPORTATION

BUSInESS CARdS printed to State
Department specifications. 500 cards for as
little as $37.00! Herron Printing & Graphics
(301) 990-3100; or 
E-mail: sales@herronprinting.com 

BUSINESS CARDS

VACATION

PAl -SECAM-nTSC Tvs,
VCRs, AUDIO, CAMCORDER, 
ADAPTOR, TRANSFORMERS, 

KITCHEN APPLIANCES
g MS Wo Rl d WIdE PHo nES

EPo RT Wo Rl d El ECTRo nICS
1719 Connecticut Ave NW

(Dupont Circle Metro. Btwn. R & S Sts.)
TEl  (202) 232-2244 (800) 513-3907

E-mail: export@covad.net
URL:www.220AV.TV

nEW l o CATIo n
1030 19TH ST.nW (between K & L Sts.)

Washington, D.C. 20009, 
TEl  (202) 464-7600.

InQUIRE ABo UT o UR PRo Mo TIo nS
g overnment & diplomat discounts

BOOKS

o l d ASIA/o RIEnT Bo o KS Bo Ug HT
Asian rare books. Fax: (212) 316-3408.
E-mail: arbs@erols.com

PET Mo vIng  MAdE EASY. Club Pet
International, is a full-service animal shipper
who specializes in local, national and interna-
tional trips. Club Pet is the ultimate pet care
boarding facility in the Washington
Metropolitan area. Located in Chantilly
Virginia, Club Pet is A.B.K.A. Accredited, and
licensed by the U.S.D.A. as well as the TSA
as an Indirect Air Carrier. Tel: (703) 471-7818
or (800) 871-2535, www.clubpet.com, 

UnIvERSITY PARK SARASo TA/
BRAdEnTo n AREA: Short- or long-term:
Large, elegant turnkey furnished pool villa with
lake view in golf course community;  2 bdrms,
2-1/2 baths plus den, fireplace.  Near airport
and beaches and Sarasota's theaters, shops
and restaurants. Contact: Sandy Greiner,
Wagner Realty; Tel: (941) 794-2246 or toll-free
(888) 691-1245.

SAnTo  do MIng o , do MInICAn
REPUBl IC: Stay at a furnished apartment
(two bedrooms, one bathroom and balcony)
in an old colonial zone in Gazcue.  Fifteen min-
utes walking distance to American Embassy,
1/2 block away from presidential palace,
restaurants and public  transportation. Thirty
minutes drive to the beach.  $250/week.
Room cleaning and morning coffee (1) is
included in the price.  For more info. contact
Elizabeth at Tel: (809)751-8352 or 
E-mail: edelmira77@yahoo.com

SCHol ARSHIP CoMPETITIon:  Open
to members of State Department Federal
Credit Union. Requirements: financial need,
minimum 2.5 GPA, minimum 12 college
credits completed.  Deadline: April 9, 2004.
For application, please visit our Web site at
www.sdfcu.org or call Lucy Yohe at 
Tel: (703) 706-5019. 

SCHOLARSHIP

FURnISHEd vACATIon HoME: Florida
University Park Sarasota/Bradenton area
short- or long-term. Large, elegant turnkey fur-
nished pool villa with lake view in golf course
community; 2 bdms, 2-fi baths plus den, fire-
place.  Near airport and beaches and
Sarasota's theaters, shops and restaurants.
Contact: Pauline Kemps, Jeannette & Rossi;
Tel: (941) 953-6000. 
E-mail: Pkemps@leasingsarasota.com

AIRPo RT ACCESS SEdAn &
l IMoUSInE SERvICES: Local and long-dis-
tance services door-to-door.  For airport trans-
fers, business meetings, sight-seeing and spe-
cial events.  Serving Washington, D.C.,
Maryland and Virginia 24/7 to the airports:
Dulles, Ronald Reagan and BWI.  Call (202)
498-8708, or (202) 625-0300.  Book rndtrip,
get $5.00 off. www.limo-access.com

TAXI WASH, DC METRO AREA  

JUng l e pa t HS a nD pa l a Ce t r ea -
SUr eS (non-fiction).  Set in India, a world of
fabulous palaces, temples, crowded towns and
remote jungles, monsoons, tigers and strange
customs.  See FSJ, Nov. 2003, page 23, for
description.  r iver of pearls (non-fiction): trav-
el, history, Asia adventure, on the press now.
$18.95 + shipping = $20.15.  Contact: Mary
Seniff Stickney, 71 Fisherman's Cove, Ponte
Vedra, FL 32082.  
E-mail: msseniff@worldnet.att.net

PAl M SPRIngS, CAl IFoRnIA: Beautiful
house, 3 BR, 3 baths, spectacular mountain
views, jacuzzi, private. Available winter 2004.
$3,000 monthly three-month min.
E-Mail: pscadoc@hotmail.com. 

WEST CoAST BARBAdoS: Diplomat's
gracious totally furnished 3BR home, seaview,
deck. Off-season rental 1,000/wk.   Minutes
to beachs, golfing, shops, restaurants. Contact
Zabriskie, Tel: (301) 587- 4956, E-mail 
pegnairobi@hotmail.com.

HIl To n HEAd ISl And: South Forest
Beach.   Vacation rental:  spacious 2-story villa,
2 bedrooms + convertible bed, 2.5 baths.  Two
blocks from beautiful beaches.  Tennis courts
and 2 on-site swimming pools. Prime golfing
nearby. Walking distance to restaurants, shops,
and many vacation and kid-friendly activities.
E-mail:  masseeandsumana@yahoo.com.

JUPITER BEACH, Fl : Ocean front 3 bed-
room, 2-1/2 bath condo available with pool,
gym and tennis.  Golf courses close by.
Minimum three months rental. Tel: (703) 960-
3386, E-mail: addygene@yahoo.com.

nUTRITIo nAl  So l UTIo nS vITAMInS
And THIng S: Herbs, vitamins, homeo-
pathics, flower remedies, body care, books,
and more! We offer high quality products that
produce dependable health benefits. Visit us
at www.yellnutrition.com to question our
knowledgeable staff and to place your orders
or call us at Tel: (703) 271-0400.

Capt ain Hogan:Sail or , Mer CHant ,
Dipl oMat  on Six Cont inent S.By Michael
Styles. True story adventurous Irish-American
late 18th early 19th centuries. Available:
SixContinents.home.att.net, and
Amazon.com.

l o ng Bo AT KEY, BRAdEnTo n/
SARASo TA: Area will exceed expectations.
Don’t miss owning in Florida.  Resales, new
homes, rental management and vacation
rentals.  Dynamic growing company offering
personalized professional service. Contact:
Sharon E. Oper, Realtor (AFSA Member)
Wagner Realty.  Tel: (941) 387-7199.
E-mail: lbk@comcast.net

no STATE InCoME TAX enhances gra-
cious living in Sarasota, the cultural capital of
Florida’s Gulf Coast. Contact former FSO Paul
Byrnes, Coldwell Banker residential sales
specialist, by e-mail: byrnes@family-net.org

Fl o RIdA

WASHIng To n STATE ISl AndS:
Spectacular views, wonderful community, cli-
mate, boating, hiking. Access Seattle &
Vancouver, B.C. Former FSO Jan Zehner,
Windermere Real Estate/ Orcas Island.
Tel: (800) 842-5770; www.orcas-island.com
E-mail: janz@rockisland.com
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